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ABSTRACT
A qualitative research study has been carried out in order to
determine Perceptions of NUrsing Competence. A critical
incident technique 'Was used to collect data from patients to
determine the cri ter,,:1aused by them in judging whether a
nurse is cmnpetent 'or not. This data was analysed by means
of a. .cont.ent;analysis, and the findings compared with the
available literature and with the r~.quirements of the South
African Nursi)l>gCouncil. This study was done in order to
dete'!:'millewhether a set of criteria can be developed from the
per~eptions of the patients with regard to nUrsing -
competence, with the long term aim of designing all evaluation
tool based on these criteria. The study was carried out in
a large teaching hospital in Johannesburg by means of
interViewing in"'patients in selected 'Ylardsinvolved in
student training. Five categories were developed rlPom the
data which Were built up froln recording units and themes.
In. comparing the, findings of the study to the literature,
consensus was found to exist between the patients 6riteria
and those of nur-se authors. )\
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CHAPTER ONE
BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
OF KEY CONCEPTS AND METHODOLOGY
1 .•1. REASONS FOR ATTEMPTING 'rHE STUDY
One of the most important tasks of any nurse educatior is",.to
determine whether a student nurse is tlcompetent" to join the
profession at the end of her training. The longer one
attempts to carry out this task of evaluation, the more
cons cLous one becomes that it is difficult, if not
impossible t to do this adequateljT or meaningfully.
The evaluation of cognitive skills both in nursing and
general education, has received a good deal of attention.
Nurse educators are therefore in a better position to
evaluate cognitive rache.r than psychomotor and af.fective
sl\ij;lls. Even so r there is still much to be done to inlpro've
c~Ngnitj.veevaluation so that relevant, appropriate, .
meaningful evaluation is done.
!.,' )\". _' . .' 'It is the evaluation (l,r the practica, wpich include the
psycho~ot.or and affective skills, wh~Fe :30 many problems
(,exist that we hardly dare pretend that we evaluate in a
meaningiul way.
1.1. :1:. Common Pr:a.cticesin the evaluation of Practica..-.- v
It 'is; comnron practice in most nursing coil/ages to "eva Lua t.e"
students' progress regarding practica, both during and at the
end of ea:ch stage of their training ..The method most common Ly
used is the so called "OSCE. tI method0(Objective Structured
Clinical Evaluation). This metlfod.was developed on the
assumption that paychomotor ada affective skills can be
successfully tested in a simulated environment with a time
limit for each lIstationtl.iHarden 1978)
There are problems,. however. ,tlSimula.tion It can be anything
from a person acting the designated role of another to a part
of a manikin lying on a table awaiting the student's
ministrations, e.g. changing a dressing on an tlarmft, I~ many
centres written stations ate included in this tlpractical"
examination. The la.tter practice OCcurs because of the "lack
of manpower to "man" all the station.s. Another problem is
that the stres5. caused the student5 by the time constraints
and unnatural circumstances do not simulate a real live
situation. Hende; the student's performance is not
commensurate with her lJ,ormalperformance in the wards. As a
result of these problems,l bSCEs do not evaluate what they are
supposed to evaluate - the ;,studel.'lt's abili.ty to :nurse a
patient. What is meap.t by the term ":qurse" will be discussed
- 2 -
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J.n the next section, as it causes problems,a:p.d has a direct
influence on this study. {'~i ' 0
Wi th .a;l.l the problems above r perhaps the 4\1,ostserious is that
OSCEs do not: adequately test aape ctis th~tI:are important to
the patient. If a£fective skills are important, we are in
particular trOUble, as simulated settings are notoriously bad
for this purpose for the very reason that everyone is 1;'ole
playing, including the student who is being evaluated. If
this were an evaluatio~ for a drama school,. this may be
acceptable but in nursing it is not. Due to the tutors'
recognition Oit the fact that it is well nigh impossible to
evaluate affective skills in a simulated setting, PSCEs tend
'-:0 concentrate on testing psychomotor skills, 'resutting in
affective skills being neglected.
It is r therefore, qui te feasible tha.t a nurse who had passed
her practice. examinations and there·fore deemed competent I i
nut able to communicate adequatelY,ndemonstrat€J empathy, make
value judgements, behave in a profe:3sional manne r , arrange
management details, or teach patients adequately. Attempts
are made to evaluate these aspects in the warde.They tend,
however, to be subjective" a.aae asmen ts by the ward sisters who
are often not adequately trained for the purpose of
evaluating students. These very sisters, in all probability,
-.~.~,", - . . .' . ()'. . . -'. _- - , _. -, . .,'.,'. ': '.' .' . ....passed throu~h the very system descrl.bed abovet thus castJ.ng
doubt or" the effectiveness of her own affective skills.
1.1.2. Perceptions of Cr'iteria for Evaluation
Methods of evaluation certainly (.vuae problems as outlined
above, but the criteria useq within evaluation instruments
are also \;problematical.
Nurse educators have lbn(ii been acutely awa re of how difficult
it is to select appropriate criteria, but have nevertheless
done exactly that - the nurse educator decides What cri,teria
to use, based solelY on her own perception of what is,''';'
app roprLate . .) ,)
The p1.'obhsmwith this pratttice is that the educators are not
usually the people who bel'l.efitor suffer as a result of the
nurses' care, or lack of it. As a result, unless the·
educator has herself been a patient, the criteria~selected
at!e unlikely to reflect those considered important: by the
patient. Patients, or heal th care conaume ra , may well judge a
nurse differently to how another nurse wO'llldjudge her, and
are likely to consider affective behaviours more important
than either psychomotor or cognitive skills. As stated
above, it is these very affective skills that are largely
ignored in the present evaluation system.
(I
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The fact that it j.s.tihepatient wh~ pays for the n\lrsing care
received, and who bty.p~£itsor su,f,,£ersfrom that care,' surely
gives the.patient a ,.right to, at least partly, determine
which students are ultimately deemed competent to practice.
NUrses cannot assUme that they can speak for ,the patient on
this matter.
For these reasons, this study was undertCiken to determine
what criteria the patients use to determine whether the nurse
is "goodU or "competent" in their eyes and, at a later stage,
to use thi,s information to develop an appropriate evaluation
tool.
1.2. ~RJ'it:V:110U,S SIMILAR RESEARCH UNDER'l).KEN
StUdies :rj~vebeen undertaken to determine wha t is meant by
the terml!IIcaring" or to identify "caring beha.visursll,
( Chipman 1991, Cronin & Harrison 1988, Gorham 1962, Komorita
S.Doehring 1':/91, Leiniger 1988 t Shields 1978) but relatively
few, available to the researcher, involved patients in tt'ie
studies. ( Cronin & Harrison 1988, Gorham 1962) Studies on
caring are pest done using a phenbmenological approach. The
studies that looked at "Competence" seemed to favour a
critil".alincid.ent technd que of data collection, followed by
ei ther a content allalyai's,or quantitative analysis. ,(Gorham
1962, Shields 1978) F.aI'more studies Looked at "caring" than
"competence", ( Crohin & Harrison 19BB, Leiniger 1988,
Komorita & Doehring 1991) but, hopefully, in nursing, these
concepts have much in common and an analysis of both types is
useful. '
Cronin and Harrison {198B} conducted a study, Which, although
employing quantitative research" techniques, is highly
relevant. In this studY,qp. lithe importance Of nurse caring
behaviours as perceived by patients after a myocardial
infarction," they discovered that the patients they s~udie~
believed that certain physical needs must be met, such as
hygiene and feeding, before affective aspects such. as empathy'
dan be addressed.
/1'
In the study by Ray (1989;, patients expressed the need for
"hum.an care" Whereas physicians described care in terms of
technical aspects. .
Chipman (1991), conducted a study using student nursee and
found tha.t none.of the respondents talked or wrote about
technical competence as a caring nurse behaviour. All caring
behaviours were described in humanistic term.s.
Tagliacozzi and Mauksch (1972) found quite the oppOsite. The
pa tLerrts they interViewed considered peraone Liaed ,
supportive care as subordinate to physical care.
~ 4 -
Shields (1978) found in her survey of labouring patients that
"supportive measures" which included assisting with
breathing, holding the patient/liS'hand-; staying with her,
encouraging and reassuring her were the most helpful
measures. Physical care and the administration of medications
were not considered helpful.
The study by Comstock ;'and Williams (1980) used a qualitative
type of questionnaire to determine information rega:cding the
competence of student nurses, which they attempted to
eJ.icit from patients. They had considerable diffieul ty, as
patients were loathe to criticize their care givers and also,
the patients were not always able to separate their feelings
ahout the stUdent from those about the rest of the medical
team.
William Gorham (1962), used a critical incident technique to
"develop an explicit definition of the current role of the
general staff nurse." Less than 6% of his total sample were
patients. No indication is given if the patients' percep t Lons
differed from those of heal th personnel. His. information was
grouped into five major behavioural areas, viz. improving the
patients' adjustment to hospitalization or illness, promoting
patients' comfort and hygiene, contributing to medical
treatment, arranging management details, and personal
Characteristics.
The findings and problems encoun.tered by these researchers
were of great as adst.ance in planning a study on pe.rceptions
of Nursing Competence, and some will be referred to again in
the next chapter. It is interesting ta note the diverse
nature of the findings which presumably indicate that th~
settinq and methodology used fot the study significantly
af feet £~tJ:dinga.
1.3. THE CONCEPT "COMPETENCE"
Defining an abstract term such as "competence" is alway_
d1.ff.i·cult as it depends from Whose p!erspective it is being
looked at. A person who has never d..·~',ivena car may believe
another driver is competent, whereas an experienced driver
may recognize that the person is takihg undue risks and
causing mechanical strain on the vehicle.
In the same way, defining competence in nUrsing :Ls'~difficult
as it depends on perspective. One of the reason~ this study
was attempted was to see how the patients view competence.
Even wi thin this group, ind·ividuals viewed the concept from
different perspectives - an issue Which will beco)11 clear in
later chapters.
- 5 -
Schneider (1984:1) defines competence as lithe quality or
state of having sUfficie:atCknowledge, judgement, skill or
strehgth, " The problem, .Schneider points out, is how to
evaluate whether a peraon is "functionally adequate" or has
"sufficient" knowled.ge.
Synonyms given by Seaton {1990: 107} for competence Lnc Lude.,
"abilitYt adequacy, appropriateness, aptitude, capability~-J
e~pl?rtiset proficiency, skilL" It can be seen that
jUq\tJement is required to e\,7aluate whether a pe r aon is
co~tpetent. The act of judging t requires the "judge" to
"col"npare ideas to elicit truth." (Davidson 1985:52,.2). /)
person can onlv'compare what he sees in relation.~\l:l his own
conception of the matter io. hand. . <, ,
!
The discussion needs to re'!;i:i:r.t back tq" lo',jking at what
various people use as critEj'.'~ia for measuring N:l.ether a
person". in thi~, case a nur~/~.> is competent 01: lJ.t>t, or r what
she should do c:;)'l; a "competelit;'! nurse, or, in. fact" what a
nurse does in 6rde.r to earn t.his title.
If 11\"Travelbee (1971:7), an oft qU9ted author on nursi),fg,
compounds the problem by defirl\ing nursing as. "an
"iq~terpersonal process whereby the professiona.l nurse
ii~'ac:ti tioner assists an individual, family or community to
pteven.1: or cope with, the!, ~~p~~ience Of. Ll.Lnes.s and. suffering
and, if necessary, to find Yl1~16.·~ingi these experiences." She
does not tell us how the nu~§e assists or V1hat she ar:tua.lly
doe~ jn order to provide this assista.nce.
The South. African Nursin.g Council's (SANe) definition of
~ursing solves the problem to a limited extent. " Nursin.g is
a caring ~rofession Which enables and support~ the patient,
ill or well, at all stag,s of life, to achieve and maintain
health, or, where this is not pOSSible, cares for the patien~i
so that he lives in dignity until his death." (SANC1992} If
one could establish. what is meant by rtenablingll, "~\,pportingt'
and "caringlt t it wcul.d be possible t.:> establish exac tLy whae
a nUrSE) does. The SANC's definition of "Nurse Practitioner"
does tell us that she is u a registered nurse i'lho practises
nursing independently within' h~':c scope of practice. II The
~cope of Practice document tells U:.S that the nur ae assists
the pati~nt to meet his needs: e.g~ elimination needs,
communication ne,eds. This brings Us closer to an
und~rstanding ofd~h.~t the nurse actually does.
:!\
As soon as one retur!:');B to the concf";pts "enabling" I
"supporting" and "d.:t1,':tng"mentionefd above, one walks into yet
another minefield in the literature. The concept "caring has
received much attention.
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Kt?mct\~.taet al (1991:24) give an I'\'${cellent$'y.nopsisof
defiui t Lons of carin.13bj~ various au.,.s5ts.They tell us that
Ga,\lt(1983) defines caring as a pro/cess with components
di\ride'lint.<ija series of actions l ident.ifi(jation o~ patient
needs, ;.selection and implementatj/on of an action; and
pat~ient-defined criteria to measure success of...ouncome .
Griffin (1980) is q\loted as identifying two complementary
elements: activities as well as the attitudes and feelings
underlying tbem. Mayerhoff (1971) saw caring as a process
with a 90al- directed outcome to help others grow and self
actualize. He identified th~ follo,dng characteristics of
caring - knowin9, patience, honesty, truth, trust, humility,
hope, courage atld alternating rhythms.
Koxnorita's own definition (1991:24) states that.llcaring
involv9s deliberate, rational, 'and knowledgeabl~ acts of J
assistance to another individ\laJ., as well as feelin9 tones
conveyed to the patient. II It is intel:'3sting that having
given a non specific definition, these auuhor s go on to
comment that most definitions of caring lack specificity and
are without operational definitions, They also say that the
term eludes Classification.
Leiniger would not agree. with the last statement as she
developed Buch a classification - a multilevel structural
taring model i.e. individual, family, institutional,
cu l,tural, sod.~l and wo;rlq systems ". (t.einiger 1981).
Leiniger I s definitions," hqwever I t: largely. la.ck specificity.
For example f nCare .••• refers to thc)se assistive supportive or
facilitative acts towards or for another individ~al or group
with evident or anticil)at~d needs to ameliorate or" improve a .~}
human condition or l:tfewa.Y'.."and "caring refers to the direcle
(or indirect) nUrtJlrant and skilful acti vi ties, processes,
and deCisions rel~ted to assisting people in such a manner
that reflects behavioural attributes Which are empathetic
supportive, compassionate, prot.active, euccor arrt, educational
and pthers depending on the needs, problems, values find goals
of the individual or group being assisted." (Leiniger 1988:4)
With this last definition, the point made at the beginning of
this section regarding the 'abstract nature of competence f'or
caring) and its various perspect~.ves is well made. All these
concepts appear to defy de£initio;p.•.Even so, it i.6 often the
process ~'ather thEIIUthe result wh:tcb is valuable, BO one
should no t be deterred. from exan...:Lhing these concepts through
qualitative research.
\\ \..
','
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jJ1 .4. QUALI'FA',t'IVE RESEARCH ' 1\
Nurses have ~\ until fairly recentl:v- I tlsnded to U$I~
quant:it.ativd', methodologies for thei:l:" ll~es,earch - i:\ot out 'pf
an.y baLle£ t\';la\: . they were mor,e apprc.rpl':.·iM;e or va~i~('l for I.their
pUrpose~l, bU\} rather because they pt:~~£en'ed to stFlY in t~fe
mainstream ()# medical researcb. NUr$19,\:l, lacking ',:tn sel £-'1'
9stieem, condu\cted .research in, the wa,;!t \\:hat would ~~a,tn II,
credibil.i ty Wi} til their medical colleeigt;.les \\'ho t'a15..e'l,re
ste'3.dfastly U~pos.i.tivism. T11e PUrpt:'SE\ oi: research,
.acc(,)rding to ~:he pr,inciples oi: posittllTism, is to generate
SCi~\l,l.".lti£iclaw~. (Holl, 1986} N'n~sing, Ii :\aaditionally, deGlls
wi tlt people -dteir .feelings I atti tud.~~~, needs - i. e.
subj,\:!ctive dad\ -XIlal\~in9,it all the morie strange that they
haVe ,attempted Ito use qUc\,D,titat:ive met:.bodologies rath,e,)\' than.
quaU"tative one\~•. It seems cl ear thil11:\,the difficult~? : !
prei.t.iipusly expe\~ienced =. obtain fun(Un,g to conduct ,i \
qual;itative res~'ax'ch coul,d have sop:te1:hil:l.9to do with t,:::I,is
phe:n;ol'nenon. \\ '::;
\' :, .
Blail,el' (1982:6) ~~t:atea th~~t Weber 1,el.ieved that the US~~i of
the lilleth(;,ds o~ n8;\tural sc:Lence pla~r $, role in social i'
research, but' pot~an excl~sive one. Scientific,resear~h
meth<'ds aLone ar e I, inadequ,a.te for studying social pheno~'\ena
and :!should bf~ used cmly when they $iee.mappropriate and i"
valuable. . i
Good'will and Goodwir.t (1984: 378) argu'l;l '~his POiI:Lt £urther\,
saying that qua~itcU,:ive and quanti b\\l.t.:i.ve res(1!arch. \:
methpd~)lpgies a:~'e nC\lt mutually excl\,lsive : "Although cei'tain
:metb.lt:)d~1are usu~,1ly linked. to cer t azn paradigms, the \
asso,eiation betw\~en patadigm and machod is far from
exc l.ue Lve , 'rhe clloiee of research pr ccedur e e .•• Should ',match
the r eaear ch questiO)11" and be optimally e,f£;i,cient t ppwerl\'pul j
valid and reli;abl~\l. Sometimes the mechoda of choice (!will \be
qualfta\.:ive, somet:im~\\s quanti'C~tive ,E\lndsometimes they w~,ll
be a cOIl\bination of both pr ocedu r e a . 1\ I,.
Despite bn abundance of litet~ture on qualitative research,
it is dii:ficul t to fit-I,d an adequate defin.i tion ,of the te:cl1\.
Schurink j1987:1) refers to a definition of social researqh
given by Babbie a~ follows: n a particular style of research
which is employed to describe, interpret, or reconstruct thA
subjectively meaningful worlds of people."
Mouton (19,96:.2) says th(at lithe aim of (qualitative) research
is not to (~xplain human behaviour in trerms of un~versally
valid laws or generalizations, but rather to understand and
interpret the meand.ncs and intentions that unde r Ld.e everY~C\:Y;:J
- B ....
human action .., it concentrates on.qualities of human
behaviour."
Wilson (1989:454) defines qualitative analysis as "the non-
numerical organization and interpretation of data in order to
discover patter.ns, themes, forlRf:i, exemplars, and qualities
found in field notes. intervie~)itranscripts I open-ended
questionnaites, journals, diaries, documents, case studies'
and otr.1l::,rtexts. II
Polit and Hungler i1991!652) define qualitative analysis as
" The organiZation and interpretation of non numerical
observations for the purpose or discovering important
underlying dimensions and patterns of relationships."
It woulq appear from the above, that the re are two ways of
defining qualitative research, one being that it deals
exclusivelY with hthnan behaviour and the other that it does '.
NOT dea L with numerical data. A combination of these two
viewpoints might bring about a beteer definiiidn.
There a:r;esevElral reasons why it is',difficult to define
qualitative research. One i3 th~t there are so many different>
types of research all classed under the broad he·ading of
qualitative research. A second is that II (some peoplo)
regard it as an outright :misnomer or even a myth, pointing
out that statistical operations such as factor analysis are
frequently used to categorize llomin.alqualitative datu."
(Wilson 1989:453} A third reason is that this ~ype of
research appeared after quantitative research and acquired
i\'tsname simply because it was different to the concept of
"research" held up unt"il qualitati'tle research was developed, :i
The Qqualitative/quantitativeft terminolQ9~ was coined in
.order to separate out types of research considered "valid"
due to the fact that they had been statistically proven and
therefore acceptable to logical positivists and types that
could not be validated in this way.
1.4.2. The Purposes pf Qualitativl3 Research
It is evident from the definitions above tha~ the purpose of
qualitative research is to study human behaviour. This can,
howev-er, be done in other ways, so does not ans\tH;rthe
queS~ion as to why qualitative rather than quantitati~e
meth<.t\dol09Yis used.
,
It is\ worthwhile t first of all to look at the .:eCH'?onsfor
doing~research per sa. Reasons given by Brink (19«6:9) are:
1. to \get reau lts .2. to vivify the entire edu cat1<Dna.1
syste~ 3. to foster intellectual curiosity.
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Waterworth (1990:30) cites 5 reaSODS for doing research:
1. to obtain new knowledge -2~ to solve a stated problem
3. to make a decision 4. to develop a progra,mme,
procedure or product 5. to evaluate a programme, procedure
or pl:"oduct.
In order to understand why qualitative r:eseat'chis done, it
is necessary to determine what type of results, products,
programmeS and new knowledge can only be obtained or
developed in this way, and what particular value it has to
education.
When Lookd.nq, .,specifically at the purposes of qualitative
analysis, Wiison cites four reasons for doing it (1989t456)
1. EXploring and describing 2. accounting for and
illustrating c;{uantitative findings 3. Discovering and
explaining 4. Extending a theory. Wilson seems to indicate I,
that the role of qualitative research is to complement the
rol'e of quantitative research. She acknowledges, particularly
in the examples she gives to illustrate her point I that ,pne
needs qualitative research to look deeply into human '
behaviour - into motivation and relationships, to interpret
behaviour and use the information to improve the quality of
people's lives, and then solve the "problems" referred to
by Waterw9tth.
Rughes (1~rdO: 14) points out that the type of philosophical
'~nd social questions traditionally looked at in "people
sciences" ean arise in any discipline or activity and "far
from bein~ unconnicted to its daily practice, or th~ remote
co~cerns of a small coterie of scholars, their solutions are
crucial to the future shape and character of that particular
discipline." He also states that the method used to reach
the ccnclusion and the evidence 8'JPpo!:'tingthe theory is at
least as important as the theory or conclusion
its91£.(1980:12)
While discussing this very procee's of quali tative data
collection, Schurink (1987:11) helps to answer the original
question of. why we do this type of research. He states that
'tcrualitative researchers typically attempt to develop
~0ncepts and ultimately typologies, generalizations, models
and Zor theories that "stay clese" to the events studied i.e.
in qualitative analysis, the researcher takes the insider'S
concepts, definitions and interpretations of their situations
and behaviours seriously."
The purpose then, of qualitative research is to fl,nd
sQlutions for human problems that are intrinsic in nature.
Any question requiring an understanding of how people f~el
and think falls into the ~omain of qualitative research.
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Certainly human behaviour is studied, :but behaviour is
directed :by the way people thinK and feel.
it would seem sensible, in the light of the above, to study
nursing competence by means of a qualitative methodology. The
critical incident tech:Jl.iqueprovides an opportunity to
collect data which can be "subjected to a qualitative
analysis, and was chosen as the method of choice for this
study.
It is difficult to reach consensus on this \';e,1.ativelyseldo'in"
used methodology. Hence, a r.evie\'1followA on this technique,
which. explains how the technique was used in the study and
the beckground to these decisions.
1.5. CRITICAL INCIDENT TECHNIQUE
\\
Although John C Flanagan. is acknowledged to be the IIfather"
of the Critical Incident Technique, he states that Sir
Francis Gal ton had begun work on the technique. 70 years prior
to Flanagan. Flanagan worked on. developing the technique
between 1944 and 1954, much the same time as content analysis
wasvreceiving attention.
/,
II
it
The Critical Incident technique grew mainly from the studies
conducted as Part of the Aviation Psychology ~rogr~m of the
United States Army Air Forces in 1941. (Flanagan,li64:329)
An attempt was made to determine criteria fot. selecting and
classifYing aircrewa. Initially factual reports of incidents
observed by trained observers were ueed in an attemp,t to
develop cr!teria. Later the pilots themae Lve.a wel'e/r(askedto
describe incidents, as it was realized that the tralned
observers missed a great deal, however diligent they were,
and by usi'\g the ;:;ubjects themselves, some bias was remcved ,
By 1949 dentists bad begun using the technique for selecting
students. It is intere:·sting to note that, in this particular
study, four classes of crite,ria were developed, viz.
demonstrating technical proficiency, handling of patient
relationships, accepting professional responsibility and
accepting personal responsibility. Several other occupation
groups including industrial foremen, bookkeepers, life
assurance agents and psycbology students were subjected to
testing using this technique in an attempt to better select
candidates for ~he future. (Flanagan 1954:328).
1\
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1.5.2. Defining Crr tical incident Technique
Flanagan (1954:327) says of;cthe technique II it: consists of a
set of procedures for coq.ecting dir'ect observations of hUmah
behaviour in such a way as to facilitate their potent;;i.al
,
use~Ul,n,.essin 'eolvip.gpractical prOble,ma and developi/g broad
psychologic.al prind:Lples. .The critical incident tecl::d:iique
outliD~s procedures for colle~ting observed incidents having
special significance and meeting systematically defined (~
criteria. II "
Polit and Hungler (197B:612) define the technique as 11 A
method of ((Ibtainingdata from study participants by in-depth
exp10ra.tion of specif,ic incidents and behaviours related to
the matter under inv~~tigation." 0
1.5.3. U$in~ s Critical Incident Technique
The Iq.e'th~,,,,c'1.09Y of "the origins1 founder of the technique will
be deal~, (i;h i<o. some detail, and 'the views of two more
recent autfiors,will also be given.
,)
1,,~.3.L John ~ Flanagan
Flanagan (1954 :(335) .states that the technique does not
consist of a single rigid set of rules governing such data
collection. Rather it should be seen as a flexible set of
principles Which must be modified and adaPted to meet the
specific situation at hand.
The "principles that Flanagan (1954:354) reters to are
1. The reporting ,0£ facts regarding behaviour is :preferable
to the collection of interpretations of ratings and opinions
based on general impressions.
2. Reporting should be limited to those behaviours Which,
according to competent observers, make a significant
contribution to the activity.
In other words, Flanagan believ.ed that the reporting of
specific i·ncidences was more objective than collecting
people's ideas and interpretations. Also, if the reports were
collected from the people who were themselves '.involved in the
incident, or witne~sed the incident, the reporting would be
more accurate and less biased.
Flanagan suggested five steps to his technique:
1. The determination of the general aim of the activity.
2. The development of plans and specifications for collecting
factual incidents regarding the activity
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3. The colr~ction of the data
4. The analysis of the da,ta
5. Inter~retation and reporting
The type 0'£ a.nalysis f'nd interpre'~atiotl used by Flanagan was
a content analysi.s wh ioh has been developed into. a mor,a '
sophistica,ted £o~mbyfother, more ,recent researchers, since
1954, .and will be..discussed in thl~ next section.
L?
G?
Before leaving the work of Flanagc~nt it ie important to
understand what he meant by the wc)rd IIcritical" and
"incident". a
"Critical" means u ••• an l.ncident :tnust occur in a situation
where the purpose ,or intent of the act seems:' fairly clear to
the observer and whel.~ethe conaequencee are SUfficiently
definite t~ leave little doubt concerning its effec~s.h
() ,)
"Incident'" means (1954:327) " •• an.y observable human activity
t~b.at is sufficiently comple.te in itself uo. permit inferences C
and predictions to be made about the"pe·reon performing th~'-\
act."
1.5.3.2. Polit and HungleI'
'Polit and H1.lngler (1983) do not even refer to Flanagan in
their $ec~ion on the Critical Incident TeChnique (CIT) and
discUf .:'.the method in a section entitled 1I0tl;:l.erdata
colle4tioD procedures".
IteritL:,at~ means II the incident lI\~st have a discernible
impact f;:.!.. .aone outdome - it must make some positive or
negativ() ~·.Ontribution ro the ac-complishment of some activity. .... . . . ~)of 1nterest~" .
"Incide~t· 's defined in their book (1983:348) as "an
or)servablo and integral episode of human behaviour. II
In their vj.ew, data is typically collected by a self-report
procedure 31~~h at:) an' interview, but they do not rule out
ohsiarvatio~l. \~}heinterviews are highly unstructured, but
guided by tJ', interv~,ewer' s prObing questions.
1.6.3.::::.. 1.11(.':,,_ Mcpaniel
Lucy M6Daniel ~ublished an article only ~en years after
Flanagan had publ, ;,~"hedhi,s work. She clea.rly uses Flanagan's
work as a basi R·. a;. d makes frequent references to it.
\)
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She describ~s CIT (McDaniel, 1964~·236) as I!amethod of
collecting or organizing direct observations of significant
acts. ..
\I_ _ !The steps she uses are to :
1. Gather obse~ved incidents
2. 'Edit the incidents,
~. Clas.sify the incl-dents into like groups4. liJamethe groups in action terms.
McDaniel's definitions of key terms ar~ as £0110w9:.0.964:236)
"Critical" ..A~critical point is a turning PO~:}~1 in this
'case the turning point tow;:trdsucceea or fail!:Q.'_~:.'(
"Incident" ",.,is a unit of action - an event. Something
which is done in a certain situation with a definite result."
For the purposes of the study, it '(las.decided to define the
term ~crltical incidentU as n An obsetvable and integral
episode of human behaviour, which ha.dul3,/discernable impact on
some outcome.U .
1.6. CONTENT ANALYSIS
"1.6.~ History and Develo~ment
Content analysis has besn used as a research methodology for
literally himdr eda o:E years. ' First r.~,terencesda te back to
1744 when sOPhiaticated analysis was made of religious texts
and concepts. (Dovrill.g,1965:9). The me tihod is still widely
used today by scholars and lay people alike .to study the
Bible in an attempt to better understand it~ meaning and use
this information to influ~:nce their daily lives.
Studies first eXl'lployingthe technique in a scientific way
were conunenced at the beginning of the twentieth century, and
were largely.confined to analysing newspapers.
(Carney,1972:27) In this form. of content analysis,
systematic, objective and quantified descriptions were made.
of newspaper reports. The method received yet more attention
in the First World War When used to analyse propaganda
material. During this time, inference's were made rather than
the objective quantitative style of analysis used formerly.
It is of interest to note that the Allies were able to
predict bombing campaign~, planned by the Germans, three
weeks prior to their sC~~duled date by analysing what was
said, and not said, in the local German newspapers.
This new approach to Content Analysis attracted great inter'"
"disciplinnry interest Ln the method, and resulted in a
(l
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conference being held: in 195.5 to discuss the method. and
formulate approaches and policies.
Wilsen (1ge9: 469), refers to the above develop:m,ent of Con.tent
Analysi.s stating that it is one of the lIearliest specific
proce~ires for anal~sing unstrUctured qualitative datall and
that' <:.ne first studies using th.e method simply counted words
or synonyms and later studies "eoded for latent feeling tone"·
Wilson refers to the former method as "semanti.c ccnt en t
analysis· and the latter as "feeling tone, or inferrea,
content analysis II
During the 1960's inferred content analysis was in danger of
being confined to a Dlinor form of research methodology as the
age of computers arrived. The early computers were best at.
l'counting" words. Information such as the fifty, most
commonly used words was identified. The structure. of
langUage, rather than it's meaning received great attefltiotl.
As computers became mOre sophisticated and programmers more
innovative, computers began to be used for analysing
clusters, or ca.tegories of things (Carney 1972: 33) and hence.
became a us.e.fulally to qual.itative content analysts.
Looking for ¢ategoties ~nd clusters of things has been used
wi tb. increasing frequenl;(iYI particularly by nurse researchers.
Various devQ16pments including phenomenology, grounded~theory
and ethnography use the ~ame basis as content analysis,
1.6.2. Defining Conten~ Analysis
The definit'~~.onsof Cont~nt Analysis have changed as the
method has developed. In 1952, Beralson defined the term a,s
follows It a research technique for the objective, systemati'c
and quanti tat:\'vedescription of the manifest content 6£ /;<
//communication. If. (Carney,1972:23) ,,/
/~;:"-
In Berelson' s p.efinition, the quest fOr findingd'1that;~diifd;:
be counted is obvious r implying that research is only valid z.
if ~t is quantifiable~ A~ referred to in the previous .
section, analysts had moved beyond this reatricti~e practice
during World War One - long before Berelson coined this
definition. In Herelsan/s defence, there was a tremendous
upswing in the belief. that valid research Was quantifiable
research, and Berelson appears to be trying to justify the
use of content analysis to the mainstream researahers of the
day,
Holsti (1969:5) points out that flacontent analyst always
aims to compare the data it extracts against some norm,
standard or theory, so as to draw it's conclusions", This
approach is compatible with the definition used by Linzey and
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Aronson (196B:596), II Content Analysis is a techniqlle for
making inferences by objectively and systematically
identifying specific characteristics of messages."
This definition makes important distinctions to that of
Berelson. It does not identify "quantifying" as .an integral
part of the process. It also puts the emphasis on the making
of inferences. There is no reference to Berelson's
"manifestll, thus implying that the an,~lyst can look' deeper
into what has been written or said, in an attempt to elicit
meaning.
'_' . -:::, '. " . '.-j..'.-, ••....•Carney (1'972: 26) says of Cell-tentAnalysis and analysts t
" {It} is a general purpose analytical infrastructure,
e,laborated for' a wide range of uses. It is intended for
anyone ~ho wishes to put questions to communications '" to
get dat,a that will enable him to reach certain conclusions.
Some content analysts are more objective than others. All are
more objective than impressionistic assessment of the same
question and mat~rials. ~one are perfectly objective, though
some approao':lthl.s goal remarkably closely. II
Wilson (198S~4.69)defines Content Analysis as follows, II It
is one \"Iayof categorizing verbal and behavioural data, and
it (requires) ..• analytical thinking and creativity in the
researcher."
It can be seen that, although the thinking on the na tur-e of.
Content Analysis changed mark~'dly between 1952 and 1968,
there has been little change .between 1968 and 1989.
None of the oefinitions given provide information on how to
carry o~t a content analysis.
1.6.3. Conducting _g Content Analysis
'rwo authors, namely Carney (1973) and Wilson (1989) explad.n
the method of content analysis well. Interestingly, although
there are similarities in their approaches, they are not
identical. There is apparently no agreed upon way of doi~tg a
content analysis I but each of these author's views will tJe
summarized and reviewed. It will be seen that the methodology
used for the pu~poses of this study, as discussed in Chapter
Two, employs a cOlnbination of the two approaches.
Carney (1973:284) cites four steps to carrying out a content
analysis:
1. Question POsing
2. Unitizing and Categorizing
3. Developing Standards
4. Validating
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Wilson (1989z470) has a different approach, suggesting
steps:
1. Deciding on a unit of Analysis
2. Borrowing or developing a set of categories
3. Developing the x:.-'~tionaleand illustrations to guide
coding of data into categories.
three
I . :1.6.3.1. Carney s Methodolo~
1.6.3.1.1. Question Posing
Carney (1973:294) states that 80% of the euccess of the study
comes from thinking up the initial question, 10% froXI'
collecting the information and 10% frorn the analysis. This is
somewhat alarming in view of the .fact that less than 10% of
his book deals with question posingI (.)
Content analysis cannot be used to IIgo fishing" among a mass
of doc':lIuentsi(\ the hope that a "bright idea II will be
suggested h;y'p):-bbing. The Sresearcher will only get the
answers to the question with Which it is supplied. The
question must be carefully dire~ed, the text sufficiently
ample and :relevant to prpvide an answer. Superficial
questions will provide r. .it-:er£icialansW~rs I so it is b!Jtter
to provide questions q£i '- ..Imparati\7elydeep si,~nificanc~
although this significance@is generally obtained at tha cost
of some validitYt because qualitative analysis of la~~nt
meaning wi 11 inevi tably l?e involved. '\
The question posed, therefore, should be :specific I deep I and
carefully constructed.
1.6.3.1.2. Unitizing and Categorizing
"Carney uses the term "theme· in quite a broad ~ontext. He
describes a theme (1973:159) as "a conceptual entity til:' an
incident ( thought process or viewpoint Which can be seen as a
coherent Whole. (Themes) are not clear cut, self evident
wholes as words (are). They can sometimes be quite. fuzzy.
Consequently there tend to be problems of reliability in
coding them." "
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According to Carney (1973:.39)," centext;units are" the
passages in which the recording units are set, the contexts
which define the mean~ng of the recording unit."
Recording units are the smallest units identified which may
be a word or a phrase or item which can be counted if
neceasary.
Categories are the classification, the pigeonholes ... into
which recording units are placed. .
It is important first, having posed the question, to become
familiar with the writing - to read and re-read the writing.
Having done this, one shoulc5:search the text for items. O~ce
this haa been donel itema ate placed in categories. There are
no rules for doing this. Very few atandardized categories
e:ltistwhich may be used in other studies. Categories can be
formed by taking the text at its surface meaning or they can
be formed by inference, by re~ding Ubetween the lines". They
can, there-fore involv~ descriptive, factual cla.ssification of
the subject matter 9.1/ can involve assessmeD.ts of more
tangible things. (i91)~:40) .
\.:_
Once a tentative set of categories has been draWlr ~..._, each
category shoul& be taken one at a time, in order to make one
judgement at a time i.e. to decide Whether the units belong
to the category or not.
((ThiShaving been completed, the reliability of the aaae asmerrt
'lotitems and categories should be checked by someone else who
re-does the categorization independentl,.
1.6.3.1.3. Co~ari50n with Existing data to se~ Standa~ds
Carney (1973:40) suggests that the most successful content
analysis occurs When the researcher has an informed awareness
of related background matter to the study. in this way
knowledge of existing theories will. suggest categories to the
researcher. He gives the example of questions being asked of
a :--.sychologicalnature, when an awar eness of theories of
personality will suggest categories based on outside, expert
findings rather than on "subjective, off-the -top-of the-head
feelin,qs of the analyst." An informed backgrounQ is
the:cefare necessary if a study is to have adequate standards
by which to assess its findings.
Content Analysis "directs attention to the fact that, without
a norm against which to compare them, individual sets of data
are meaningless. Data elicited by one person's analysis Qain
meaning only when set against some outs.ide criter:tton.fI
(Carney 1973:40)
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Carney suggest's that the..analyst should spend a. great deal of
time stockpiling criteria so as to assess their .:,worthand
using them for comparispn purposes to establish the
reliability of the categories adopted.
The reason for relating the study to pre-existing
theoretical frames of reference is to ensure tha.t the analyst
does not skew his findings in favour of 9. particular personal .~"
viewpoint, either unconsciously or surre'ptitiously.
~.6~3.1.4. Validation
Carney (1973:197) points out that"there is no such thing as
the content of a document - content that is independent of
the Person examining the document. ".Content is "produced by
the interaction between reader and document. The reader is in
a particular situation and frCime of mind. He wishes to use
the document for his own special purposes of enql.iiry.
Consequently, any content analysis involves its own
conception of the content of the documents on which it
bears. II
Carney suggests several ways of tiff-setting this problem, but
two ar,e significant to studies Where inferences have be~1;l..made. o
Firstly, Carney (1973:200) suggests using a panel test. With
this method, a panel looks at the categQ~.:ization of the
themes and decides whether they are corre0tly done or not.
Another vari.ation of this method is to select out sufficient,
signifioent data for the panel to work with if it is not
feasible to wotk'with all t~ ~ocuments. It ob~iously helps
if the panel has the nect';sso;• "informed background"
mentioned in the previous section.
Secondly, Carney (1973:56) suggests splitting the sample to
be analysed in two at the outset, an,d redoing the "
investigation on the second half to see if similar findings
result, as a means of valJ.da..ion •.
1.6.3.2. Wilson's Methodology
\'\
1.6.3.2.1.
Wilson. (1989"470) e'tPlai?;sthat deciding on a:~unit of
analysis means "deciding~whether to use a whoI'i3response or
to break down responses into separate ,"ordsI phrases, or
sentences. II
o
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Wilson doe~ not discuss the advantages and disadvantages of
selecting separate words, phrases or sentences, leaving :t;:he
reade!;"to make these decisions. It becomes clear when
working with unstructtlred data 'that tpe smaller the unit, the
mare is lost from it's meaning as th~ context is lost.
1.6.3.2.2. Borrowing; ,or ~veloping S set of Ca teg;ories.•
. \:,
If a study is based on a.n existir{~ theory, one can use the
categories described purely for comparative purposes i.e.
code them according to the existing categories. However, if
no such theory pre~'exists, or if the data falls outside the
existing categories, a set of categories must be deve'loped.
Wilson is quick to point Cclt that developing a set of
catego~ies is a complex, time-consuming and difficult I
activity. She states lithe set of categories must be
sufficiently detail.ed and mutually exclusive to allow you to
code all of the notes in "your sample. et
1.6.3.3.3. Developing the Rationale and IllUstrations to
guide cQQing of data into categ;ories
Wilson (1989;470) explains that this means that the analyst
is required to make a 'judgement on the right category for
each Ull.;;'tof atialysis. She says that it is important to
define categories as fully and. clearly as possible, usin9
typical examples as illustrations of properties a response
should have if it is to be coded into a particular category.
Wilson also advocates using an independent judge to code the·
same data as a form of validation.
Wilson deals with Reliability and Validity of Content
":Analysis in a separate section from her "steps inv("'>lvedin a
content analysis", It is useful information, which Was used
in designing the methodolQgy for the study discussed in
chapter two, and is there~ore included here.
Wilson (1989:475) states that categories should meet the
following criteria: homogeneity,inclusiveness, usefulness,
mutual exclusiveness~ clarity and specificity,
ShA also states (19S9:476) that Ultimate validity for content
analysis relies on ability to develop rationale for ~
r.ategories, ability to define categories, ability to show how
~h~ categories are appropriate to the data, ability to
.~ ustrate the fit with \'lhichthe data can. be coded into. the
. tegories and ability to demonstrate relevance of categories
to the research question.
.}/
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All these points wer~ taken into consideration dUring the
study conducted on PerceptionI'! of C'. i'ing, as Will be
explained in the following chcl'pter on the :methodology adopted
for this particular study.
()
CHAPTER TWO
RESEARCH METHODS
2.1. THE RESEARCH PROCESS
The stages of the research pr~cess used as a basis for this
study a,re :
- choosing the research problem and stating the hypothesis
or r.:onstruct.ingsocial explanations
- formulating the rese~rch design I
- gathering the data
- coding and analysing the data
- interp~eting the results
Each of these stages has been sub-divided Lnt;o several
subsections, xnost of which are suggested by Bai!.ey (1982:9)
and a few borrowed from other authors. As Bailey points out,
research is a system of interdependent, rela~~d stages ~o
that, although the following chapters are dealt with .~
according :-tothese headings, references wiLl. coptinuaVLY be
made to other stages whilst demonstrating hoW this $tudy was
carried out.
2.2. CHOOSING THE RESEARCH PROBLEM
~he problem Which was identified and felt to be in need of
researc~ in order to solve the problem is as follows~
No valid. reliable evaluation instrujent exists which is
based on the criteria that patients use in evalua~in9 whether
a nurse is competent. The;,SANC provides gu;i.delines as to
what the'"profession considjh.·sare minimum standards, in the
form 9f behavioural objectives, and not evaluation critex.·ia.
Ai3 a reau l,t '0£ the above, c.ru~:::ltionsneed to be asked viz.
- Can a set of ctiteria be de'lelop~d from the percePtiC7/hs
that patients have of what constitutes nursing cO'Tlpetence?
- Do patients and the SANC use common criteria when
evaluating nursing competence?
The background information of why it was decided to carx.'y,put
this mtudy was explained in the previous chapter. It is
evident from what was said there, tp.at the proplen).is
significant to the nursing profession, unless <:turrent
evaluation of students is perfected, or at least
significantly improved. :to. terms of, reliapilit:: and
validity, the nursing professiqn will continue to
indiscriminately admit student~ into the profession.
This will lead to a Pl:ogressive downward spiral of
ccmpetence , as inappropriately tl:ained nurses in turn
evalut\,!:e successive 'ger.\erations of nurses >; This study to
deter~ine patien~ criteria for assessing students is a step
toward$~r~ating0valia evaluation instruments.
Deciding on whether this problem was researchable, WaSmore
difficult. As aeen in the literature'revie\lr of previous
attempts in Chapter 1 f r eae ar-cher s have been sin9\11arly
unsuccessful in determining c1:'iteria for measuring competence
and caring in nursing. Results of these studies have been so
varied that one wonders if it is possible to determine a set
of criter,ia. HoweverI Flanagan (1952) W!is successful in
determining selection. criteria. for avia.tion schools r using
the critic~l incident te.t;hnique, that sevex'al other
professions foll.owed his lead in a quest to do likewise.
'/),
Certain:J..s.", this problem could not :')e resear<;hl=a~:~uaingp.
quantitative approach as the1.4e are Taal.AX'"''fi' '';'f '\.itlv('lved,
some of which are difficult f if not impQ/ c ',Qe:E.;lneor
measure. G ' / r"', '\i,j"
L{ '"c'! (_'._,'-i::'_~_:-.~__"._{
Quali tative research, helwever, V,ery of ;.~::...~6ncent'Jie,~.el:!on the
process rather than the ,end product. Otten, 'rather Chall
starting with an hYPoi:hesis, it generat If.i cne, This. cap., at a
later stage, then be subjected to testing. ,/
In view of the above, it wae considered feash."le to research
this problemiin the full. knowledge that fUrther work will be
requir~.d to improve evaluation in nursing. The results of
this j~udYI should be able to bD used for this purpose, at a
later stzage.
Polit and Bungler (1991:79) point out that problems that are
both significant and researchable may ~till be inappropriate
if they are not feasible. The original idea was to collect
relevant information and to use it in formulating all
evaluatio,)l instrument. It was, ,",owever, .l."eali"isedthat this
was too wide for the scope of a lvlasters degree, and it was,
therefore decided that it was more feasible to COllect and
categorize the information at thi~ stage, and later to USG
the information to design an evaluation instrument.
The subjects for the resaectch were pati.ants in a large
teaching hospi tal. Th~re were always patients ava.iJ.able to
interview but they were xna\inly short stay pat.ients and could
therefore only be interviElwed on the one occasion. This had
to be 'porn in mind when 'Planning this study as it inevitably
af fee ted the testing of \7s.1idity. The other point regarding
the availability of patiElrl.t5 was that mariYof the patients in
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the hospital used were not" f.luent in the Use of English. As
this study's success hinged upon content analysis, this was a
significant problem. It was decided that it was feasible to
interview people who spoke English on a regular basist andf
therefore the study was pl?nned to use these subjects and not
to limit the study to subj~cts whose home language was
English.
Another factor taken into consideration when deciding whether
or not this was a feasihle study was ,the expe cted ,.
co-operation or lack of co-operation of prospe~tive ~uhjects.
It was realised that; many of the patients in the hospi\';al
would not be able to participate due to the nature of their
illness. This included patients in the Intensive Care Units
who could not be subjected to the stress of an interview,
patients whose consciousness was compromised, paediatric
patients Who Were too young to co-operate, and some of the
psychiatric patients whose contributions may not have been
reliable. ,Nevertheless, it wjs decided that there were still
sufficient patients available for the sample. As the
interviews were to be couducted personally by the researcher
who had ready access to the pat:i.entsunder normal
cdrcumat anee.s, it was felt that both patients and ward staff
were lJ.kely to co-operate I .and not refuse acc eas or wi cbhc Ld
information ..
The study was designed to be a relatively low-budget study
with the rese~rcher doing the data collec~ion personally and
having ready access to facilities and equipment in th~ normal
course of her duties. Interviewing skills were alreadY well
developed which made gaining co~operation from subjects a
relatively easy task.
2. ,3 • ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Ephica.l considerations, a.l.o had to be taken into account
w~:n deciding on the feasibility of the study. Matters such
as confidentiality and anonymity were conS<:\1eredby numberil'l9
all the interviews rather than naming them. Although the
Ethics Committee asked for written consent, the consent forms
were kept separate to ensure that no one else would link the
incident to a particular patient. As only positive in~idents,
were to be requestE"d, it was felt that patients would not
disclose potentially daxna~ing material ftom r;thEl.hOsPit.al,
management's point of viet. All patients wa~e to be asked
whether they wlshed to participate and assured that they were
'under no oblig,ation to do so, and that their treatment wouldin no way be Jeopardized by their decision. A copy of the
consent form will ,be seen in annexurr:;;3.
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2.4. An'~) AND OBJECtIVES
\' .....,'
Tho short term. aim of the study was to determine the criteri,Siused by patients to judge whether a nurse is competent or
not. The long term aim is to ixnprove student nurse teaching
and evaluation
The objectives were as follows:
- to collect the criteria. patients consider characteristic
of a coxnpetent nurse.
- to categorize the criteria used by the patients
- to compare these criteria with those described in the
guidelinet and philosophy of the South African
Nursing Council for basic nurse tra.iningr in orcn~r todevelop a composite list of behaviours and attributes with
which to ..e-valuate stude1.1tnurses.
2.5. FORMULATING THE RESEARCH DESIGN
The resea~ah took the form of a descriptive study, using
qualitative methodology. A critical incident technique (as
developed by Flanagan 1954) was used t;odetermine what
behavidurs health care consumers oonside:c characteristic
of a "good" or oompe t ant nurse. The collected data were
anal·ysed uising a content ana:ysis technique.
,.
2.5.1. ~pulation
As indicated in the prevS.ollssec1:.ion,the population used in.
the study were patients in a l!\;\t"geteaching hospital which "
included patients from all the hospital-based disciplines
used in t~ainiDg the four year comprehensive course student
n'l),rses.The patients from this hospital repx:-esencall :major
culture groups in the country, but it was decided to use only
those patients who could communicate adequately in English,
as a content analysiS was to be done on the transcriptions of
the incidents they related. This excluded a great number of
patients and must, inevitably, limit the study as theinterviews are Qnly representative of the view. of theae
patients conversant with the Engli,sh languttge. Another
important group of patients that had to be excluded were
those who were unable to communicate beCa\lSe they were too
ill. This group of people are particularly vulnerable and
dependent on nurses to meet their needs, and hence their
experiences would have been most valua'ble. It was not
possible to oVercome this problem using the methodology
chosen, unless the researcher had been able to wait
sufficiently long for them to recover. Even if this had
"
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been possible, they may not necessarily have had sufficient
recall of the time they were very ill.
For the purposes of the stu~y, a "patient" was an in-patient
at the hospital, i.e: someone who had spent at least one
night in the hospital.
It is acknowledged that patients may have viewed the care
they received differently depending on their ~tate of health,
and the number of days they had been in hospital. However, as
patients were asked to relate an incident in specific
terms, it was felt that their subjectivity would not
influence the study. One should also remember that
patients' feelings are, by their very nature, subjective and
remain important. Nurses cannot af ford to ignorl~ thel'non
this basis.
The research was limited to one teaching hosp tal and
included general, psychiatric and midwifery patiu~ts in the
sample. If r however I an attempt is made to draw U.! H national
evaluation instrument, it will be essential to include other
institutions and communities in a larger study. 'rhe
researcher confined her sample to those patients in. the major
teaching hospital wh.ere her students are placed.
It was decided to intervi~w patients from medical, [~rgical,
obstetric, gynaec010gy, orthopaedic and psychiatri~ wards
that are used for student placement purposes. The )1.1rdswhere
students are placed were used in the study.
2.5.3. SamE].e.
In deciding on the size of the sample, other qualitative
studies were consul ted. (Beenhaltker 1980, Gorham 1962,
McDaniel 1964) Ultimately, it was not possible to dec~de on
the number of interviews that would be nec~ssary as the :most
important thing is to continue until no neW categories are
found in a batch of interview transcripts.
As a guide for planning purposes, other studies were t '.1\,en
into account. Crisham (1980) in her study on "Measurine
Moral ~Tudgment in Nursing Dd Lemmaa " studied 130 staff nur.aes
and 38 graduate nurses. Ray (in Leiniger 1988)in her attempt
to develop a classification system of institutional ciring,
interviewed 92 participants. Gorham, (1962) in ..::I:::::-9tudyentitled "Staff nursing behaviours contributing' tcf~.:,:,at.imlt
care and improvement" conducted group interviews, durinu
which process he collected 2,065 incidents. Mangold (lS~l)
used 60 participants in her study on Senior Nursing 5tud~nts'
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and Professional Nursesl Perceptions of Effective Caring
Behaviours", Shields (1978) intetyiewed 80 patients in her
study on Nursin.g Care in Labour and Patient Satisfaction.
It can be seen that samples vary in size. However, as each
study was co~ducted differently from the other, these can
only be used as a guide to planning rather than as a definite
criteria for deciding on sample size. As stated abovo, the
most important criteria is to reach a point at which "
categories are saturated. Numbers can only, therefore, be
determined in retrospect.
Apart from the criteria that patients should be able to
communicate in English and be able to participate without
exacerbating their symtoma or causing distress, patients were
selected as convenient. A~ it iSoimpossible to judge language
abiiity purely from external appeatancel the researcher had
to depend on the ward staff's (often inaccurate) perception
of the patient's language ability, and on trial and error ,
Patients who appeared quite able to participate were
sometimes not, due to their confusion" depression or
disorientation. These interviews were l10t t ranscr Lbed and
donstituted 6 interviews. They were however continued, where
possible, to prevent hurting the patient's feelings.
, ~',I
92 inter~~ews were recorded and transcribed, of which 9 were "
excluded. Reasons for exclusion included poor reporting as
illdicated above, insufficient or vague data given which made
it impossible to analYse, and negative incidents. An example
of a vague incident was t II All the nur ses in this ward come
in with a smile and a joke. It makes us feel much battar.1I
An eXf""ple of a negative incident was, liThe doctor came on
his rounds and said that the nurses must do an irrigation. I
didn't know what it meant ...I thought it was the drip or
something so I just kept quiet. Two days later be came and
talke;d about it again and I realised the nurses were supposed
to irrigate the wound •••you know .••\'.'ashit out. So I said to
the Sister "when are you going to irrigate my wound? Then she
came and did it.,. and all this vile smelling stuff came ou t ,
'rhey have done it three times a day since then. and now it is
clean. They wasted all the t time ••,.I could have 9'one home but
they ignored the doctor I a instructiob:\ There is no
communication. II
Of the 83 incidents rema~nlng, 18 were related by Obstetric
and Gynaecology patients, 19 by surgical patients, 27 by
medical patients, 13 by orthopaedic patients and E bY
psychiatric patients. 59 of the patients were female and 24
were male. The ages of the patients ranged from 17 to 87.
47 of the p~tients Use English as a home language,
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2.5.4. Instrument
A focused interview was conducted with each patient after
posing the same question to each. A copy of the information
sheet given to each patient is included as annexure number 3.
The patients were. asked to recall a·specific incident the;t
they had obsel'ved, or were part of, thatf in their opinion,
illustrated a competent and caring behaviour by the nurst3
concerned.
Al though a greait deal of time had been taken to refine and
define the question. problems were encountered.
It was essential to ask the patients to be "participa.nt
observerS" as it was their interpretations that were being
researched. l'articipant observation is thought to be
particularly valuable for its ability to lIget inside" a
particular situation and lead to a more complete
understanding of its complexities. (Polit and Hungler,
1991:324) One problem that arose was that, when the patients
chose to relate ~n incident they had observed rather than
been part of, they superimposed thei.r own feelings on the
situation, which were not necessarily those of the patient
involved in the actua_.l.incident. Some of the patients gave
information about otlier patients that mayor may pot have
been correct and left one wondering how the informant co~~d
hav~ been infolf/medabout quite in~imate aI,l-dPrrsonal d~tails.
l?at~ents are kp,Jownto share more lnformat~on a.n a hosp~tal "
setting than elsewhere, but the researcher nad no way of
knowing Whether information was based on surmise 01;' fact.
As many of the inoidents were collected "third hand". that is
from patient observers, information may easily have become
.distorted. This constitutes a limitation of the research and
'is discussed late r (vide p 39). In retrospect, it would seem
better to ask patients to ~onfine themselves to telating
incidents thEft they were personally involved in rather than
ones which they had observed. Having said this. however, the
researcher found that the patientl:l.)were mOl,:'e reluctant to
describe their personal experiences than these of others.
Many could not recall incidents that had occurred to them hut
could recall incidents that had occurred to others.
Another problem whiCh arose with the questionnaire (~as that
only positive incidents were required. Several patients told
the researcher that they could think of many incidents they
had observed which illustrated incompetent or uncaring
behaviour, but not the reverse. This \qas an extremely
(J
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worrying aspe.ctt particularly as most of these comments were
confined tG~\e pauticular ward. Although these aspects
could not be used in the research, an attempt was made to
bring these matters to the attention of the relevant
authorities. Ne~ative .incidents were not used both fo).'
ethical reasons and because it would have made classification
more difficult.
The otber problem encountered with the question posed was
that the patients did not fully understand what was being
asked, and required further exp lana t.Lon.• This became a
particular problem when patients asked for e:Kamples of what
was required. The researcher avoided giving such examples as
it was felt that this ~ight bias the research, as it would
invite a similar type of response. Nevertheless,
explanations may have had a similar effect.
Despite the problems encountered, the interviews were useful}
and the limitations of the method, and the instrument itself,
were taken into consideration when analysing the information.
2.5.5. Collecting the Data
The first!)step in collecting data was to attempt: to ensure
co-operation from those involved. Permission had first to be
SOUght from the Provincial authorities and the Superintendent
ahd Matron of the hospital where the study was to be
conducted.
It was also necessary to gain the co-operation of each of the
nurSes in charge of the wards which Were used for the
researbh. As there was su~h a ra0id change over of staff, it
proved to be most useful to sp&ak to the Sister in charge of
the particular shift when the interviews were conducted.
Very £e\,1were interested in the explaxJ.ations offe.red but all
were quite ready to give permiseion for the interviews to be
conducted. Some assisted by providing information on which
of the patients were too ill, and which spoke adequate
English to participate. Only one asked for feedback of
patients' responses, but an attempt was made to give feedback
to the others, despite their not asking, regarding patient
responses and other pertinent information.
The researcher wore uniform as it assisted greatly in gaining
co-operation from the staff, but did not necessarily have
this effect on the patients.
Two patients refused to participate on the grounds that they
thought they would be victimized by the ward staff if they
were see4 t~lking to the researcher who was dressed in
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unifo~m also worn by matrons in the hospital.
'l'heillajorityof.patients" Were however, willing p if not
necessarily able, to participate adequately. Many patients
had difficulty responding ixnmediately to th~ question, and,
after some experience, it was found to assist greatly .if the
researcher SPent a considerable amount of time talking So the
pa.tient about ma.tters totally unrelated to the research.'
before posing the question. Once tbe patients bad got to
know the researcher t they seemed to "hear" the que.stion
be-ti.cIand not be totally f),oored by it. It became very
evident that the patients were not accustomed to nurses
coming to talk.to them and were immediately suspicious when
this happened, ·until they became used to the researcber's
presence.
".:_\
As explail.l.edin the previous section, patients were asked to
volunteer to participate and were also told prior to
commenc Lng the interview that the. interview would be audio-
taped. Few had a problem with this but several asked what
"would h.appen to the recording once it had been transcribed,.
and needed to be assured tbat it would be erased. This
problem appeared to be directly linked to their fear of being
victixnized should It aomeone It identify who the II informer!' WaS;
this~ despite the fact tbat only positive incident~ were ~J
being sought. This matter is of great concern, as one bas to
presume that victir(lizetion of aome sort ha.$loccurred in the
pase for patients even to consider this a possibility.
Written consent was obtained from each patiertt, which in many
instances seemed to worry them more than being taped, and
they had to be assured there Wr.S no I~ay to link a recordi.ns
with the conaen t , For this reason, the numbers appea'rins on
the consent forxn-'1ere not the numbers used in numbering the
transcriptions .0£ the interviews.
Information regarding the type of ward, (rather than the
actual ward to prevent identlfir.:at;!ion)sex, age and home
language of the patient w~.I:akept IEor sta tist;i.calpurposes,
as well as the type of illness. '~
i\
The recordi~9s presented ot.hec problems! vi)"l' '. i 1; was
sometimes difficult to hear the patipnt a6~~ ly'on tbe
tape, particularly when they were speakin9;Bo~~1Y, and when a
grea t deal of background noise Was Present J; 60.e became
acutely aware that hospitals are not quiet I'placi~s. A small
recorder was u8ed so that it was easily portable and was as
unobtrusive as possible so as not to disturb cO patients during
the recording,
Most of the patients needed prompting~during the interviews
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as they initially g;:'veinsufficient information to under scand
the importance of t}'leincident to the patient. Many of them
originally gave general information and had to be reminded
that a specific incident was required. Many were immediately
able to identify a nurse who, to them, was good but-nad more
difficulty remembering specific incidents.
Batches of approximately 10 interviews were conducted at a
time, and each recording was transcribed ~erbatim once the
batch of interviews was complete. The only editing done was
to remove unnecessary expletives and vacillations. Dots were
inserted where words were omitted Or there was a pause in the
narration. In one memorable interview, the patient "dictated"
his interview, complete with punctuation marks e.g. he said,
"open brackets" and ttfullstop" when he thought these should
appear.
Initially! the reseBt'cher collected all the incidents
personally. Half way through the process, however, she was
transferred to another centre, necessitating the employment
of a research assistant to collect the remaining incidents.
The assista~t was trained with regard to obtaining
c;p-opet"ation,Obtaining consent, collecting the incidents,
/~ndtranscribing the inciderlts. The research assistant was
"·harefully chosen, peing highly skilled in interviewing and
managed the task :most ably. It was gratifying to note during
the validation pr,':a,essthat no apparent differences existed
between the incidGIl.tsshe collected and those of the
researcher.
~5.6. Organizing the Data
Initially the incidents were s.tored in a da.ta base prograxnxne,
as it was believed that it would be easy to recover them in
this way. Several problems were encountered which lea to the
system being changed.
The particular programme being used, Filing Assistant, was
most efficient at grouping and retrieving data according to
language group, sex, age, etc but less efficient at grouping
information within the incidents. 'I.'neprogramxne had no
facility to sear~h for words and word strings, thus making
classifying difficult, as classifi~ation was done according
to the information given rather than according to the
informant. A word processing programme was therefore found
to be more efficient for this purpose.
The other problem encountered was that the "fi1eall on the
programme were too small to hold the entire incident, with
the exception of the short incidents. A facility di"d exist to
enlarge the file, but having done· this, the memory was too
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small to hold all the inc~>dents in one unit I makil'lgsearching
still more difficult, as the incidents could not ~e stored
altogether on one dd ak .
During thi~s t_ime 1 the res-eercherC/~a-s transferred, making it ,~)
necessary to. change to using a It laptoplt computer with a
smaller memory. It was decided at this.sta~e to transfer all
the data onto a word processing progra:mme called "Kwikwrite"
which took, little of \;pe computer's memory space and allowed
all the incidents to ti~ placed on disk •. Although it was most
frustrating to transeribe incidents a second time, it WaS a
worthwhile procedure in the long term. FortunatelY there
were only 83 incidents in the sample making man.ual coding
feasible.
As can be seen in the section gomprising the incidents, "
(Annexure 1), each interview was allocated a numbcr , "This
was important as it made location o't the incideq;t easy when
the incidents were being categorized. Incidental information
such as ~get sex, type of ward, home language and type of
illness were recorded for statistical interest,as well as the
verba tim transcription of the inc1~4ent and spact;'for
l~ecording the behaviours, the salient aspects from the
intenTiewees' vie\'i'point,I> the unit t .•the theme r the subcategory
and the category were provided. A separate sheet was kept
for each incident.
The reason why verbatim interviews were recordeci was C('I
ensure. that the patients .words were used in forming the
ca.t~gories. Had this not been done, a very rea l, possibilitS7
wo~ld have existed that the resear&herts interpretation of
die patient's views would have been categorized rather t1'ian
those of the ~atient himself~
Bailc!, '1.982:319) emphasizes the imporcance of viewing the
woros. ""f the interview in context I in order to understand
thE:'!c~1.tt:lningof the words. to be analysed. This is another
re~~c)\pwhy it was decided to record the interviews verbC\tim.
Sin~le'words have little meaning, or may change in meaning
de!dending on the cont'ext in which they appear. An example of
this was the word "wash" which appeared in several incidents.
On some occasio~s, the importance of the nurse assisting the
patient to uwash""was that it helped the patient to be' clean,
but in othet.s, the nurse had taken time to wash the patient·,
in the way she preferred, indicating that. thl~ nurse cared for
the patient's individual needs. The contexto£ the
statements obviously influe,.R-pesits categorization, thus
making it essential to reeorQ all the information given.
\)
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2.5.7. Coding 2nd Analysin,a:thif!Data
Wilson (1989:470) says that the fi~st step in doing a content
analysis should be to decide on the unit ~f analysis, but
this was found to be extremely difficult until becoming
familiar with. the material which. had been collected.
The first step taken in this study. was to read the
transcribed incidents and to highlight all the actions and
behaviours that Were mentioned by patie:.lts.The original
intention had been to use each tlbehavioural" word as a unit
of ""nalysis, but it became obvious that the context of the
statements would be lost in this way. Nevertheless, this was
an important step, as the researcher was able to become
familiar with the content and begin to develop concepts.
More than one behaviour was frequently found in each
incident, but each was highlighted and recorded.
The criteria ~or identifying behaviours are by no meaX'!~
clear. EVen $!inding a de£ini tion of the word "behaviour II
proved an impbssible task Most soci.ology and psychology
texts refer to behaviour, but none define it as such.
Conventional dictionaries define it in terms of behaving
oneself according no society's norms. Eventually I Chambers
Thesaurus was coneulted which gave the following synonyms for
th@word "behaviourtl action~s)t bearing,
conduct,dealing~, demeanour, deportment, doings, functioning,
habits, manners, operation, performance, reaction, response
and ways.(Seaton,1990:57)
While most studies using a contl9nt analysis refer to
behaviours, there is 3.1ttle agreement on its meaning. Gorham
(1962:68) began his research project with t le assumption that
n the behaviour of general staff nur ses in cOl1.tributing to
patielp.tcare and improvement can l?e studied. in c: scientific
waytt and says "the key word 1n thJ.s assumptJ.on J.S
"behaviour •.•... while it is variously referred to as
"duties", "rolesll, "functionsll, "responsibilities", it is
actual "behaviours which contribute to patient improvement. II
This explanation still leaves it up to the researcher to
identify "whattt contributes to patient improve~tlentI thus
creating much room for interpretation.
Mc Daniel (1964: 237) was more specific and \Ticwed behavd our e
as actions. When discussing behaviours, she says "incidents
with like actions were put into groups."
The decision was finally made to identify behaviours as
ttanyth~ng the nurse does that can be observed and reported
upon.1I Initially, no notice was taken oe what benefit the
patient derived from these behaviours, if any. It had been
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hoped that the behaviour could be peed as a unit Of analysis
and the computer could thE' 'have searched for worde! which
indicated behaviours e.g. wash, brought analgesia, gave
liquids. It soon became evident that this was nat po.ssible,
because of the lass of context as mentioned above, and
dp,xnonstrated the <con,cern expressed by Carney (1972:33)
regarding the early use of computers to "countll words, thus
losing important meanings contained in documents.
The definition of behaviour used in this study was useful,
although the significance of the action was not identified,
but could be used when searching fol' like behaviours or
characteristics during the categorization phase of the
l:'esearcb..
After the behaviours were identified, each incident ~as re-
read and an attempt was made to ,:understand it front the
patient's point of view. This wale;done becnuae of the
restriction eX,);>iainedabove, and in an attempt to understand
the context of the incident. The heading on the index card
"Salient aspects front the interviewees viewpoint was us~d.
'rliisstep helped to distinguish important motives and "
~eanings, e.g. three patients may have mentioned that the
nurse had brought them analgesia. For o:o.e,what was most
important wajS that her pain was relieved, for another the
fact that the nurse had had to ask the doctor to prescribe
analgesia before she brought it, and yet another that the
nuree did not keep the patient waiting after he had asked for
the analgesia. Great care was taken not to sever the
connection of the meaning of the incident from the original
description of the incident and to see it from the patient's
viewpoint rather than that of the researcher.
When thirtr interviews had been com;t)leted,transcribed, ap,p,
II labelled u as illdicated above, the sorting process began ..
It was depided at this point that phrases would be used as
recording units. The phrases used were, as far as possible,
those used by th~ Patients themselves, t~ describe in as
short a phrase as possible what had happened and \'1hyit was
important. Sometimes I however, it.was ne cesaery to use
phrases which conx~eyed the meaning intended bl' the patient
but which had not, necessarily been stated by the patient.
These recording units were then grouped and named, thus
creating a tentative set of categories. The grouping was done
according to perceived similarities in the recording units.
This prOVed to be an e~tremely difficult task at this stage
as insufficient incidents had been collected to d.raw up a
complete classification system. In order to learn more about
the process and to perfect the technique, it was decided to
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IIborrowtl a set of categories developed by Gorham (1962) who
had identified five categories in a study conducted in. the
United Sta:tes of America. His categories were as follows:
.~:/~'-
1. Improving Patients' Adjustment to Hospitalization or
Illness
2. Promoting Patients' Comfort and Hygiene
3. COntributing to Medical treatment of Patient
4. Arranging Management Details
5. Personal Characteristics
Although no ind.dents "fitted" into category 4, and 'Very few
into 3, this set of categories provided impetus and direction
by stimul~ting thought, end, although this set of categories
was quick.ly abandon.ed, wes:;use£ul. After this the first set
of tentative categories was developed flo'~ the study. These
were:
1. Being with the Patient
2. Anticipating Needs
3. Communicating
4. Demon.strating Profes·sional Knowledge al'l.dSkill
:5. Promoting Basic Comfort needs
As more incidents were added, new recording units were added
and sub-areas formed. E:dsting categories were redefined, and
se~era~ became subcategories, as larger groups were
deve Loped , This process ~1as continued until approximately
half the incidents in the total sample wer e analysed.
It was decided to start tha process from scratch witb the
second half of!incidents for two reaSOnS. One was that a
reseatch assis;t:anthad been E:!mplo~!edto collect them, and the
other reason, which admittedly was only realised in
retrospect, was to test validity as explained by Carney
(1972:56). His idea, as outlin$d in chapter one of this
report, was to split the sample6into two at the out~ett and
to redo the investigation on the second half to see if
similar findings resulted.
Exactly the same procedure was followed as detailed above for
the f~rst half of the sample, and the following categories
were ·£ormed:
1. Being with the patient
2. Communicating
2.1. Verbal .
,2.2. Nonverbal
3 Demonstrating Knowledge
4. Prpviding Cornfql't
5. N'ur,singSkills
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It: can be seen that these Were fairly similar I and indicat,ed
validity, although the similar themes that emerged in the
second half of the sample, that had already emerged in the
first half, were not always put into the same category.
It was decided at this stage to combine the two halves of the
sample and to work with them as a whole.
The index ltcards" of the total sample were too many with
which to"work comfortably, so all the recording units, i.e.
like word/a were separated outt ret~ining the interview
numb~~ for easy identification, and placed on several sheets,
with -~yace inbetween for manual recordings.
The important wordls in each recording unit were highlighted,
and like recording units were grouped, first by coding them
on the paper, and then by separating out: like recording,units
and placing them on a separate sheet. This was easily
accomplished as the pr·ogram.me being used a.t this stage was a
word processin,9 package.
/
~'Themes were "then identified, named, and placed, tentatively,
into appropr.iate categorie's.
It was the.lldecided that it was necessary to go back to the
original incidents relat.ed by the patients q,S it was feared
that the researcher I s' intt:'::rpretationsmay not have been
accurate. If this had been the case, ehe entire
categorization system would :have been formed from the
researsher r s perfupective r rather than that of the pa,t:ients.
By transferring the themes ar.fdcat;egori~s once the original;
index cards t it was a relatively simple ,"if time"'cOll,l;ruming
tas~ to check through each. cne , read the, patient IS' ~::-\(
description of the incident and decide \-vhetherit was .
correctly tdassified'or not. Often, on re""readi1l9 the
incident, additional behaviours emerged, or took on new
meaning, necessitating changes being made. It helped greatly
at this stage to be familiar with all the incidents and be
able to r~~all them for comparison purposes.
I.,:'
Once certainty, existed that the themes were r~presentative of
what the patie~ts had said, they were used for the final
development of categories.
The changes made at this stage ware mainly to reorgalliza
categories and subcat:ag()ri'esas irtl);ll":Ctved9:r01lPitAgs$~erged.
Two ~tere re...nallled.alEter a.literature' search reveal~d ll)pre
appropriate names for the categories. Where less than! two
like units existed, the them,e developed for them was
discarded, as it was ccns idered to be insignificant.
1J.
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Some of the final categories were much largGr than others and
were broken down into sub-categories. Other smaller groupings
were left wft.h a category but no sub-categories. It was
found that if categories were broken ""..wn too far, they lost
meaning.
The classification system was then subjected to a validation
process which will be described below, and the necessary
chan.ges made.
The final task was to "tidy" up the wording of the
categories, subcategories, themes and units, to ensure
uniformity and meaningfulness. Although definitions of each
are provided, it is important that each of these aspects is
meaningful, without detail so that they can be useful,
Aeutral and comprehensive. (M.cDaniel, 1964:238)
The final set of categories is as follows:
1. Assisting with patient needs
2. Demonstrating knowledge
3. Interpersonal abilities
4. Personal attributes of the nur se
5. Nur t.ur ance
2.5.8. Comparison with Documel1tation of the..S.A.NI.C.
In an attempt to meet the last objective for (,1;hisresear.ch
study, viz. to compa·re the themes developed with those
described in the guidelines and philopsophy of the South
African NUrsing Council, a content analysis was dODe on the
Scope of Practice of Registered Nurses document, and the
Programme Objecti-;:ea for the Four Year Ccur ae , leaoing to
registration as a Nurse (General, Psychiatric, community) and
Midwife,
During this process, themes were identified and were placed
in the most ap.propriate categories al.ready fohned, dud.ng the
study, in an attempt to compare the data. Serious problems
were encountered wi tb this process, the s;j.n.glemost
problematical being the non-specificity of the programme
object;i.ves. At:?very few "behaviours ",\were present in the
dOCUlr~enttit became impossible to use the same..uni t s for
cla~si£ication purposes, render:Lng the exetci,se useless. An
e~,ample of the problem ep,cquntered was with the objective!"
(i) evinces an enqUiring and,scientific approach tn the
problems of practice and is pTepared to initiate~and/o~
accl'aptchange. 'I' .' (SANe 1988) No behaviours can be identifiedand thus it cO(,uldnot be classified using the same set of
categories that had been specifically designed for
.;;
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specific incidents of behaviour. An additional problem was
that many of the programme objectives were broad and were
categories within themselves rather than providing units for
tlassification e.g. n (j) is able to manage a health service
unit effectively n (SANC 1988) Obviously" unit management"
could be a category in itself, but this was not identified by
the patients in this particular study.
Much more, SUccess was obtained when the exercise was repeated
using the Scope of Practice fo·r registered Nurses ( SANC,
1987) . This document is written-in a different style as its
purpose is to outline behaviours expected ot the registered
Nurse. Of the 22 behaviours identified in the document, 13
could be placed in existing categories. Other aspects had
not been identified as )\important by the patients, and
therefore fell outside the system of categories developed.
(see annexure 4)
2.5.~ Validating the Research
As explained previously, the first form of validation
occurred early in the research when the sample was divided
into two and categorized separately.
The next, and probably most important form of validation, was
that of the expert committee. This was done in line ,dth
Carney's suggestion of using a panel test (1972:200). The
f::,'tpertcommittee Was used to Look at the categorizati.on of
themes and to decide whether they were correctly done or not.
'l'har.ommittee of experts was chosen from e.~tperienced
registered nurses who had not had a part in collecting the
da ta, and 'tIhorepresented the thr~e major disciplines of
nursing includ~d in the research, viz. general nursing,
~idwifery and psychiatric nursing_
The "general" nurse WaS unfortunately' ill che day the
committee was to meat, and an "extrall expert with general and
recent psychiatric experience was invited to participate. The
general: nurse was conau).ted later, as will be explained.
The committee of. three were each given copies of the
categories and sub-categories which had been developed.
The original transcript of each inCident Was then (read to
them, one by one. They did not know how the researcher had
categorii':~deach individual incident. As each was read, they
were ask~~!~to place the incident with what they considere.p.to
be the most appropriate category. The: rUle applied was that
consensus should be reached, with all three agreeing to the
placement.
\I
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At the outset, the comnd t cee h€td a problem with the category,
which, at that stage was named "Communication" and asked that
it b(.l)named "Interpersonal Abilities" as they believed this
was a wider, and therefore more appropriate category which
could include sub-categories of verbal arid non-verbal
communication. This did not cause a major problem as it
involved a name change rather than a change of concept.
The "NurtHrance II category caused some difficulty, due mainly
to the relative unfamil.i,.arityOf the term. The committee .
l)acked ,after reviewing several incidents, ,that a new sub- ,/'
category be added under this heading called lIatten,tivenes~/'/
as they had difficulty placing several of the io.cidents, and,
with this addition their problem was solved. Once this was
done, the co:mmittee waa able to place all the incidents t
indicating that the set of categories was sufficiently
cvmprehensive and inclusive. They did, however, remove a
category entitled "meeting physical needs" stating that the
meeting of the need was secondary in virtually all cases to
the main benefit to the patient as they perceived it. The
researcher was concerned about this and was aware that the
expert general nurse was not present at the time.
55% of the units were placed identically to that of the
researche~. The change of terminology, the addition of the
one sub-category and the elimination of another category
obviously infiue,nced this figure. What was of more
importance was that so few, and sucb relatively minor,
changes (with the excep tLon of the ~'emoval of the "need'sIt
category) were made to tbe system of categories.
Although not planned, the late participation of the general
nursing e~pert proved most useful in terms of validation. By
/::thetime she waS consul ted, the new set of categories t as
'agreed upon by the expert conunittee, had been fully
developed. She was then asked to proceed with the exerci$e
along identical liues to those fOllowed by the expert
coxmnittee. Tbe only Chal1.gemade to the categories by this
expert was to te-introduce the category on meeting needs. As
she is an expert in this field, her opinion was accepted.
Apart from thie major departure, most of her classifications
of the units were the same as those of the committee.
Wilson (1989:476) states that the ultimate validity fQr
content analysis relies on the ability to develoP}rationale
for categories, ability to define categories, ability to show
how the categories are appropriate to the data, the ability
to illustrate the fit with Which the data can be coded into
the categories and the ability to demonstrate the relevance
of categories to the research question. Although this is
acknowledged to be part of the validation process, these
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As competence and caring are abstract concepts, it is
difficult, if not impossible to measure them in concrete
terms, hence the decision to undertake a qualitative study.
It is always more difficult when analysing results of
qualitathTl9 research to decide Whether the researcher has met
his objectives, as there is no statistical evidence to
"prove" or udisp~:ovella theory, and often, as in this case,
no theory to prove in the first place, only a problem to
solve.
The only way 6f evaluating results, is to go back to the
research questions, aims and objectives for the study to see
whether they have been met and to decide along the way
Whether the study is comprehensive, valid and free of bias.
The first oj:)jectivewas to collect. criteria patients consider
characteristic of a competent nurse.
A great deal of effort ~'as made to ensure that the patients I
views were recor~od, and categorized rather than anyone
else's interpretation of what the patients thougbt. A . '.
question still remain.s regarding wbether they were describing
a Itcompetentll nur ae , A~though the' research question" posed
to each patient, mell"'cionedonly the words 11 competent" and
) "earing", the introductory paragraph aISle.:)mentioned the word
"good". It is possible that the use of all, tnX'es terms could
have elicited a more varied response ~]lan the,,'useof one
word. However, the words do appear to be ~sed synonymously by
';:~atients and nur-aes, but further inyes'tigation into this
tlessibie problem is warranted. .The word "earing" may
indicate interpersonal aspects, whereas the, word illc;ompetent"
may indicate psychomotor aspects ~',>\In. any event a good spread
of both these aspedts was obtaine~land indicates that this
Was not a sign~£icant problem.
Although patients were encouraged to recall mote than one
incident,. 'V'ery:;zewdid, As a result, most patients ga\7e only
one er:\.teriQJl which":obviol.~slydoes not describe the nur ae
"characteristically", As~over 80'wera eventually collected,
this col~e9tive concept of a competent nu~se may well be
adequate. It is ese;:en.tiplthat, when using these criteria for
future :project,sI ..... '1 are used collectively.
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The other obv Lcua limitation stated before commencing this"
study is that only patients from one hospital and then only
patients who, use English regularly, who wer:e relatively well,
were interviewed. Clearly this is not representative of the
patients that the students from the one college care A"'l-.;', let
alone student nurses from other centres. For this reason, a
wider study would be required before it could be assumed that
the views of patients, in the widsr sense, had been
represented.
Another difficulty was that patients could only describe
competent behaviours they had observed in the particular
hospitaL As a result, even if the patient believed that
certain criteria were important, he was' not given the
opportunity of saying so. This resulted in important aspects
being omitted. For e~ample. if a patient believed that
competent nur ses use hot water to bedbath the patient',.and
all the bodba.ths are done by orderlies, this would not; have
featured in the resear~·. tflliess,this is porn in mind when :'
u l;ti:n-,tely drawing up 2';' evaluation instrument:, such
important aspects will ~anish from nursing curriculae
forever.
No community .patients were included in the study, thus
limiting the .study to sick people in a hospital setting. As
the emphasis; on health care is moving very rapidly into the
community, this study should be extended to include this
important category of patients.
The next objective we,s.to categori:ze the criteria' used by
patients.
As Carney (1'972: 40) says, there are no rules for ferming
categories, b·\t that it assists the prd)cess i.f the researcher
has an informed. background. It is clear in viewing the final
set of categories that well established terms were useU, if
f.tom vastly differ.tng sour ces , Th:i.scertainly assists with
the definition of the categories, Which is one of Wilson '~,
(1999: 475) criteria for deciding on whether th~ set oif
categories is valid or not.
The most serious problem with the categorization, was that a
decision was taken to stop collecting data When the
categories were saturated, in other words when n6 new
categories were being fo:tmed by incoming data. Thi,$ occurred
after about 70 incidents had been placed into the final set
of categories. The dif.ficulty came I in that I aJ.though the
c~tegories were "saturatedn, the SUb-categories, and themes,
were not. This may become a problem when attempting to \.lse
the set of cate,~or~,esfor eva l.uatLon- purpos'es, as the themes
and sub-categories\would be used as criteria for evaluation." ... ,
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Th.e third objective was to compare the criteria with those
described in the guidelines and philosophy of the SANC for
basic nurse training in order to develop a composite list of
behaviours and attributes with which to evaluate the student
nurse. Certainly, by combining the behaviours in the SANC
documentation with those in the study, a much more
comprehensive l1st exists. The list would still not be
complete "until a significant number of nUrses have been
interviewed to establish the importance of each of the
behaviours in the documentation and to ensure that they were
considered important by expert, practising nurses.
The short tS,l;maim of the study was to determine the criteria
used by Patients to judge whether a nurse is competent or
not, whiCh was done in the study. The long term aim to
improve student nurse teaching. and evaluation still has to be
fulfilled, althou~h, even du~ing the process of conducting
the researcht the data has been used for teaching purposes.
With regard to the research questions asked, some answers
have been obtained. The first research question was! can a
set of criteria be developed from the perceptions that
patients have of~'what constitutes nursing competence. The
answer has to be a qualified "yes". Certaihly the criteria
can be used, but further interviews need to be conducted,
notably w;th members of the profession, before a conlposite
list of criteria can be developed,
The second research question Was : do patients and the SANe
use common criteria when evaluating nursing competence.
The answer here is that some criteria are found in both, but
equally many are not. This matter will be fully discussed in
the chapter on research £indin'gs. With regard to methodology I
the study would appear to have succeeded in the most.
important area, 1.e. establishing orf teria patients Ilusein
establishing competence, Qut further work is required before
the objectives are fully ~et.
\\
\i
2.5.1k Interpreting t.he ~tesults
As poiuted out above, there'"were 1imi ta tions and \
delimitations to the study, hut the results demonstrate that
the patients believe trhat psychomotor, affective and
cognitive skill is important for a nur se, As the resul.ts
were not quantified in any way, it is not possible to know
which aspects are more important than others.
In order to interpret the results of this study adequately,
the categories need to be compared to those from other
studi~s, and to demonstrate similarities in the literature.
This will be dealt with in the next chapter.
r.c-
CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH FINDINGS
.,3.1. OUTLINE OF FINDINGS
In this chapter, the findings of the study will be discussed,
explaining What criteria were used for developipg categories,
defining and explaining each of the categories and smaJ~ler
units, in an attempt to justify their development and to form
the basis for the recommendations based on these findings. A
summary of the findings of the study based on the research
~9Dducted, as outlined in the prev50us chapter, will be given
first,"'in order to provide a compc.:>iteview of the findings.
Each category will then be dealt with separately and in
detail.
There were five categories formed viz.
1.
2.
. 3.
4.
Assisting with patient Needs
Demonstrating Knowledge
Interpersonal Abilities
Personal Attrihutes of the nurse
Nurturance5. 1/ ";
, I
I (
Each of these categories was broken dow~finto smaller units,
or rather, the categories were built up from smaller
units. In the larger categories, sub-categories were formed.
All comprised themes which, in turn, Were built up from
units, grouped together according to similar meanings C~
content to form the theme. (see annexures 5 and 6)
It must be born in mind that these categories were formed
from what the patients viewed as important in judging whether
a nutee was competent or not. It is by no means a complete
categorization of all the skills., qualities and knOWledge
that a professional nurse needs to possess in order to render
patient care. This categorization, does, however indicate
where emphasis should be pla.ced in teaching students and
caring for patients. '
3.2. ASSISTING WITH PATIENT NEEDS
This category was formed from units and theme.s which.
indicated that the patient had either expreSSe~ a need, or it
was an obvious used i.e. it did not require a gceat deal of
experience or knowledge on the part of the nurse to identify
the need. What was important in this category was tl',iatthe
nurse met the need, rather th~n identified it.
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A need is taken to mean" want of s.i)mettiingwith0ut which one
cannot do without.1I (Davidson 1985:646) All the/aspects
included in this category are, therefore I essen.,!:ialfor the
maintenance or recovery of physical, spcia1 or\psychological
heal th, and therefore absolutely essential aspects q.c nursing
'\.-care.
Four sub-categories were formed, viz. Physical needs, social
needs_ comfort needs, and safety needs. At one stage in the
development of the categor.ies r spiritual needs had been
inclUded ~n the categorization. However, only 'two.incidents
fell int6 this category, and had already b,en included
elsewhere in the classification system. It was decided that
tbere was insufficient sCientifi.c b9-sis fl:"'F 1.t's creation and
that it had rather be.en inclUded due to.·f~fiebias of the
researcher. It was therefore excluded (quit.fllate in the
process. If one subscribes to Maslow'S .,(1904) hierarchy of
needs, the reason why so few incidents related refh:=cted
spiritual needs, was that the patient's more basic needs
needed to be satisfied before a need was felt for meeting
"higher II needs. l?resumi.1bly,as the patients. were in hospital
and their health was at risk, they were functionirig at a
r eLat h'eh" low lev ..l in t •rills iFf Maslow' 9 ((hiera r chI" ,
3.2.1. Physical NeedS! \L "
\t . ~- w
The term "physical II needs refet's to those needs thaSt pertain
to bodily functions as opposed to mental or social functions.
This sub-category was sub-divided into two themes, viz.
Hygiene and Elimination andoExercise and Mobility.
Hygien~ and Elimination were linked together as many of the
patients related incidents which includ¢d both, i.e. washing
the patie1.1.tafter tht;y had used the bed~anJ and were thus
inseparable from one another.
/J';::;;(~
As expected I most of these incidents came frc1J~fu~"'dicalt<M=]
orthopaedic p~ti~nts who were incap~citated ~ B signi~iCan~
degree by the:u Ll.Lne ssaa or operatl.ons and.C(ere therefore \1
largely confined to b~d and dependent on nurses to fulfil
these very basic needs. In all cases patients appeared almost
apologetic tha~ the~ had to rely on others for. these basic,
El.Rdwhat they O.ften yiewed as I unpleasant f nee~s. Once the
1:\'\ fio of men t'? w,?men responden~s was. consic1erG;p, as many men
as women gave lncJ.den~;:li.~iex;preSSJ.llgthJ.s/;leed.'--..-.) - «-',:::-~
\'\
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The units included under the th$me 6~,hygiene and elimiw~tion
needs were: }
- Helpind the,patient to wash
- Washing the patient after using the bedpan
- Helping the pe,tient onto the bedpan
Combing the patient tiS hai);")\
- Giving tablets to r.:topdir'&rhoea
/1 \i
A concern that sti.i.'fac~dwh:i1e\~;review.;'nl~not only these undts ,
but others too I was I if these were incidents of 11900d11 or
competent nurses, what are· the other nurses doin.g, or
omitting to do? Surely all nurses should cater for these v~ry
basic needs, and what happens to patients where nu+,/se,sdo Hot
do these things for them?, It,became evident during';the
research that relatives undertook some of tlle bas'ic nur~i.'lg
care that Was provided, particularly \dth regard to,Washing
the patients. Relatives even brour,ht in towels and clean
linen in order to carry out this ~ask for the patients as
linen was apparently not available a~d nurses very often u~ed
this as an excu~e for not being able to wa~h patients.
, \1Incident number $\3 illustrates this c-mce rn well.('-~'Thetall
nurse, ,"3heis very nice. She is very understandin~.) When you
can't wash yourself properly, she takes you and go and wash
you in the bath. This is when you are not well enough. She
hold my arm Bnd put Savlon as well." By implication, the
other nurses do not assist pgtients who are "not well enough"
to wash properly.
Incident number 79 also acts as a good example of this
problem. II I wa,s involved in a plane crash on 11 June. I
have lain here for 5 weeks ••.it is difficult to move around.
When we orashed, there was a lot of dirt and sand. The thing
that really got me wes that my hair was so dirty. I could
feel it driving me insane and I mentioned it to. Sister W. She
Was in charge and very busy, and she said, II don t t..wor ry, I I 11
make time. II She came and washed xnyhair ... It Titis
particular patient had lain i~ hospital with a fr~ctured
spine for five weeks, and not one nurse had thought to wash
his hair until he asl!ed f?r it to be wa.shed. This is quite
alarming when most people, which includes nurses, usually
wash their awn hal.!,'regularly, and yet they do not consider
this may be necessary for their patients.
Exercise and mobility were also li.nked as there is a very
fine dividing line between the t\~:;:),par t dcu l.a- 11'when G
patient is ill. Moving the l:.mbs of a helpless patient is
known as passive exercise and yet no healthy person would
consider it in this light.
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The units included under the theme of. exercise and mobility
needs were:
Helped the patient to sit up
Helped the patient to walk
Persuaded th~~patient to sit up
!t is interesting that all the respondents who related
incidents in this th.eme were ;female. They were from all the
different type~ of ward and of all age grDl~E.
An example of 'a patient who recognized th~ h ...Jortance of
exercise and mobility related incident number B1.. "That
patient is tied to the chair. Nurse N helps him very well.
She feeds him and w~llks him now and then. She is not afrai&
of him lik\e the others. 11
>Agt;.j.'nc;> one i~ worried by the implication that the "ocher e" do
not care adequately for this patient and have possibly
hindered his care p~r restraining him. As one does not know
d"etails of the patient's prqplem, it is difficult to judge
this situation .. -;_
The above incident was one of the very few> that related to
ufeeding" the patient. As there were so few, it was not
thought justifi.ed to create a sub-category for food and
fluids, although th,l,Swas considered. One hopes that the
rea$on for sO few patientp commenting on this aspect of
meeting basic needs, was that patients are fed regularly and
by all nurses, hence it is not considered t~ be IIspeaial"
behaviour. During the. research, however, it was observed
that. the very patients who were i~ltclbdedfrom this research
due to the fact that they were too ill or could Dot
commund cete adequately Were oftex\ neglected at meal times.
~;eala were served by domestic worker s , The only roLe played
by the professional nurse in this regard being, to tell the
domestic worker which traY to give to Which patient. Meals
were seen. to be placed OtIC of reach of the patient and
collected half an hour later untOUChed, and also given to
patients Who were unable to open the containers. Some
patients said they only ever at~ the puddings and vegeih..)OJ.es
because the boxes containing the meat portions \'oVeretoo
difficult to open. It is of great concern that nurses do not
make it part of the:i.r.t'outine to supel.'visemeal times t am, do
not appear to underst~nd the role of nutrition in the
recovery process.
qxygen needs a"ld temperature regulatory needs we'r'enot
nlentioned by tbe patients. The former is no t surpl:;sing as
no patient with cQmpromised oxygen need!ik,Was includuJ in the
II
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\\study. Temperature needs were referred to j_n terms pf comfort
and thus include4 in another category.
The physical needs in this category were relatively easy to
identify as they involved specific behaviours on the part of
the nl.'rsesin response to a patient r s stated or observed
need, and are all well described in the nursing literature •
.3.2.2. Social Needs
This subcategory was subdivided into 2 themes
- R.cognition as an Individual
- Acceptance
The t.e rm If:socialII can be aefined as IIpertaining itO 11i£e in
an org~nized community.1I (Davidson 1985:946)
It w'as decLded that it wafS j'lstifiab~e to include both theme!:!as social needs as they certainly re'"ferredto life in an
orgatlized tonun.ux:;j.ty. In this context, a hospital ward was
cons:!.der&dto be an organized co:mnlunity. Both recognition as
an itl1dividua1.and acceptance are essential for huntClns.,'\i. e.
(I theyl~lare'eleXllel'lt:sthat th~y 11cenncc cjt'') withoiutII, thus
fulfillillg the criteria for a need..//
I.
\ "
'JWith regard to Recognition as ,9.nIndividual, there uere
two units identiiied viz. i \
Made Patient feel valued
ActEld in a specie1 way for this patient
Patients felt valued by being greeted, especially when by
name, by having their 1.deas acknowledged, by the nurse coming
to visit her after. she .had left the nurse 'SCare, by
understanding a peraone L prob),em, by .sitting and talking to
the 'patient, and py rememherin,g a.patient from a previous
admission.
Ihcident number SO illustrat~s this last aspect well:
II I was feeling very new in the ward. Previously When I had
bee~ here not only as a bi-polar disorder but also treated
for alcohol abuse, I caused a lot of trOUble. Since then!
have sobered up in A.A. When Si~tel.')~·came .n duty, she
recognized me and put her arms ar?un~ me and gave me a big
hug, and said how much better I looked. That evelling I felt
so much happier and it Was nicer to be in the ward. Shedidn't hold anything against me. It
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One can see from this incident that the patient was made to
feel tlvalued" and that because of it, she felt more
com.fortable within the social grOl1p, reflecting the meeting
of a "social need.» Becaus$ of this latter effectj it wkS
also included in the theme "Acceptance",
Greeting a Patient would seem. to he such an automatic and
natural thing to do and part ..and parcel of good manners, but
several patients mentioned i~, indicating that it is not
al.ways done, and certainly not. done by all nurses.
Incident number 15 rea.ds : II M} best nurse says, IIgood
morning, how are you?" when I wake up in the morning. It
makes me feel like a real person,"
Acting in a special way for the patients Lnvo Lve.d meeting a
specific individualiz~d need. Patients felt these needs
were different from other people's and hence· Were
appreciative of. the nurse mE=.!etir.a.g..them as it Was outside
the routine. A good ill.ustration of this unit is incident
number 20:
II People seldom take notice Q,€ me. I think of myself as a
poor white. Then all of a sudden , a black nurse cal'!leto me
ax~d sa~1' the.t I am not so good \\dressed and she rubbed my back
ano combed :my hair. I think that is good of her. It made me
feel good."
Anot}ler incident which illustrates this unit is numbe r 47:
It ! ca).,\ttstand being without ipe water. It is vety
,difficult to get ice in this hOl?pital, but she brings it to
:me. She :makes sure I am neVer without very cold Water -
there ~ you see it there.1I
With regard to acceptance; two units were identified:
...Acceptanc€l despite being differ.ent or unpleasant
...Made patient feel part of the ward group
The first one refel's to the nur ae 's accep tance of the patient
despite problems" The second refers to the nurse'a ability to
enaur e the patient .is accepted by the ward group or able to
adapt to and accept the ward situation, ~us becoming part of
the g1'ou:9.
An example of the r.oL'jne:t is found .;n incident number 32: .
11 •••••• For t'\lOdays - excuse my \.~pres9ion ...I was a bitch.
My attitUde was toclter~ible. After two days I apologised and
she accepted it. Sho!,said ,.I know y.ou were very sick. II
An example of the latter is found in incident number 69{
II •••• The,.old people love hex'. She gets the old ladies eating
and sittillg.n As soon as these 'told ladiesll began eatip.g and
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sitting, they were able to participate i,n ward activities or
at least be acknowledged by other patieri'ts.
It -as interesting to note that $eve~jl.l patients who were
asked' to be interviewed, refused on the grounds that they had
only been admitted that day or the previous day and were not
able to think of. any incidents of caring that they had
observed, They must:I in reality, have observed sev'eral, but
it seems as though, until ther) are comfortable in the ward,
they cannot assimilate wl;).atis happening there. Thet's is no
doubt that a hospital admission is traumatic I t.:ta;Lnlybecause
of the difficulty~in mixing with a group of peop16 previously
unknown to one - both patients and nurses. One is therefore
unsure what to expect from them, which is tht·eatening.
y,
Even once the ratiO of men to womenin the study was taken
into account, far more woment11.;.;nmen r eLa.t ed incidents
fallin~ 1)io.to.the "Social Needsll category, but no other t.rends
could bel,\seen. It is difficult to know whether womenhave'
greater .~\ocial needs than ~p.enor whether they are more readY 1/
to expres'a. their needs. 1('
" ~
The term "comfort" was taken in it's broadest sense, i.e. net
only the relief of pain, but also as Davidson defines it, ~ a
subject of satisfaction, freedom from annoyance, whatever
gives ease.n (1985:192)
Three themes were id~ntified viz:
- .Elimination of Pain
- General Comfort-.')
~ Ps,chological Comfort
Patients seemed to indicate variobs levels of ability of the
nurse to relieve or eliminate their pain, as indicated by the
units identified. The "lowest" was the giving of analgesia
\'1henasked ~or it by the patie:rlt I the neX:.twas asking the
patient ill. they needed analgesia and then giving it rather
than waitl.ng for the patient to have to ask. The nltaxt .Leve I
was assisting the patient t00take the analgesiat although
this waS only identified by one patient, followed b¥ asking
the C')ctor to pr e.acr Lbe analgesia as the nurse thought this
was neoessary i B>'lld£.ina.lly ass'essing the reason for :pain and
taking appropriate steps to prevent or eliminate the pa.i!n.
Added to these was a unit, identified by several patien~IEIr
describing how the nurse conducted a procedure in such a way
that it caused minimal pain.
\)
(5
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An example 6£ the.latter unit is found in incident number 2.2
desl~rihed by a patiAnt in somewhat quaint English:
"This nurse - she treated me well, and when she pd.cked myfinger for my augar diabetes I she was kind .~she .didn't hurtme. She 6.1,idnI t do jump,ing and make you frightened. She,has
got the att of doing it - when ahe does it it Q,oesn't hurt somuch. II
It would appear from the above incident that if the nurse is
confide~t when she does the procedure, the patient relaxes
and doel~not experience as much pain, showing that the
nurse's attitude is as important as her skill.
An exsr.l.<pleof.the nurse asking the doctor for analgesia ia
found in inci.dent numbEtr 17:
" I'll tell you about one incident. I asked this nurse tor a
pain pill. and she just said, " the doctor hasn~t prescribed
one for You. II but this other one - the good one - she said it
wasn't prescribed but she would go and ask the doctor - and
she did. She came back with the pill. She mustn't just turn
and walk away or ~ay "oh well, same old story,"
It is inconceivable that anyone could wa.lk.,a\~ay.froxq,someoneelse in pain when she has the ability to help that person,
and yet here, is an exaxnple of a nurse - a supposedly caring
parson - doing exactly that. It would seem that it is now
necessary to train nurses to do and be what was formerly
considered common sense and an inherent kindness.
With regard to general comfort, units were included thatdealt with phY$ical comfort measures apart from theelimination of actual pain.
Units included, rubbing che patient's back, Ptltting ointment9n dry lips, giving the patient a hot cup of tea, warming the
hedpan, rearranging pillOWS, tuning the radio plrfectly to
t:hestation and washing and combing hair to prevent
irritation. The.e are all tasks that have traditionally,
over the years, been carried Otltby women caring for childrenand ill people, without any formal training. They seem to be
part and parcel of the female role, and not specifically
nursil1.gSkil.lsI and yet are greatly valtled.
!t was interesting to note that, although rubbing of the backis no longer considered IIgood II nursing practice as it does
not prevent the formation of bedsores, the patients stilllike it. It would seem as though the contact is still
important ~mdit is seen in the same light as therapeutic:
massage which is rece1v1ng much attention in the overseasnursing pra13S at present.
(I c,
\1
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The incide'nt (number 9) regarding the administration of a hot
cup of tea illuetrates.the.point of this group of inCidents
being a colle8tion of<bnskilled~ but valued, actions '~uite
well:
III went to have .one of those pipes put down :tr(V ;,throat. When I
came back, I asked the nurSe to give me a hot cup of tea. She
went straight away and made me a cup of tea. It.Waan I t tea
time .••••she did it specially. It helped me." One isn!t
sure whether the hot fluid Was soothing for her 80re throat,
or 'Whether the tea. itself was equated with comfort in true
British. tradition where a cup of tea ''las served au. times of
adve.rsi,ty. Whateve1."the reason, it was a. simple, but
comforting action on the nurse's part. What would have been
still more encouraging waS if the nurse had offered it to thi\~
patient rather than the patient having to ask for it. '
With r~gard to psychological comfort, the units included herB
included actions which saved the patient embarrassment.
This seemed to be a mainly male domain, indicating that men
find the procedure<" conducted in hospitals more embarrassing
than women do. This could pe due to the fact that the
majority of nurses are women.
An example of sucb an incident is number 72:
" t asked for ~,rtain assistance (catheterization) and tbe
nurse in question came without any problems at all and el..i it
w;i,tha great big smile on her. face. No problem at all and it
was over and done in a jiffy. She was happy and I was happy. II
3.2.4. Safety Needs
This sub-category included two themes viz. physical safety
and emotional aecur dty. The term safety is therefore seen: in
~ broad light, as defined by Davidson (19S5:874)1 ~free from
danger, secure, certain, sure."
It was often difficult to know whether to classify an
incident under physical safety or emotional security in thre
absence of any real physical dauger. Many patients
appreciated the Durse support.ing them phYsically when they
were not well, but in reality it was probably more out of
psychological f~ar than physical fear, as it is unlikely they
would have fallen. One such incident is
number 3. II I decided to go for a ahowe r and I was very weak.
The nur-se walked me all the wax_to the shower and sat in the
shower CUbicle with me to See trhat I was 0.1<. II
'\
'llhedecision was made to keep the sub"'cl";ttegoryfor physical
safety if only to emphasize the importance of preventing
medico-legal hazards.
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Units included under emotional security' were' as follows:
- Contact with patient made him feel ssfp
- Explnnations made him feel secure
- Capable actions made him trust the nurse.
All of these units could have been included in other
categories, but the important as'!1~ctwas that the patients
i.ndicated that the action matle thexn feel safe or secure e.g.
incident number 67: ~
II P. is good and kind. She comes to cbeck on me every nOW
and then. This makea me feel great and makes me feel safe. I,
3.2.5. Summary of Category "Assisting with Patient needs"
A total of 77 recording units were identifie' as belonging to
this category, 36.5 % of these were cl.assif..~d under the
comfort subcategory, 26 % under social needs, 19.5 % under
the physical. needs I and 18 % under safet·,·"leeds.
As stated at the beginning of this sectiot.t,this listing ie
by no means a complete list of all patient needs that have to
be catered for. All the incidents discussed above were cited
as the patient thought these indicated that the particul~r
nurse was good, and therefore, presumably that the rest of
the nurses did not assist with these needs. Apart from be~n9
aJh indictment on nursing care at the institution in question,
it is worrying to note that the patients felt it Decessar~ to
mention any of the above incic;lentsas the" •avolve very basic
care, and in most cases could have been. tded by a caring
lay person, .If the basic nursing care h' een up to'
standard, one presumes that patients would nave related
incidents higher up on Maslow'..,hierar<;:hyof needs. There
did not appear to be any indication that the patients;' needs
Were being be t ter met in anyone ward r or group of wards as
the incidents came from patients in all the wards visited.
3.3. KNOWLEDGE
This category was formed from themes and units whicb
indicated that the nursa in question possessed someOknowledge
not pos;~essed by all people a.nd that she ~as able to use thi,s
knowledge tw the benefit. of the patient. The category was
SUbdivided into two ~ub-categories viz.:
- Theoretical knowledge
- Skills
~3.1. Theoretical. Knowledge
The meaning of IItheory" j,n'the context c)f\: theoretical
knowledge used here, is derived from Devidson's definition of
"theory" meaning, "an exposition of the abstract; principles
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of a science or art."(1985;1032) Incidents included in the
sub-category uf Theore.ti.cal knowledge included two units d . e.
~ Able to give patient information
- Knowing the correct action to take
It .....:5 not surprising that patients va Lue being given
information as we know that they also like a nUrse to talk to
them, but the incidents included in this ",nit indicated that
the actual information was important to the patient, usually
becaUl5e they believ.sd that it helped them cope with a
situation if they knew what to expect as illustrated by
incident number 84: '0
" I flew back from England when I got the results. {of the
amniocentesis} I was qfraid and sad. The nurse was fabulous.
She came in and sat down and explained what would happen, and
what to expect. For me that is easier. If someone says nit is
going to hurt like hell" it's fine as long as you know."
Another incident indicates that often nurses give generalized
information rather than listening to the patient's needs and
answering their specific que.s'tions.This w'as indicated by
incident number, 42, which was short hut said a great. deal:
" She told me all about family planning. She told me what I
wanted to know."
With regard to knowing the correct action to take, patients
often seemed surprised that the nurse di~ know what to do, or
cited incidents gf taking an action which they would not have
expected her to take. Most often, the nurse was acting within
her scope of practice. but patients seemed not to realize
that nurses could take such action. Incident number 64
illustrates this point:
"I slj.pped and fell in the showe r , I reported it to the
Sister. nespit~ the fact that she was busy at the time, she
took a $tatement~ inspected the shower, did an examination,
asked if I wanted to see the doctor immediatrely, and reported
it to the day sister. On my renurn f.r.oxna day out I the
doctor was waitio.g to see me. Afterwards I enqir i red why she
took. this so seriously. She replied, proving that she is
compe tent and has knowledge of policy and administration,
that the hospital could be held liable, and the patient could
enter into liti~qtion •.."
3..3.2. Skillq_
The subcategory on Skills wa~ so large that it was further
subdivided in'to
- Observational Ski11S
- Psychomotor Skills
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The term ttskillu was used to indicate some type of action or
reaction to a situation rather than the exposition of
abstract principles emphasized in the knowledge sub-category.
At one stage in the classification procedure, communication
skills had been includBd in this sub-category, but it was
decided that it was so large that it warranted a section of
it's own, and also included more than pure ·skill."
Observational skills contained two units, viz.
- notices if patient is in need
- assesses the situation (as opposed to the patient)
~ncident number 6 is a rather lengthy example of the former
and has been abbreviated here:
II When the nurss came to do my dressing - you know it is sore
and I am nervous ...she watChes my face and can see when there
is a change in my face that it is sore ••.and she says there
is a certain thing (a drain) here that I have to take out -
but there,. it is finished now - you can cool down."
This is an examp le of the nurse using her skills of
observation to assess th, patient and take appropriate
action. This same patient indicated that if you do not
co-operate totally with some nurses, they will not treat you.
She said, It She doesn't just say, II :r am doing my job ..!have
to de this otherwise I am leaving you. You can just go
rotten. II This onel she talks to you nicely •..she does thingsgently, gently like a baby. It
At! eKa:mple of assessihg the situatinn is seen in incident
number 44: .
« A woman went into labour and was pushing. Me and another
lady was telling het not to push, but this Sister coroes in,
she quickly olos$s the CUrtain, and she says flohno, the
head." But she knew what to do il'rllnediatel.y.She didn't panic
or anything, She was laughing. She took the Whole bed out in
a hurry."
Al though one would have \\:0 agree· with the patient who related
the incident that the Sil:;lterassessed the situation, seme
doubt seems to exist as to whether the said Sister took
appropriate action, inspirinD one to change the maxim Ifbeauty
is in the eye of the beholderlt to ~competence is in the eye
of the beholder. II
It is importa.nt to note that in all the incidents classified
under observational skills, the nurse observed a need or
situation rather than being told of it's existence as in the
first category discussed. Altern~tivelYI in the patient's
eyes at least, the nurse was able to make this observation ~a
because of her knowledge - it was not obvious to everyone.
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The term psychomotor skills is derived from Bloom's taxonomy
of educational objectives and refers to muscle' and motor
skills and all kinds of activities. (Child 1981:360) Clearly
much of the work nurses do fall.s into this classification,
and is incorporated into what,nurses refer to as "practica-.
T.he theme on psychomotor skills was comprised of several
units :
- Dressings done efficiently
- Painful procedures done with little pain
- Difficult tasks done well
- Generally displays dexterity
With regard to doing drel':t'ingaefficiently, patients seemed
to regard the task itsel .remar~'fble. One would expect them
to comment on dressing. technique~\if they, the patient,
suffer·ed little pain as a result10f the nurse's technique,
but only one patient mentioned this. It is possible that
dressings have become such a ritualized procedur~ that
patj.e.ntshold anyone who can do them in awe. Incident number
48 reads as follows:
IIThis competent nurse - she does my dressings very well. She
comes and takes off the old one and makes it nice." Olle
hopes th,at the nurse did nOt put the old dressing back on the
wound once it was "madpDice."
The unit, painful procedures done with little pain was
created despite the fact that all the incidents could be
included in the comfort category, because it was obvious from
\>lhatthe patient said that it was the nurse ',~skill that had
reduced the amount of pain experienced b¥ t~e patient.
Incident number 27 illustrates this und t well:
II When I was adxnitted, I was in a lot of pain ...• I have
arth.~it.isyou know... and this one nurse I she lifted me onto
the bed so gentlY.I.she didn't hUrt me at all. I just said~
"thank you, thank you."
The unit of Difficult taaks done well obviously indi.cates
that the patient c::onsidel.'edthat the tasks were difficult and
that they were done well. They need not have been difficult
from a nursing point of view, although circumstances offen
make the simplest of tasks difficult. An example of this
point can be seen in incident number 71:
" There's one nurse that deals sO beautifully with the
patients. One patient is very far gone, and she is like his
mother. She calms him so he doesn't jerk around. She can feed
him when others can't keep him still,- (The patient receiving
this attention has Huntington's chorea)
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The unit of generally displaying dexterity included all
del71onstrations of psychomotor skills that did not fit
comfortably within the other units belonging to this sub-
.theme. It included giving a :bedpan, assisting a patient to
take :medication, and a generalized statement that the nurse
in question was not a butter fingers. Although the~e were
difficult to classify, it Seemed wrong to exclude them as
they were presumably as important to patients as other units
which were easier to classify.
3.3.3. Su.lIllnaryof'Category ~ Knowledge"
Although 38.9% of all the fe:male respondents and 33.3% of
male respo~dents gave incidents falling into this category,
the men seemed to favour incidents in the psychomotor skills
category. Due to the small sample, however, it is uncertain
whether this is statistically significant, but might
warrant further investigation.
A total of 36 incidents was classified in the "Knowledge II
category, compared to the 77 in the ftNeeds" category,
indicating that fulfilment of basic need~ 1S more important
to patients than the knowledge of the nurse. However, it is
again important to make the point that, should basic needs be
better catered for in the hospital coacer ned , patients are
more likely to start expectit.l.gmore i1.~c)lTl the nurse.
3.4. INTERPERSONAL ABILITIES
Travelbee's concept of Uinterpersonalll which includes human-
to-human relationships (1971:119) was used in :forming this
category. Whereas it is acknowledged that the term was wider
"'0 Tra.velbee than communication, and that the inc,idents used
iucluded mainly collUtlunicat:ion"it was felt advisable to use
tht ~erm Uinterpe~sonal" if only to show a deficit that
app~ars to exist.
The term interpersonal means, literally, Rbetween people",
but Travelbee includes human-to-human relationships in her
concept of Interpersonal relationships, which, by defini tLon
means " an experience or ~'t of experiendes between a nuree
and the recipient of her care. The relationship is
purposefully established and maintained by the professional
nurse practitioner. The rel.ationship is significant and
meaningful in that both~urse and recipient have needs met as
a Qesult of this experience.ft (1966:123)
The two themes identified in :hi5 category were :
- Verbal Communication
- Non-Verbal communication
IJ
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3.4~ Verbal Communication
Units included in this theme all entailed verbal
communication, or the use of words with the patient in order
to send a message. It may be significant that all the units
identified involved sending messages, and not one involved
receiving a .message or listening, This could be for two
reasons. Either the patients did Dot observe listening
occurring, which is disturbing, at patients do nc t believe it
to be important,. which seemS unlikely.
Several units were identified, viz. e}t~laining td the
patient, reassuring the patient. greeting the patient,
talking to the patient, enquiring after the patient (the
closest anyone came to indicating that listening was to
occur), and communicating despite communication difficulties.
None of the incidents was particularly profound, and
communication appeared to, tait.€:place at a very superficial
level. In defence of the nurses it is fair to,mention that
the patients and the staff comprise such coamopo Lf t an groups
that this impedes verbal communication. All ~he wards visited
consisted of staff and patients of many cultural groups, and
although English is the Official language of the hospital, it
is spoken very Iit,!;lein some of the wards. Many of the
:pcl;tientswere not able to communicate adequateJ.y in English
in any €!vent.
References were made to the language difficulties, as seen in
incident number 32 where in the last part of the interview I \1
the patient SayS:
"•.•It is important that t:;hespeaks your own l'anguage and
doesn't use hers as I can't understand hers,·
This problem appears to be particularly noticeable in cases
where the nurses are arrogant and refUse ta;,;usethe
"official" language of the hospital, even when addressing
patients and students. It appears to be used as a weapon
against students and patients in an attempt to show "who i$
bassil, Certainly, the patient quoted above indicated that
the nurse she Was describing was the only 1.1UrSein the ward
I':'no routinely used English when speaking to whi t e patients,
Several of the incidents that were included in the unit on
IIgl"eeting the patient" and n enquiring after the patient II have
been included in the category "Social Needs" as well as it
involves the patient feeling :espected ~s an individUal if a
nurse enquires after him. The ~mportance of this act of
communication is, however, illustrated by incident number 29:
II In my present situatiOn, it is closely li,uked with the
baby. She is not in th.i~,ward anymore, bu t the nur-se popped
into my room and asked "how is the baby?tI That is important
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to me. If someone is interested in ;my baby it makes me feel
good and I think I will get better aoone r if I feel good. II
Explaining'to the patient is important in order to make the
patient £eel more secure as well as needing the
information per se. Doctors often b~,lie'retl:'t,eyhave
expl~ined an aSPect of treatment to a patient~ only for the
patient to ask the nurse for an ':lxplanationas SOon as the
doctor has gone. This probably occurs because t;'hetare not
used to communicating with doctors and. do not llliear'them
initially. An example of a nurSe giving a better explanation
than the doctor is iound in incident number onet
liThe patient in "that bed has, something! wrong wi th he r baby.
(hydrocephalds) The doctor came to explain that the baby was
not normal and that she would have to have a caesar to get it
out. The nurse stayed with her a fter~'the doctor had gone and
explained OV&I:' and over again what wae wrong with the baby
and that the caesar ~'i'ouldnot save the baby's life, but that
it was necessary to get it out . She carried on explaining
and explaining until she was satisfied that "the patientunderstood ... If ,,'
One possible explanation for verbal commun i.c ac.Ion being on
such a superficial level, apart froJn the.language problems
mentioned above, is that the ~verage stai of the patients in
this particular hospital is very short Ii. e. th"~'e days .. It
takes time to !,\buildup a good interpersonal rel.a'tipnship with
a stranger, so this m~y well be a contributing factor.
I
.'
3.4.2.
The theme Non verbal communica.tion was subdivided into
..Touch and
..Facial expression
With regard. to touch, the aspects mentioned were holdi')'1gthe
patient's hand, hugging the patient and stroking the patient.
Of all the incidents described, there were only 7 that fell
into this unit. This could again be explained by the
cultural diversity in the hospital, but when One considers
the number of ddst resaed patients one encounters in a
hospital;, it seems strange that touch i.snot mentioned by
more patients, as certainly helding a patient's hand is a
common way of communH::ating empa.thy with a pa tLen t . One
example of the value of holdiug the patie~t'~ hand is seen inincident number 7: .. •
" I we'i~ down to radiology and they stuck a long needle in -
they W~te trying to draip. an absces~ . and this nurse .• :i,t
WClsnf t iiverysore but I·was being a real coward F.lbot~,'tthe
')
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whole thing, and this nurse •..took my hand ao"d said "don't
worry, you're doing fine."
Hugging need not involve great enthusiasm on the nurse's part
to be helpful, an arm around the patient is as important as
holding the ;i:>atient's hand as Lndd.cated in incident numbe r
16:
II I was upset one day - I was crying and this nurse came and
put her arm around me - it was SO helpful. I was down in the
dumps and it made me feel much better."
W±:'~h reg..!u:dto facial expression, smiling was the action that
featured prominently. The only other thing mentioned was "a
pleasant facial expressionll Which in all probability inclUded
a smile. Nine patients co:m:mentedon the impo·!'tance of
smiling. One would think that it was so much part of our
being human that it would not have been mentioned, but it
became obvious that nurses do not smile enough.
Incident number 8 Jreads:
" This nurse has f',l. smiling face. She comes itt in the morning
and greets you at),dseems happy to see you. It is not what
she says it i:3br3cauze she smiles. II
"
~4 .•3 ,_ Summary. of Category; II In]erpersonal Abilities II
A total of 32 recording units were classified under this
categorY. 53.1 % were in the ve rbe L commund ca td on subcategory
and 46.9 % in non verbal subcategory. 2
Apart from the unit "explaining to the patient" every ons of
the Lnc Ldentrs mentioned in ttds categ<:trycould have I or
should have, been effected by a. normal, well balanced, happy
indiv"iduall wi th no special training. One won.delf9then which
of these cr.iteria i$ missin:~ from the nurses in tHe wards.
Hopefully they were sslect,J:ldto train as nur as s hecause they
showed, ability to relate 1,,1,) people, but we d9 know that not
all the n\.1rsingcolleges interview prospecti'\fe students,
which is the ol:\l.ytrue wa~! o f gauging this quality. Nurses
often seem unhapPYt Which is also disturbing and warrants
attention by those in management positions.
Women appear to find interpersonal aspects more ;i.mportant
than men as 32.2% of th~, women patients and 20.8% of the male
patients related incidents included in the interpersonal
abilities category. No other trends could be discerned.
3.5. PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES
This category concentrates not on Wh('ltthe nurse does,
what she is. These are, then, inherent characteristics
personality traits of the nurse.
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There 'were five thelllesidentified in this category viz."
Pleasant disposition
Patience
Dependability
Gentleness
Kind, Considerate and Understanding
3.5.1 Pleasant Disposition
Wh€:ll.referring to the nurse's pleasant disposition, this was
more than a pleasant facial expression. Th,e unit.s conveyed
,) more "action" than merely smiling and indicated that this was
characteristic of the nurse. The units were, enjoys what she
is doing, seems happy to see patients, friendly, displays a
sense of humour t and always in a good mood. This pleasatJt
disposition seems important for the patient's welfare aa seen
in incident number 28:
II When she comes in in 'the morning and you feel depressed,
she calls you by your name and says I "how are you this
morning? II and makes a little joke which gets you up for the
day, II
,;L_5.2 Patience
Eight patients indicated that patience was an important
attribute for the nurse. There were three units identified
amongst these incidents I with one. inclUding statements that
actually stated that tl1e nurse was" patient I and others that
she dealt with a difficult situation or patient patiently,
and the ather that she did not ruah the pa t ien t . One would
have thought that the attribute of patie,nce ·\muld have been
particularly important to elderly people, but, altbough
elderly people did give incidents in this theme, as many
younger people did like\dse. It is pa).,ticularly important
not to be rushed when in pain or i~capacitated as indicated
by a 76 year old patient who had had a hip replacemeilt in
incident number 25:
I! When she gave me the bedpan, she did it nicely.. She made
it warm aQd she lifted mo - didn't just shove it in. She
didn't rush me. She waited uri~il I had finished.1!
This nurse was obviously "$killed as we];;las being pa.t.ient,
but the incident sayS .little for the oVher nurses an the
ward, implying that others do not waic\rfor the patient to
finish and are very rough when administering a bedpan. This
is a particularly worrying feature in an orthopaedic \'lard
whe re patients are often in a great deal of pain and where
rough treatment could jeopardiz9"the success of the
ope.r a tLou , :., .
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~_._5•3 . Del:1endability
With regard to dependability, patients were impressed when a
nurse came to work despite being ill herself, that a nurse
did work that others refused to do and that she was
consistent. Again, one worries when reading incident numbers
19 alld 73 regarding the irresponsibility of. some of the
nur ses in the hospital. Incident number 19 reads!
It These two gond Ii tt1e nurses ~,they are always there to do
the heavy work'. The others run away but these ones aren t t
~hirkers - they stay and do the work - even the unpleasant
tasks."
Incident number 73 reads:
tlThere's one nurse who does all the work at night while the
the rest of the staff sleep ..•• "
Were the level of care betterj the only incident that is
likely to have been included, is the incident regarding
coming on duty when the nurse was herself sick, and that in
itse1 f gives rise to some interesting questions. i"
,)
<) ,,'
3.5.4. Gentleness
The last theme of gentlenes~ is 891£ explan~tory. Incident
number 50 says all that ne~~~ 1:9 belsaid! t~
It There"" you saw that - she just pulled ot'~"the plaster - it
hurt. 'l'heother one - she pulls it off Ii tt':i?~ 'by Iittle -
she)\is g,fi'lntle...it doesn't hur t when she does i<~;\_tt
~. ~3,,,5~5.J{ind, Considerate ~_g Understanding
Three qualities were combined to form the theme K~,nd,
Considerate and Understanding as these qualities have mUch in
common, and it was not justified to have each as a ,theme on
its own, as only one incident was given per quality.
The incidents that wentioned kinaness were difficult to
assess as, though the patients mentioned the fact that the
nurse was kind ,and gave a specific itlcid~nt, it was not
possible to se~ what distinguished her from many of the other
nurses mentioned, who were not actual1.y labelled as "kind" ..
Davidson defines the word "kindness" as "disposed to do good
to others, benevolent" (1985'S31) ;\'hichdoes nothirJ,Wto solve
the dilemma. Nevertheless as patients had actuallY used the
word, it was included in true classification system.
A similar p't-oblemoccurred with the word "Ulluerstandingtl as
illustrated by incident number 83;
\
II The tall nurse, she is very nice. She ~s very
u~~detstanding. y,7henyou can I t wash youtsel £ properly. she
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takes you and go and wash you in the ba th .C; • II Although the
patient obviously thought that the nurse understood the
patient's need to be clean and assisted her to be so, this is
by no means clear. As it was the patient's interpretation,
however, it was included.
3.5.6. Suxnmar~ Ot Category: hPer.so~<alAttribj1teslf
A~ explained above, it was difficult to cat'gOriZe th~s
group of data, due to the Lack of substance o~ support:Lng
evidAnae. However, patients actually stated that these were
attr ...butes of the nurses they considered competent. It is
alao interesting to note that the patients were not asked to
give attributes of a nurse, but nevertheless, many did,
indi eating that this is important. TJley are also important
in terms of student .selection t as research needs to be dorie
to determine whOther such attributes are inherent or Whether
they can be learned.
3 • 6 • NURTURANCE
The category on nurturance was the last to be formulated and
arose due to ,aproblem in classifying some of the LncLden t s ,
The problematical dncidents indicated ttsomething" more than
fulfilling needs, possessing knowledge or Lnterper sone I
abilities, or having certain personal attributes. All the
incidents indicated that the nurse had spent time with the
patient r or had gone ou't of her W6:"l on the patient /S behalf J
arid yet $ee&ed to involve an element of caring for the
individual patient: which indi."ated support for that patient.
The problem of naming the cat~gory was Solved on reading an
article based on the Greenberg"'F,:delsteinmodel of'nurturance.
(Geissler 1990) ~
r,
Leiniger (1970) originally used the teto nurturance to
indiCate a concept of caring defined as "a feeling uf
compassion, i'nterest, and conCern for people." Ruth
Greenberg-Edelstein, however stjted that nurturance was a
more inclusive term than caring because it can take place
without caring, and nays that nurturance can inclUde aiding~
comforting, confiding , nUrsing, exchanging, fondling,
establishing solidarity and promoting deve Lopmenc and growth.
Greenberg-Edelstein br-oke the concept'into 5 levels, and the
two highest levels are the anes included in the concept
Nurturance :eorthe purposes of this study. II At level four t
nurturance is therapeutic, the exchange is democtatic and
personal with emotidual content capable of changing vdews t
attitudes and behaviour. At level five, nurturance
transcends the SE:.<!. £ the exchanc e ,<is deep and sql.idt exposing
the very core of each. membe r s " (Geissler 1990:74)
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Baving named the category, it was possible to classifY the
incidents and the following themes were devel,)ped:
A\7ailability
Attenti\'eness
Advocacy
3.6,1. Availability
')Although the verb "avail" :means "to .he of value or scbv:t(:e
to". the term "availability means "that one may avail o"'!~t:~lf
of, accessible. within reach." (Davidson 1985:65). This
indicates that, when the nurse makes herself available, sh~
does not necessarily do anything. This.word describes this
tb.eme Well as tbe patients valued the nurse's •¥>esence r.ather
than whe.t she did. t-
Tbis theme was subdivided int,o two, namely, unsolfcited
availability and solicited availab~litYI to indicate a
hierarchy of responses on the pa:::tq£ the nu rae,
Unsolicited availability indicates that the patient did not
have to ask f.or the nurse to come to him, and to be w,ith him.
Solicited availability indicates tha.t th~ nurse came to the
patient and spent time with him quite spontaneously, without
being asked to do so. ~
There were thre~ units identified under unsolicited
availability viz. stay~ng with the patient, accompanying the
patient and coming to check on or help the patient.
Incidents forming the unit for Staying -rliththe patient were
most often cited, Which indicates that th.ey are particularly
important.
Incident nuraber 26 ill-ustr(ateathis unit wel-1,,;_
II I had a 1ery bad attack {asthma) ....and this '''''lnest .:,(:fnur-se
....she was cons~al?-tlywith me ..... r ~as COma to~e and she
never left my bedad.de, She was ~l:lcred~ble. S!\:lea\ctually
prayed for me .•.. sha was always there." .
Part of the problem of nurses not spending sufficiwnt time
with thei.r patients is possibly because of. the abQiition of
functional nursing in favour of "total patient carell, When
nurses were allocated SPecific tasks to do, they were forced
to spend time with the patient, e.g ..when tidying;\his locker,
or offering him a bedpan or urinal. The tendency ).1.0';>1 is to
avoid making contact with the patient as nursee feel awkward
if they are not there for a sf)ecific purpose.
Patients often comr.ae.o.tthat the only person who talks to them
is the nursing assistant when she ccme s to take his ..
__,I
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temperdture. The ;i,mPf?cta.ntthing for the patients in this
theme, is not what lhe nurse does but the fact that she is
there, as illustrated by incident number 33:
If The old lady next ,to us is forgetful, but always the nurse
is con:Lin.gto her .. ,'u
1\
Solie:':ted availability included ,two units, viz. came straight
a\'1aywhen called, and made time to do what the patient asked.
It was alarming how many patients mentioned the fact that
the lIgood" nur-se they were describing came immediately when
called as it implie$ that most nurse do not. Inbident number
18 illustrates this point well:
II This nurse, you don't have to shout and scream for het to
give you ,something. You just say "Nurse" and she comes
immediately with it. She helps you ..."
3.6~ Attentiveness
Whereas the term availability did not indicate that the nHrse
necessarily did anything. for the patient, the theme
"attentiveuees" did.
Chambers 'l'hesaur\\E3(Seaton 1990: 43) gives the f'Jllowing
synonyms £,\")r, the"\word attentive ( II accoIlltnodatL:lf alert,
conscientio~s, c~rt~ous, devot.d, heedful, obliging,
thoughtful I which conveys the meaning the t.rm had in this
contE;xt.
The theme \as divided into two units, viz. cerried out tasks
outside norro$,lrequirements, and wenl; out of her way for the
patient. 1··
lWith regard to carrying out tasks outside normal
requirements, the nur-se carried out tasks which, in the.
r..atientI 13 opinion ShOilld have been done by another eategory
df worker or someone junior to the nurse in question.
Inc.i.dentnumber 37 'ill\lstrates this latter sit\lat:io:n:
II I had this terrible pain in.X\"'. bladder r but ther.e is a
Si;.\terhere - she was ao kind ..she spent the Whole day
saying "drink lucozade/ drink water, and have the pan. II She
was going up and down. It helped me to get rid of the pain in
my bladder. All that and she is a Sister."
II
The unit I "Went out of her way for the patient!" nurses di.d
things for the patienb that the patient thought were over and
above whaci:could reasonably have been expected of a nurse.
,-\
This is illustrated by incident number 82:
"On Monday! was very ill. I had, a temperature. I couldn't
sleep and Nurs~ T came every hour to see if I was alright.
She gave me water to drink and stood with me."
\\
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Thei last them~ in the category "Nurturap.ce" was Advocacy.
According to the Qxford dictionary, (F'owler « Fowlar 1961:13),
'an advo catie is one' who speaks on behalf of '.'al)}otherr or a
professional pleader, or a supporter." In dompiling this
theme, the ltprofessional pl.eade.r" definition was used 'but
it was realised that this process oc cur s in t.wo ways. Om~Nis
for the nurse to s:~eak to someone on behalf of the ,patient,,)to
plead hi& cause, but another is to speak to the pBtient to
explain another perSon's point of view. This latter aspect
is becoming increasingly more important as health services
become mUlti-cultural as it is not always possible for all
health personnel to make themselves understood to all
patients. Docto'fS I particularly, rely on n,urses to act as
- . - o. _ _ __ - _ _ _._ _ .,,\_advocates 111 th;).sway as the nurses often COme from the same
cu Ltural g;'roupas' the patients. This involves more than
translation as often :meaning is lost in t ranel atLcn,' whiph
affects the chances that the patient will co-6perate.
\
The first aspect described, that is the situation when .the
nurse spoke to another person on the patient's b'Fgalf was
most commonly ci.ted as seen in incident number '53::\\. I
:a~n~~s v~.~~e~i~~ ~~ ~~id~n;e~~n~~r~;~g t~e s~~~~lr~I~~e~al~~d
to the social woriter fox: me. .She rep,_-imanded the soo),a1
worker and tne social worker came and apologized ,:~O me. This
made me feel like an individual again. I,
In a hospital vhere patients are often unableG~a speak for
themsel ves due to their illness or the strange' env Lronmen t I
it is important that :,ioxueoneis able to db' this for them, and
it ~s gratifying that, in the hospital where the study took
place, several similar incidents were related. "
3.6.3. Summary, of Category tlNurturancelt
This category inCludes behaviours and attitudes that ara u
unique to nU);'sinsin that the other aspects of care mentioned
in this research~tudy couldt conceivably, be carried out by
other categories of nurses other than the professional nurse
and other health. care ,pro£e~sionals. Nurtura~1ce is the core
of nursing, and yet is difficult to define. For this reason,
it would seem essentii7.l that further research be conbd.nued on
this aspect.
3.7. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
There were few particular. t rend s note~. with regard to the
~ex( age or type of ill~ess of the pati,nts and the types of:LucJ.dent they related, t'>ather>that:the ~mportant aspects
of care mentioued by the patients were a requirement in (l11'-
the areas involved. It is possible that, had there been a
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larger sample~ trends would havEl started to appear, but there
is little evidence of this thus far.
tIJhat is striking from the data collected is how basic the
requirements of th.e patients are. They a~e not asking for
highly specialized, knowledgeable people to look after them.
What they req).li'11e,is, a f, riendly perso, n who has t,he patient's
interests at 'heairt. It makes one wonder why it is so .
difficult 'to find nurses who are capable of being such a
person. Certainly, the idea hae:been expressed by many
people that one cannot care for other people unless one has
been and is cared for cne ae I f. If this aaaumpcdon is
correct, nurse managers need to look close1':/ a.t this
phenomencn , \':.;-
Another significant factor is what has not been said by 'v
patients. As pointed CHIt,earlier in the chapter I the fact ,
that they were only S:{;lkeci-cto. describe incident;s that they 1:1a.9:
wit~lessed, automatical'ly excluded aspects of care not
occuu'ing: in the hospital WhiCh may, nevertheless t have been J!
important to the patient.
Much of What has been said in this chapter casts a negative
li91~t on th!~ nursing care at the hospital, hoWs\ter, it is
ixn~,:)rtant to emphasize that there are many co.m:mitt:ednurses
who are carilO.::rand competent and should )te e':l,CQuraged to
contLnue caring. An in.cident Which wal~o/given after the
classificat.:i.oti ~as completed and therefore tioo late to
inel ude I demon,~~rat.es this point.
" 'rne patient &iad had a very bad stroke - 1: don't know which
side was affected but he couldn't speak as a result. Th.e
nurses had tried to put a tube into his stomach to feed him
nut had failed and he was distressed by it - you could ies on
his face. This 1i ttle nurse - a .young,:.one - came up to him
with a piece of paper and a pencil and asked him if he would
like to write something. He just shook his head - but at
least she tried,"
The next step in the research procedure is to compare the
findil.1.gs of this study with those of other .reaear cher a and to
the available literature, Which will be done in the next
chapter in an attempt to' compar~,.and contrast findi:n~s €lind
thus view the findings in a wi~sr context~ ~
(l
c
CHAPTER FOUR
COMPARISON OF FINDINGS WITH THE LITERATURE
This chapter will be divided into three sections:
Section One will compare the final classification system
bas e.don this res ear ch pro J ect with c 1ass i fie at ion s de 'le lop ed
by various authors and 9roup~.Section Two will compare the findings with selected nursing
care ~tudie5 written up in recent Journals and
Section Three will compare the units. themes and categories
described in the report with similar descriptions found in
the current nursing literature.
The pur'pas e 0 f com par in9 fin din 9 s with the 1it era t urei 5 t a
determine whether t~e findings are supported in the
literature, Dr not. wbich will assist in the process of
validating, or otherwise. the r.esearch.
(i4.1. SECTION ONn - CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS
4.1.1. SELECTING THE LITERATURE
In selecting the literature for thi~ first section, authors
wer's sought who had attempted to classify "oaring" and
related contepts. Studies were selected with vastly
differing m~th6'dologies and aims; as th~ purpose here is to
examine as many· different ways of viewirYI9 these concepts as
po~siblet in an attempt to determine wh~her similarities
exist ~,tween the classification system used iO the study andother authors.
The amount of li.terature av~~lable is staggering. So many
authors have written on the 'concepts "car t ns" and "nursing"
and related concepts, that one begins to wonder why nurses
find it necessary. It seems as though nurses are trying to
lustify thair exi~tence and also to determine for themselves
what their task i~ in life. If ana looks ~nly at the 50-
called "models of nUrsing", one finds as m~nY differing
models as there are nurses to write about them. In
Fi t zpat r ick and Whall' s book "Conceptual Models of Nursing"
(19891, they compare th~ nursing models of twenty four
d if fer ent nul"5 e aut h0 rs , all wit h dif'fer in9 per '.:l pecti ve s • No'
other profession app~ars to have found it necessary to go to
these lengths. It is also interesting to note that f'ew seem
to hav€ consulted the patients while drawing up their models.
The authofs of the nkl"sing models did not, necessarily, set
out to classify or c~tegorize their work in relation to
nursin 9 Pract i'c e, butcc'a .f ew aut hor-S hav e don e this, a I" 0the r5
have done it on their behalf. In this event it becomes
possible to use part of their WOI"\,K for comparative purposes
in this study.
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In each case; a summary will be given of the author's
classification, togethar with a brief discussion and a
comparison with the findings in this study. Authors will be
dealt with in ch~o~Qlogical order.
It bt::comesobvious when reviewing the variolls studies that
there .ar e many different ways of c les si f vi-ns, and it is
irnportant to look at the themes as we 11 as t he broadcategories_ a~ similar units often appear in a cfassification
system, but not necessarily under the same heading, depending
on the autho~'s particular perspective.
It is t r-adjt irinal, if not always useful to examine Florence
Njghtingale;s writings when ~iscussin9 nUrsing care.
She believed that nurses shouJd provide fresh a~r, light,
warmth, cleanliness, quiet and a good di~t fof her patients.
The nurse shnu ld also have specialized:kr;owledge as well as
knowledge of the laws of health for their wider scope of
practice anclllcareful inquiry", 'he curriculum at the
Nightingale School included ob5ervatio~ of the sick,
bandaging, making of occupied b~ds, application of leeches,
use of surgical appliances, mana~ement of the convalescent,
and preParation of special diets. The goals of nursing
activity we~e directed at preVention of infection and injury,
recovery from i11nes$, health teaching and environnental
control ~ (Fitzpatrick 1989:36)
When com~;fwins Nightingale's ideas of what n)-;lrses hnu ld do,
1,..1 it h the c1ass if ic ati 0 n deve lop ed for the J aHa-A ne sbur 9 stu dy ,
it is noted that several.themes are shared e.g. Hygiene
needs and general ccmf~rf needs, Theoretical knowledre,
observation skills, and psychomqtor ski lls ,
What is even more interesting is what Nightingale did not
include in her 90als for nurses or her curriCUlum, i.e.
meeting the sociaY needs of the patients, interpersonal
a~ilities apart from those required wken teachin~ patients,
and nurturing the patient. She didl to some deg~Qe, addressthe issue of personal attributes of the nurse, as we know
t ba t she chose her nurses car-e Fu llv from "genteel stock". We
have to hope that apart from being well spoken an' havinG900d'''rnannersf t hey were kind, dependab 1e, pat ient andpleasant. It is likely that this is the case as they had
chosen nursing as a vocation and were presumably motivated bya1 t r-uisn..
II
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Abdellahts model of nursing is part cularlv useful as she wa5
one of the first nurses to collect nformation from patients
in an at t eme t to draw up a nursing mode l. She attempted to"
elicit client's sta.ted and implied nursing problems~ which
she categorized with the view to teaching the nur se -hew to
assist the patient. She drew UP twenty one nursing pro~lems
which formed the basis of her model.o{Abdol1ah 1960, B$
quoted by $e$l in Fitzpatrick 1989:126) The typology of
I)IJr"5 ins PI"',obi"ems was as fa 11 ous.t
, \-\
-:;<,)-- l'j
1. To mairltain good h~'siene and physical comfort
2. To promote optimal activity; exerCise, rest a~d sleep
3. To promote safety throush prsveniion of accident~ injury
or other trauma and through prevention of infection
4. To maintc.in good body mechanics and prevent and correctdeformities .
5. To facilitate the maintenance of a supply of"oxygen ,\1
6. To faci 1 i t at e the maf nt enanc eccf nutrit ion
7. To facilitate the maintenance of elimination
8. To, Fac i 1it at s the maintenance of f1 uid and e1 ectrnlyte
balance.
9. To recognize the phYSiological responses of the body to
disease conditions
10.To facilitate the maintenance of regulatory mechanisms and
fund ions.
11.To facilitate the maintenance of sensory function
12.To identifY and accept positive and negative expressions,
feelings and reactions ~
lS.To identify and accept the interrelatedness of emotions
and organic illness
14. To faci.lit at e the rna.i-n t enanc e of effect ive, verbal and non
verbal communication
15.To promote the development of productive interpersonalrelati{jnships~
16.To facilitate progress toward achievement of personal
spiritlfal goal s
17.To create andlor maintain a therapeutic environment
lS.To facilitate an awareness of se1' as an individual withvarying physical, emotional, and developmental needs.
19.To accept the optimum possible ~oals in the light of
limitations; physical and emotional
20.To use community resources as an aid i~ resolving problems
arising frem illness
21.To understand the role of social problems as influencing
factors in the cause of illness
The only aspects identified in the Johannesburg study that
are not sp eciLica lly mentia.ned by Abde1lah are Demonstrating
knowladge, and personal attributes of the nurse. These are,
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implied as it would not be possiblB to meet all the above
requirements without these two aspects. Abdellah has,
however identified many additional aspects, but the two
studies have identified many similar themes, probably because
theY were both from a patient perspective. Abdellah sees the
nurse as "someone" different to the doctor, and the patient
as an holistic individual. Bearing in mind that this work
was completed in 1957, it is r~markable, and has come a long
way from Florence Nightingale's original perceptions.
Gorham conducted a similar study to the Johannesburg study,
using a critical incident technique and content analysis.
(1962:4-11) Al t hcush his study was also conducted three
decades ago, there are many similarities between the two
studies. The names of his tategories vary consi~erablv, but
the themes within categories are similar.
Area 1 Improving Patient~s adjustment to hospitalization or
illness included the themes lIexplaining condition or
treatment to the patient", "helping the patient in reHeving
emotional t ans inns " and "teaching patient selFr-car-e"-
Area 2 Promoting Pati~nt·s Comfort and Hygiene included
themes "increasing the patient's phYsical comfort",
"preventing deterioraU.on in the patient' s gen~ral physical
condition and progress" and "F ost er ins phYsic·a
rehabilitation and healing".
Area 3 Contributing to Medical treatment of the Patient
included "car-r-vina out medical orders" •."Ln i.t Lat ins medicalproc.edures", "reporting on patient's con d i t t on" and "using
and checking operatiot'l of appar'atus".
Area lj. Arranging Management Oe.tails i riclude d "sche du lins
pat ient '5 t r-aatmant s"; "directing the work of non-
professional personnel", "maintaining general suppl ies"',
"referring patient to non-medical s:ourcesll and "supervisingvisitors".
Area 5 Personal Characteristics included "behaving in a warm
and friendly mannerll and "behaving in a professional manner:lI•
It can be seen that many of' 'the themes includ.od in Gorha}n's
WOrk were included ~nder different categories in the
Johannesburg study, thus emphasizing the need to look bevond
category names When reviewing a work of this nat"re.
\\
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Explaining conditions or t~eatment was identified in both
studies~ while Gorham's helping the patient to relieve
emotional tension included aspects. from the "social needs"
category as well as the theme "emotional security". Area 2
was also markedly simila~ to the Johannesburg study. Area 3,
however, was almost completely absent in the Johannesburg
study. An occasional reference was made to initiating medical
~rDcedure5 but even then.~the doctor was not mentioned as
having ordered the treatm_nt in the first place. One
negative incident was, however~ given during the interview
phase of the Johannesburg study, which had to be discarded
because it was 'negative. The pati ent who related the ,,---'-__
incident commented that if the t r-eatmant had been carrie(r?b~'_,!~_,
when the doctor had ordere4 it instead of 3 days later, she
would have had a shorter 5,:;'=\1' in hospital. Area 4 is alsocompletely ab sent in the ..:r,tt1h$fl~nesburg'-"study.The pat ien t s
here are apparent 1y not aunare of the manaaerasnt tasks of thenurse, or, do not see them'as important. It is. also possible
that, as most management ta~i,i,ksoccur away from the patient',s
bedside in the hospital wlhe~.ethe study was cnn duc t ed; that
the patient never sees them being carried o~t, and therefore
could not commant on them~ ~rea 5 was well demonstrated in
~he Johannesburg study with ~any similarities between the two
studies.
J( ~,,', (Many of the themes and un'i.~c:;:lincluded under "demnn str at ing Iiknowledge" in the JohanneSl:Jur'g study, uer.e included in '
(iorbam's "con t r ibut ins to medical treatment" area, "otabl y 'c
t he" ski 11 s , Communication was referred to but not named or
given specific importance in Gorham'S study. The nurturance
aspects were almost entirely absent in hi1$,study.
On must bear in mind that Gorham's study took place in the
United States of Amerita where the definition of nursing
tasks and the allocation thereof is somewhat different,
although the needs of the patients presumably rama in the
same. It is t her ePor-e of interest to look at anot'\"'e.rSouth
AfriGan classification next.
In her book "Begeleiding in di~ Verpleegkundell (1979), Kotze
divide~ nursing tasks into two~ instrumintal and expressive
functions. The instrumental functions include activities
b~$ed on the nursing process viz. planning ways to COllect
information, collecting information. objective evaluation of
available informatl~n, diagnosing a situation. setting
pr-iorHies and ai'I\H"therapeutic planning, goal-directed
implementation of planning, management of emergency
situation1$, and evaluation of nursing actions. (19791153)
/'
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The expressive fun/tian of t;he nurse };htludes meeting aims
which lead to /thejpromotion of a thetapeutic environment.
Examp las are, hh~i promotia.1l of heal thy int er-per snna l
re J at ionsh ips·~ ~/ mean ing{'ul int er-ven t ion whereby a 11 needs of
the nurse's {'elrow man are met, and the co-ordination of all
services that <tH~ offered to. the sick person which wi 11
guarantee his jafety and will offer him explanations of
various ssr;edis to ensur-e they are meaningful and acceptable.
(p .154) ;'
.!
f IiThe abnve d~!SC1'ipi,tiohof' the nurse's functions are very
broad, so that any orie of the aspects identified in the
Johannesburg ~tUdv could be included. Central to Kotze'smodel. iholt)eve!~.'is that the p at Le nt must be assessed and
cared '~Nas an individual and that his social andpsYchdlo~ical need!s are at 1 east as important as his physical
needs« ;/fhis bein'a the case, there are many similarities
between!Kott.·s.views and the findings of the Johannesburg
study.r'Hot.Jever, .t n f'a'I'r-n ess to Ko t ze , it must also be pointed
out t bat i t ruas not her intention to 1 ist nursing functions,
but rathe~ kp e~plain the essence of nursing from ~
Phen om e n a 1 ~jg ie 1,3 1 per spee t ive •
{±s: l.!..lA~.!. BaY..~~~lgs.s.i£'i~Qiifln. S:is'i~1!lQ£. Ins.iiiuiiQ.[lal kar.:ins
During the 1980' s Ray (Le ins ser- 1988:95 ... 111) developed a
classification system based on interviews held with various
categories of nurses and other grou~5 of hospital personnel.
She develnp ed four categories, psv chu lnsi c., practical t
interactional and philosophic.
The psychologic categorY was subdivided into 3 levels. The
characteristics of the Affective, or feeling level weref
empathy, concern, feeling, compassion, givingness,
friendliness, enjoyment, sympathy, p.tience, sensitivity,
kindness, interest. mot±v.tion, cheerfulness. intimacy,
strength, tenderness, peak experience and vulnerability.
The .char-act er-fst Lcs of the cognitive or knowing level ot' the
psychologic category were, Teaching, meeting needs.
knowledge, observation, deci sl nns , assessment: eva) uat ion,
problem solving, integration and intuition.
The Practical category was also subdivided into 3 levels. the
characteristics of the social organization level were
economic, organization, time, legal, presence, political
competition, safety. paperwork, w~manfs movement. control,
policy making. audit. provision of activities and managerialdevelopment. .
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The characteristics of the technical level Were. skill,
equipment maintenanre and desi9n_ research, scientific care
and therapeutic maintenance.
The interactional' category Was subdivided into pt\Ysical and
social levels. The Phv slca l level (also known as lidDing
forH) included t.he characteristics comfort (phYsical) and
TOUCh., The social ,level (also known as "doing lJithll) included
characteristics communication (talking), inter~ction
(5harin~). listening, helping, involving, reassuring,
supportinSt counse~ling, rapPDrt, protectian~ and nurturing.
There are several factors that must be, born in m ind before
making an attempt to compare this study with the Johannesburg
study. It was a study to determine iristitutional caring
rather thari caring behaviours amongst nurses per set It was,
hOY/ever'.) conducted in a health care set t ins and the majorityof f'es!}ondents werf~ nurses. Ray (Le~,rdger 1988:107) herself
point$ out that Hrne<?ning is always within context and context
incJ.Jf'Poratesm~anin9". What may have been meaningful to this
study is not nec~Ssarily 50 outside the confines of the
etudy. She also points out that categorization is an
artificial activity done for the purpose of research and that
there is an integral relationship between the definitions and
tht= social and cultural environment of the participants.
With thes~ cautionary remarks in mind# it is interesting to
note the similarities between the characteristics of the
interactional category and the Johannesbur~ study, as the
interactional category in~ludes the units an~ themes praced
in the interpersonal relationships cate~ory ~nd the ~Nuriuranca category in the Johannesburg study. \
RaY's Practical category bears little resemblance to sny
aspect of the Johannesburg study. again emphasizing the
difference in approach tB health care between the United
States of America and South Africa.
The level "knowing' of Rayts study is similar to' the
"Knowledge" categorY of the Johannesburg study, but Ray's
feeling component is more closelY allied to the social needscategory and the pj~sonal attributes of the nurse of theJohannesburg study. \
Despite the differences in approach, sample and context there
are important similarities in these two studies, and it is
encouraging to see that two out of the three categories
relate to the "peoplell .aspects of caring, whl'st
acknoul eds ins that practical skills are also need~d.
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8. Cottrell at al (986) drew lIP':rn evaluation form for
student nurses indicating how theJlr functioning shnu l d be
assessed according to the heaq.ings of the nur-s ins process.
The r-eas on, this evaluation form has been included, is because
the Johannesburg stU~1 was carried out with a view ,to
eventually developi'.q cr-Lt er-t a for evar uat t on , What is
Jpariicularly iniere'I;)ting in Cnt t ne l l t s tool, is the weighting
given to tha yarious criteria. indicating the importance
placed on each of these aspects.
Under the Asses~ment part of ~he form. Data collection counts
for 30%. data analysis 40% and priority setting 30% •.,
Planning includes Goal Setting (40%), fami.ly (30%) and
teaching (30%)
1mp1 emen t a t i0 n ,it) c 1 udes i n t er v e n t ion 5. (15%), c 1 i(en t
communication (10%). 1egal comrnur\~cation <15%). medication
(10%), intravenous therapy (5%) f 'organization <,10%); safety
(15%), teaching (10%) and initiative (10%]. \
Evaluation/Modification includes 60% for eva l uat r on and 40%
for mOdification.
Another aspect npr'of'essional Behaviours" is added which
in\~ludes self evaluation (40%), conferen.cl2 pariicip'8.tion
(30%) and pun c t ua 1it y (L!-O~) .
In examining the ~bove 1n~trument critically;.one must
~emember that it was developed for a ~pecifi~ set of
circumstances and requirements. The fact that 40 % of the
last aspect i.s allocated for punctuality gives a e-l ue that
this is a p.ar-t icu lar- concern in the,particular Ins t Lt ut iorr,
The criieria common to the Johannesburg study are patient
teaching (in the planning phase}, interventions, which
include skills. client communication, safety. initiative, and
possibly professional behaviours. The "cognitive'" part of'
this assessment far outweighs the patient contact, or lIdoing
things for II the patient, which seems a Pity in the light of,
what patients say is important. This again, seems to be a
characteristic of professional nursing in ~he United states
of America where sub-profe~sionals do much of t~e hajlds on
nursing care.
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The South African Nursing Council published the $cope of
Practice fnr Registered NUrses in 1987 (R 1469) to regulate
the practice of the nurse and indicate what she may do for
patients in her capacity as a registered nurse. For this
reason, this document should give a good indication of what
the Nursing Council believes are the tasks of the nurse. As
stated in chapter~2, 13 of the 22 behaviours appearing in
the SCope of pracfl<~e were mentioned by the patients
int erviewed in the J\l)}annesburg study.
L/It is easier to see 'this document .in perspective if one
groupS the behaviours. Th~ document includes Administering,
monitoring and assisting with df8gnostic t"herapeutic
funciidns, monitoring the patient, teaching and counselling,
facilitation of' meeting pa"tient needs, es.tablishing a
therapeutic envifonment and co-ordination of regimes provid'd
by .0the r cat e96ries 0 f h''ea It h per son I' e1. The. vas t rnaj 0 rit vof aspects mention~d in this document fall into the dategorY
of facilitatinn of meetins patient needs. The following
needs are mentioned: hygiene, comfort. exercise. rest.
sleep, oXyge",A fluid balance, skin inte sr rt v , nutr-ition.
elimination a~d communicatian. The patients only described
hys1ene~ elimination. comfort. communication, exercise and
mob i1it y nee dSo j as be i ng imp ortan t • This mea nt that six 0 ut
of the eleven needs mentioned .in the Scope of practice 'clerementiqned by the patients.
Administering. monitoring and assisting with diagnostic
t herapeuLi c functi nn s were on 1y manU oned in pass ins by the
patients, monitoring the patient was not mentihned at all,
teaching and counsel1i~s were mentionjd. as was creating a
therapeutic environment~ if not in so qy words. The
co-ordination of regimes provided by other categories of
health personnel was also not mentioned.
There are. therefore wide discrepancies between this documentand' ,he findings of the Johannesburg study. Ona cannot
be lieve that the aspects me nt iorra.din the Scope of Practice
such as oxygen needs, fluid needs and nutrition needs are not
important to the patients. Presumably patients either take
these asp~cts for granted. or do not see them being met. orit indifates that the Johannesburg study should be extended
before beins used as a tool for evaluation purposes.
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&~1~1~8~ Eair.i~iaSgon~t
The wor~ of Patricia Benner is well worth considering here as
it is comprehensive and u~~d a similar methodology to that
used in the Johannesburg study, i.e. cOllection of critical
incidents. The classification system that will be di5~ussed
here is published in her book "From Novice to Expert"
<1984:46). She refers to them as "Domains Of NursingPrae tic ell, c"
The domains include the helping role~ the teac~ing coaching
function, the diagnostic and patient-monitoring function,
effactive management" of rapidly changing situations,
administering and monitoring therapeutic interventions and
regimens, ~onitoring ~nd ensuring the quality of health carepractices, and organizational and work role comp'tencies.
Each of th~se domains inclu~e5 several themes.
The Helping Role (1984:50) includes creating a climate for
healing, providing comfort measure,. presencing, interpreting
kinds of pain and selecting appropriate pain management,
providing comfort and communication through touch, and
teaching. It can be seen that many of these aspects were
includes by the patients, and included in the themes_ ~omfort
needs. emotional security~ observation skills, interpersonal
abilities, and nurturance. The aspects mentioned by
Benner, whicb were not included by the Johannesburg patients~
included providing support to patients' families, and
maximizing the patient~5 partiCipation in his own recovery.
The Teaching Coaching function (1984:79) includes elictting
and understanding the pa'lienP s interpretation of his Villness, and providing interpretation of the patient's ~
condition which were mentioned, if somewhat sup.rficially by
the patients. The aspects not mentioned by them but incluAedby Benner were timing ti,e teaching, assisting patients to
integrate the implications_of illness and recnverv into their
lifestyles, and making culiurally avoided aspects of an
illness approachable and understandable.
The Diagnostic and Monitoring Function (1984:97) includes,
detection and documentation of significant changes in a
patient's condition, understanding the particular demands and
ex per iences of i 11ness • These aspect s were mer'ti 0 ned by the
patients in Johannesburg, ifonly to a superficial degree.
They did, for e~amplef mention that observation was important
but did not indicate that the nurses documented such changes.
Aspects not mentioned by patients but included by Benner in
this domain were, providing an early warning signal,
ant icipat in9 brea kdow nand deb~rio rat ion prio r toe xpI icit
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diagnostic signs, and ossessi'),)gthe patienP s potential ..
The Effective Management at rapidly Changing Situations
(1984:111) inc lude s themes, all of which deal with emer~ency
situation~. Onry one such unit was identified in'the )
.Jnhann esbur s s t udv which was included in the Skills cat~gory.
The domain Administering and Monitoring therapeuti~
interventions and regimen. includes starting and m~intainin9
Intravenous Ther-apv , adm in i s.t er-Lrrsmedication, ccmbat ins
hazards of immobility and creating a wound manasement
strategy. All of these aspects were included by the patients
except that reference$ to medication only included ~ain
medication. and references to wound management only reFerred
to the management of the wounds themselves. rather than astrategy.
The domainrAntitled Monitoring and Ensuring the Quality 01Health car )l"actice~J <1984:137) includes providing a. backup
s y s t em t0(" ,,)$u r'e ?afe me d ica 1 an cl n tir5 in 9 car e, ass e ssin 9
what can be saf~ly omitted from or added to medical orders.and getting appr opr-Lat e and timelY responses from physicians.
Again. none of these aspects were identified by the
Jabahne;-,burg patients.
OrganiZational and Work-role com~etencies (1984:147)
includes, co-ordinating, ordering and meeting multiple
patient needs and requests, building and maintaining a
Therapeutic learn,.and coping with staff shortages and high
turnover. Only oblique references were made to these a~pects
by Johannesburg patients,
When reviewing ~he above results1 it must be born in mindthat Benner~5 study was ari extensive one and o~ly includes
incidents describing "expert" nursing behaviours rather than
competent or caring ones. As can be expected, the level of
functioning of the nurses described by her is higher than
those in the Johannesburg study.
4.1.2. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS IN CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS
When reviewing the works of the ei9ht authors mentioned, one
can see that there is consensus that meeting hygien~ and
elimination needs, comfort needs and safety needs is
important as well as demonstrating knowledge an~ skill~f and
in particular, communication skills. There are f~w authors
who refe~ to social needs directly, none who refer directly
to personal attributes (probably due to the fact that most
information was collected from models of nursing.
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rather than des,criptions of' the so od nurse) and little
reference fa nurturance o~,any of the themes mentionedtherein. f) -
Phy;;sical needs were fi':ent{ionedby 5 auiho\rs. who added a5pect~
to the ones i~ the 'tudy. They mentinned fresh air, light,
nutrition, rluids, ris!, sleep, oxygen, and skin int~grity as
being important.
Bacial needs were mentioned by 3 authors, and comfort needsby 7 author's, who a lso added warmth and quiet to these ,',nee(as~
Satel y nee ds were ment ioned by 7 aut hor s , most of whom
referred to emotional security as wen as physical safety.
o ~.:_
All 8 authors mentioned demonstration of knowledge in their
work. Most ref.rred to all three aspects, viz. theoretical.
observationad and psychomotor,
Communication was mentioned by 6 of the authors. Florence
Nightingale did n'bt ref'er to this, and flOI" did Benner
specifl'cal1y. Houever , Benner's exemplars quoted in her' book
often refer to cnmmunt cat t cn , bo,th"verbal and non verbal.
; -:::
Only Ray and Gorham r.eferi'redto personal attributes of the
nurse, for the reasons alre~~y explained. It is encouraging
that Gorham, who was dOing a similar study to t.he
Johannisburg study dt& identify these as important.
Nurturance remains a bit of an. enigma as although 5 authors
ref e I" t 0 asp ec t set' n, 0n 1y Ray ide o-t i fie sal 1 t hr-ee oft hathemes , i .e. he mentions avai 1ab i 1i t'y, at tent ivaness and
advccacv, It is possibl e that t~~~s has occurred because it
i5 re1a t Iv ely neow t ermin 0 log y • H wi 11 be seef) <, t hat the.se
aspects are extremely popular amongst the nurses writing case
studies in recent journals.
As far as the further attempt to validate the research is
concerned, it w~uld seem that the only areas 0' doubt are"Nur fur-ance " and "Per-snnal Attributes", but these aspects,
and o'th.ers, wi 1.1 be addressed in the next sect ion where casestudies are ~eviewed.
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4~2. SECTION TWO - NURSING CARE STUDIES«(
4,.2.1. SELECTING THE CARE STUDIE'S
TwenfY nursing care stu'dies t...ere selected'~ mainly, from the
1992;. Journals of nur-s ins , on a. convenience basis, i.e. they
w~re the first twent y found. An at tempt was made to co 11ect
an aqua 1 number, f'rom Amari can, Brit i s h and SO,ut h! African
journals, however, care studies are few and ,f'ar ,petween in
American and Sou'ih Afri.·can Jnur-na l s , being a wo~'"~_'~tJhile and
common phenomeno>n in British J cur-na l s , and mor~,!' *1E:cifical1y
in the "Nur,sing Times". Henc e 9 of the journal~'rare British
and one study from 1989 was included by virtue of the fact
that it was America,n and therefore rare and valuable.
Although fhe case s t ud ias in t h~ Br itish J our-ria 1s were
writtan by British nUrses ~nd published in Britain
several of them had commentaries by American "expel'ts".
t, .. " .~
co
Apart fr,om the study being recent, the 6"t"her cr-I t er-f a .ptlf'
selection was that it had to be writleh by the nurse who had,
herse 1)'" cared for t he pat i.ent . It wou'l d have been even more
va l uab l s had the patients written \'I;}}e studies; but 1)0 such
articles were foun'd. It would be use f'u l for nurs~sif it
uer e ,possible to per'suade patients t~r'(Jo this once they have
r.ecover'ed. \~~\ )}
A list of" all the nursing care' studies rl~d,hed can be found
together with the bibliography, but will b~ referred to in
tha taxt, as appropriate. They are also listed togethar in
anna~ure 5, and a sum~ary of the findings re~ated tonthlsa
studlas can be f~und In annexure 6. . .
4.2.2. METHOD OF REVIEWING THE CARE S'TU.OIES
Each study was read and all aspects of nursing care ware
highlighted. An attempt was then made ta classify the aspect~
under each of the t hsme s deve 1opec;!,for the s t udv , in an
attempt to determine whether other nurses had also identified
these aspects as iffiportant components of nursing care.
A comm.ntary will follow an the findin§s of this exercise,
according to each of the categories and ~hemes formed for the
study.
1/
If
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4.2.3. FINDINGS OF THE REVIEW
4..t.2!.a.!..h. tis.s.i2iing !t:!iib. p.aii~ni n~~ds
..
4.!..2.!..a.!..1.d.;.!. eb.~2ik?l1 bI~~ds.
.:Hygiena and elimination needs were mentioned by 5 of the 17
aut~ors. The hygiene needs mentioned were very simila~ to
those of "the research study, comprising helping the patient
to wash and taking him to the bath. The majority of
references to e1 imination needs involved preventing or
t r- ~ati I'\geons t ipat ion wh ich wa5 not ment i oned by any of the
patients in the research study.
Exercise and mobility needs were mentioned by 3 of the
authors and referred to helping the patient walk ana also
hel~ing the patient to move in the bed, and partic~la~ly tb
change pnsition in order to prevent decubitus ulcers. This
lat t er- aspect uas no,t mentioned by the patients in the
research study.
, Nine (If the sevent een aut her-s referred to recogni ii on of the
patient as an individual t indicating that this is mostimportant to thQ nurse authors, and fo~r to acceptance of thepatient. ')" .
With ~e9ard to recognition as an individual. most of the
authors had r(:l>co-gnizedindividual needs in their patients and
catered for them. It is important to remember that the nurse
authors had written these case st ud ies because they tou.ndcaring for the p~tient particularly rewarding or challenging,
so that this aspect is bound to have received attantion.
Neverthel es.s, it uas mns t encouraging to read of the. ways the
authors had catered for their patients' individual fieeds.
One of the examples of this was found in the studY by Julia
Keachie (1992:40) who describes a patient who was in urgent
need of hospitalization and dressings~ but r~fused to go into
hospital. or leave her own home. Julia Keachie describes how
shQ treated the patient in her own home, in the gloomiest and
squalid surroundings in order to make the patient
comfortable. and develo~ trust in the nurse. to the extentthat she finally agreed to go for treatment. The nUrse
therefore provided care nn the patient's terms and did not
inflict those of the health system on her.
Jane Brown's (1992:41) study is the ultimate in demonstratingacceptance of a patient. She describes a psychiatric patient
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Whd had attempted suicide due to his inability to relati tomembers of the opposite sex. The author' of the study~ who was
his nurse in the unit, married the patient and their marriage
was into ii's fourteenth year by the time she wrote the
article!
"Sev~ral of the authors referred to comforl nee~sJ three to
e] Imi nat ion of pain, two to general .c;.'1mcortand two to
psychological .com+or t , In all three: u}' the cases regarding
pain relie'~ the nurses had assessed lhe patient~s need for
analgesia and provided it. Not one referred to the patient
having first to ask for the analgesia before it was given as
in the patient's examples included in the research study.
The examples of general comfort ware more comprehensive than
those in the research study. Changing position and the use
of sheepskin were ~entioned.
Two examples of ps~chological comfort were given, both of
wheleh referred/to Pl'ovid'ing pri'vacy for the patient (Baines
1992126 fond Sh~pherdson 1992:35)
.4..!.Z..t~..!..b ..4..!. S.a£.e.i~ tlSl.e.d~
No references were made to the physical safety of the patient
in the case studies. One hopes that the nurses took this for
granted. Four references were made "to the emotional securityor the patient. Corinne Williams (1992129) describes how shetook her eatient to visit the post operative w~rd~ prior toher surgery, so that she would know the staff and recogniZe
the snvtr-unment , and thus feel more secure. She also
explained procedures to her patient with the sa~a erfect.
&~2~a~2~Q~mQn~icaiingknQwl~dsa
&~2~a~2~1~Ih~~caii~al knQhll~dgft
Six 0' the authors mentioned aspects classified under this1theme. All fell into one of the two uni'Ls identified, i.e.
able to give patient information and knowing the correct
action to take.
Examples of observational skills abounded in the studies.
with eleven of the ~uthors making reference to them. They
referred to both noticing that the patient was in need and
assessing the s i t ua t inn . Lric lude d in the case st ud ies , butabsent in resear~h. were ex.mples of assessing need by u5ing
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apparatus such as baumondmeters. central venous pressurelinei and thermometers, but also gave many examples of using
their eyes to assess the situation.
One such an example is in Terri Holden's study (1992:28)
where she describes a patient who was unable to talk as shewas intub~ted. She says, ..She was always warm and used the
fan most of the day, often gesturing with it as though she
was directing an orchestra. Noting this, we decided to build
a "fan lansuas e". The staff and Joan worked out the following
signals:Fal)ning the left side of her face meant that she
needed a b1anke t for her feet ••• "
Only two actual exampies of psychomotor skills were given.
One referred to the dressing peing done efficiently <Keachie
1992:40) and the oth~r a more general reference to removing
sutures.(8aines 1992:26)
.4.:.2..t~.:..3.:.
.4..t2.:..3..t3..tl..!.
l.Di.§.c.et\~.s.Qngl ~Qilii.ig.'a
~~i..b~l .c.QlDm.u.Di.Q~i'l.Qn
Nine of the authors made direct reference to verbal
communication, which inclu.~~ listening, which was notevident in the patient in~l ants recorded for the study. ~t
became very obvious on reading the case studies that the)
nurses considered communicatfon extremely important. awf they
derived particul*r satisfaction when able to communicat~ or
enable the patient to communicate in difficult circumstances.
One of the examples of thi$ was the study written by Susan
Lloyd (1992: 48) who had cared for a man WhD_ due to
Altzheimer's disease, was unable to communicate and was
therefore frustrated and restlassp to the extent that itdisturbed other patients. Ms Lloyd discovered. quite by
accident, that her patient loved music. She then played music
and "talking books" to him on a regular basis, with
remarkably positive rosults.
Five of the authors made mention of tuuchp three of facial
expression and two of t.,lritingas a means of communication.
This latter a$pect was nof~mentioned by the patients in the
Johannesburg study, which is not surprising as all of them
Cr;JU 1 d sp eak .
ilP~rha~s the most touching was the case described by Sandra
Summers (1992:47) of a patient whom she had not previously
met, but was asked to care for in order to relieve thepatient·s nurge while she had a break. The patient was
dying. When the nurse entered the room, she felt
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uncomfortable, and made inane remarks. but then says, lias we
looked at each other, 1 felt that no matter what I said to
this man, it would be trivial, as he lay fightin~ for his
life. I told him slowlY that I did not know what to say to
him, and with that he took m'y hand that had been resting on
the bad~ and enclosed it with his own two. and closed his
eyes. We stayed like that for the remainder of the time 1
was with him - each drawing strength from the contact we hadwith each ot her s ":
All the references to facial expression indicated thatothe
nurses had smiled.
Apart from three references to the personal attributes of the
nurse, these were not mentioned" in the case studies rev ieue d ;
This is not surprising as they had been written by the nurses
the m5e 1ve 5, who we re qJ\'r ike 1 y tom ent ion the ir per son a 1
attributes. Certairf~.;A:\a r-eader- could find many examples of'
patience, dependabilitV~ gentleness, kindness,
considerateness and understanding shown in the stu~ but
these aspects we~e not named, or mentioned as such." . ,
The studies reviewed were full of examples and refetences to
aspects of nurturance. It is interesting to note that when
nurses writt about the subject of nursing, they seldom
mention such aspects, but when nurses describe ~are they
themselves rendered, they become the focal poi~{ of' thestudy~ indicating that thqse aspects are extremely important~
Eleven of the authors mentioned this aspect of care. It was
not possible to determine whether th~ availability was n
"solicited" or "unsolicited" as it had been when categoriZing
the incidents in the research study.
Seven of the authors mentioned spending time, or staying
with~ t~e patient. Three made reference to the faci thattheir presence was important and that they could do nothing
more for the patient than be there, with the exception of
listening to them or holding their hands. One such examplci
is Richard Gamlin's study (1992:46), where he describes his
care of a patient'~ wife. The patient was terminal and not
responding to his wife. The nurse sat with his wite and
listened to her. He SaYS "l could not give her any answers,nor did I feel the need to try. All I could do was llst en-."
Although the listening is important, one cantt help thinking
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that the most impo~tant thing was that the nurse stayed with
the patie~t's wife. It may well have been important to the
patient as well. This example illustrates that availability
is often combined with other aspects of care.
There were three examples pf accompanying the patient (Gillan
1992:45. Williams 1992:29, Keachie 1992 40) - to the
bathroom, to theatre, and back to the patient's Bed, and two
examples were given of nurses coming to check on, or help,
the patient (Keachie 1992:40 and Cani~ 1992:50). The care
described bY' Canis would have been included under the theme
"s pLr i t ua l needs" had it sur-vive d the validation process as,
in this study, the nurse read the Bibl~ to the patient. She
says I'He was a broken man, unable to speak, see or swallow •
•••• He lay there with a blank expression on his face. I
introduced myself, smiled and shook his hand. He began to
cry. Tears streamed down his face and his whole body shook"
with emotion •. I saw II;]) bible lying beside him On his
locker, so r ~sked him if he would like me to read to him.
He smiled and nodded ••• I sat on his bed close to him;
hal din 9 his han d , an d ope ned his well -thlimbed Bib 1eat the23rd Psalm and Psalm 121. He mouthed the words as 1 spoke.
He knew them well. Tears streamed down his suriken face ••••
Da i lv 1 read to Joe. Gradually the sobs turned to tears, andthe tears turned to smiles.1I
This nurse had made herself available to the patient, and in
addition had assessed his needs, had communicated and been
most attentive in meeting his needs. It would have been mucheasier to ignore the patient, f +. she d f dn" t. This incident
was also included in the theme ..t t errtIvene ss".
o
rifteen of the authors ~escribed aspects of care which could
be classified under the theme "a t t ent ive ne ss".
There were nine 'examples of "showin'::Jspec:i)~l concern", Again,
it mus t be bar n in min d that, had the nU!(se aut h0 r5 not 5how n
special cuncs-n to these pa t ient s it is,l;highly unlikely that
they would eVer have written about the~ij
A good sxamp le of IIshowing (special concer-n" is f~~und in Jane
Shepardson' 5 art icl e (1992::35). She descr ibes hdN she was
working in the "blood roomll doing what she considered was
repetitive and boring work when a patient came in and, after
having the blood sample taken, continued to sit in the chair.
The author' savs " ..instead of prcsmpting her- by saying "t hat t s
all. you can go now,!! 1 glanced !:Itthe blood-test card and
saw the .••diagnosis - loss of weight. IIHave yoU lost a lot
of ue ish t ?" I asked. The woman's face distorted, her eyes
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filled with tears, and she seemed "to crumple in front of me
as the tears began to flow. I drdW the curtains around us,
grabbed a handful iJ,'f tissues and sat cIas a enough for he to
grasp my arm. Then I knew tha't'I coul d put my arm around her
and 1 t t er-al ly offer her a shnu lder to cryan .•" Thispatient must have met many other health personnel that day,
and yet this nurse, in the blood room, was the one who showed
special concern. which gave the opportunity for the patient
to cry and talk about h~r problem. She had recently been
widowed, but no one else had found this out and the patient
had not been able to share her grief.
It is difficult to decide wher~ the boundary is betwee~
normal nursing care and "going out of one's way" for the
patient. All the case studies demonstrated elefu~nts of this.
The case study by Jane Brown' (1992:41) mentioned earlier is
an example of this. She agreed to go out on a date with the
patient because of his insecurity, not because she liked him
at the time.
There were four examples of "performing duties not required"
amongst the case studies. One of the cases (Clare White
1992:39) describes a young patient who had a brain tumour,
and was, quite understandablY depressed and non-communicative. The nurse says II Ol1e after-noon we were
sitting talking about nothing in particular, when I had asudden llrge to put on her huge "piggy" 51 ippers and dance
around the room. I suddenly felt vulnerable and foolish, but
then she lau~hed. and to my intense relief, started to 1'011around the bed laughing ••••• lt was the key to my connectin~
with her. Play breaks ,iown barriers. It means taking risksand being prepared to ·,uok daft.1I .Lt is certainly not a
t cad i t iona l part of tIll:!nurse's role. to entertain t l.e
patient~ but in this case the nurse's actions, not part of
functional nursing, was therapeutic.
Jwo of the authors mentioned patient advocacy. In the study
by Marlene Sinclair (1992:49)~ she relates how she realised
the patient for whom she was caring was in pain, but never
once had anyone given her analgesia. III asked the consultant
to come and look at her eye •••••• he immediately prescrib~d
morphine elixer." In this Case. the patient had not been
able to request analgesia as she could not speak due to the
effActs of a brain tumour, but the nurse had rea1ised her
need, and done this for her - a good example of advocacy and
similar to one in the research study.
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4.2.4. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS OF THE CASE STUDIES
There were many ~imilarities between· the incidents related by
the patients in lhe" research study and the aspect~ of care
related by lhe nurSes whu wrote the care studies~reviewed.
The care studies identified far more physical needs than did
the pat ien ts., and eel" t a in1yeo nside r-e d the m S.mPOl" tan t •
Social needs were important, and particularly the recognition
of the individual. Comfort needs were identified, and
expanded. Psychological needs wer'e ,not mentioned at all, thus
not ~rovidin~ any validation of this aspect ~y this
part&cular' means, but emotional security was identified.
/1, ,.:;"::.;:;~
Theoret ica l Know1 edge ai.d cb ser-vatiana l .ski 11s were welldocumented. but little mention made of psychomotor skills.
One cannot believe, however, thai these ar'e not important,but perhaps they are taken for granted.
Interpersonal aspects were extremely important as~ not only
were all the aspects identified in the classiticaUon .~
mentioned. but they ware added to. indicating that there is
more to interpersonal abilities than verbai and non-verbal
communication.
As',discussed above, personal attributes were hardly referred
to at all, but rather than demonstrating that these aspects
Gare not important) other methods need to be saught for
validating this aspect of care.
Although the word nurturance does nGt appear often. eVen in
the 1992 Journals. the themes identifie·d under this categoryare we11 represented in the stUdies indicating its
importance~ even i~ by other names.
Overall it would seem that the categDrizatio~system worked
out in the research study is well supported by recent carest.udies.
It is important. however. to l~ok at the literature in terms
of how each of the themes is described and defined in order
to determine their validity, which will be done in the
following section.
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4.3. SECTION THREE - COMPARISON OF THEMES AND CATEGORIES
4.3.1. INTRODUCTION TO THE SECTION
Literature searches were done to identify Journal afticles
and books written on topics similar to those identified in
the res ea I'ch • J 0 urn a 1 art ic 1 e5 ~ a I'e 0 n lv se 1 ected if
relatively recent i.e~ written within tha la~t six years
unless they were "c las sics " or written by ue ll known
specialists in the field.
Each cat e.sur-v, sub-category and theme wi 11 be considered
separately, as done tn the previous section. and will be
compared with the literature, in turn. The purpose of this
section is to examine the meanings siven to each aspects to
determine whether there is consensus regardj(l9 the mea'hings
between the aspects in the classification system worhed out
for the research study, and other authors who have s'tudied
these~spects. In doing so_ tha relative impartance of each
aspect in nursing will be examined.
4.3.2. ASSISTING WlTH PATIENT NE:E:DS
The work of!;Maslow (1954) was ment t cnad in chapter three and
formed the basis for the development of this category.
Maslow categorized hnman needs according to their- er-i nr i t v ,
based on tha assumption that there are certain essential
components that must be sat i s+i ed if t her-e is to be a healthy
ex is t ence , and only When ilhese essential components were
satisfied, could a human l)ein9 move forward to meet "higher" ,.
need~. Maslow's categories (1954:37 - 47) were as follows,
in descendi~g order_ accDr~1ng to the above assumption:
- Physiological needs (including oxygen, food and fludd.
elimination, temperature cont r-ot, sleep, rest! relaxation.
activity~ e~ercisej comfort, Cleanliness, sexuality)
- Safety needs (including protection from physical harm,
protection from psycholo~ical threat, $fability, freedomfrom pain)
- Belongingness needs (including love and affection,
ac~eptance, warm~ communicating relationships,
approval.companionship)
- Self esteem needs (including sense of value, adequacy, self
reliance. goal-achievement, mastery of competence,independence)
- Esteem from others needs (i~cluclin9 recognition, dignity,
appreciation, 'reputatian, attention, status and dominance)
- Self actualization needs ( personal growth and maturity,
awareness of potential, improved values, increased
learning, full development of potential, philosophic
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sat i:sfactitin, re 1 {gion. increased creat ivi ty f great arsatisfaction in beauty)
It will be noticed that many aspects identified in theresearch study are a1so mentioned by Maslow. Maslow'sclassification system however, is much more comprehensive.In a situation such as the one the patients were in. wheretheir health was under threat, one wouJd expect the mostbasic ri'e eds to be identified most commonly, accnr,Jing toMaslow·s hierarchy of needs. Although aspects in the uppertwo cate~ories were sc~nty. the others were fairly eve~lyspread between the other categories.
Campbell <1978:4) emphasises the importance f'tlr nurses tuunderstand the cnnc ep t of needs. She !5,r'~ (~' ~q_f~ss-~_\ona1nurses have long recognized that cert~'f' \ ~~eds take
priority over others. Some needs .rn1J5~Y " ....., ';~dJ.~telYfwhile others can be P!'lstponed, esper.ltf -, :tdu·}"':'l)1".-I.€u'l illnessin whir:.hlife itself ~.s thr~aten9d. "~L /toncep~ that needdeprivation results it'lunhea lfhv states. iljd to thedevelopment of' nursing diagnoses, l.JhLH.impl y htll.,at'l::need
dap rivat icn and nursing interventions 'l.hLlresolve~"/dimin;sh,or prevent human needs."
Certainly, it would seem that needs are an important concept.but Meslow is not the only person to have categorized needs.One d:'f the best known classifications by a nur se is byHender~on (1970 :16-17) who believes that patients need to l- Breathe normally
- Eat and drink normally- Eliminate body wastes- Move and maintain desirable positions- Sleep and rest
- SelecJ suitable clothes. dr-e.vs and undressMaint(/ainbody temperature
- Keep the body clean- Avoid danSE:H'Sin the environment- Communicate with others- Worship accnrding to one's faith
- Work in such a way that there is aosense of accomplishment- Play or participatJ~ in recreation- Learn, discover, or satisfy curiosity
Cooper (1970:103) summarizes Henderson's categorization ofneeds well. i.e. hygie~ic, ~sycholo9ic. environmental.safety. spiritua], social, rehabilitative, health
Lns t r-uct ion , prevention and cumf or t ; "
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With the exception of spiritual~rehabilitative and
pre v en t ion f all the se as f:>'8 ct S we rei nc 1udedin the res ear chstudy~s classification. '
The foregoing discussion is all based on the "classicl!
nursing literature. It is important to look at more recent
interpretation of patient needs.
The South African Nursing Council (Terminology Committee
report 1992) have defined "haa lt h needs" as II Those sisris,
symptoms, and processes whioh denote the interaction 0' the
individual. the famiTy, the group and the community with any
actual or potential health problem and which require nursing
intervention.1I
The concept her'e appears to be that needs can cn ly be seen in
a pathological sense. Something must be wrong if the person
is to have a health need. These needs are. to a great extent',
related~to outward signs and symptoms. This is disturbing in
view of the comprehensive approach to nursing where nurses
care For people in ord~r to prevent problems as well as to
assist them to regain their health. It is certainly far
removed from Maslow's original concept. This concept as
outl ined is not universally accepted. A citation for the
nominee of t'he Commul1ity Hea1th/arnbulat6ry Care Counci 1 Nurse
of the Year Award in Kentucky (Ballman 1987:782) quoted the
nominee as saying "What are the human needs - not just theconditions of the patient.11 .
A)other. totally different. and somewhat frightening
perspective is given by Brown <1991:55 ....56) where she explains
her method of assessing the patient rapidly. She uses an
~;;,'ronymIIMAKJ.NG IT" to assess the pat ient •
M Mentation/neurological assessment
A Airway/Respiratory needs
K Cardiovascular system
I Inspection
N of the skin
G Gastrointestinal
I lnvasive line assessmentT Tubes, drains, dressings
She states "0nce you have used "Making It" as a reminder,
vou' 11 be ab Ie to ua lk auav knowin~ you have done a rapid,
yet systematic check of your patient's needs."
It can be seen that oniy physical needs are taken into
consideration. The chances are strong that. if the patients
were assessed in this way. they would have felt even more de-
humanised than if no one had checked on them at all.
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Fortufiately, most concepts of naeds are wider than this. The
North American Nursing Diagnosis Association's (NANDA)
Taxonomy Committee drew up a taxonomy of nursing diagnoses,
b"sed on human needs. Their taxonomy included what they
referred to as human response patterns of choosing,
communicating. exchanging, feeling, knowing. moving,
perceiving, relating and v$]uing. At first glance, it sounds
as thnugh the physical aspects have been left out, but
"exchanging' includes bowel elimination; injury avoidance,
nutrition. ~ardiac output, respiration. tissue integrity and
urinary elimination.
Certainly) it is a most comprehensive list of needs. but
difficult to follow due to it's theoretical nature.
A very practical approach to determining patient needs was
developed by Simon O'Donovan (1992:30 .....33). HE;adapted
Orem's nursing model of self-care (1980) to provide a
framework on which to base a new assessment procedure. Ten
"core requirei'hentsll for living were identified. These were:
memorY/orientation
communication
behavipur
~~~~~1r/dreSSin9 skills
cont ir\\(~nce
mobility
nutrition
physical f~ailty
skin
Heret again. the author sees his patients as having phYSical.psychological and social needs although not referring to them
as such. This certainly seems to be the trend in ~ursingt and
was also ind ica t ed in the research study.
A final example of a way of classifying heal1h needs is found
in an article by Lai Kon (1990;38 - 40) who quotes a
classification by Holden (1989). The broad categories are,
Functional needs~ Relational needs, Spiritual needs and
Soci~l needs. The functional category is sub-divided into
Mind and Body. The mind includes decision making and health
education. and the body, regulatory functions, survival
processes, integrative functions and adaptive and
compensation mechanisms- The relational category is
subdivided into interpretive and interactive behaviours. The
interpretive functions include attitude formation,
information processing. and counselling_ The interactive
functions include verbal and non-verbal communication. The
Spiritual category is subdivided into beliefs and aesthetics.
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Beliefs include morals and ethics, and aesthetics, altruism
and perceptual experience. The social category is subdivided
into the context of society and the context of the
environment. The former involves family and health systems
and the latter the ecological basis for health and housing,
warmth, work, health and safety.
Although this is a completely different way of categorizing
needs to the others discussed, the basic e14ments remain the
same. It is particularly ~saful for considering the needs of
th~ patient in the context of his community~ as opposed to
viewing him as a sick person in hospital, and was drawn up
with this in mind as it was designed for project 2000 in
England. As the research study was only conducted within a
hospital, it is not surprising {hat it was not ascomprehensive as this categorization.
In viewing all the literature sources quoted abov8p thereappears to be support for the research classification of
patient needs, although each author classifies needs somewhat
differently, and many more BI"El identified than uer-e in the
research study. The themes need tn be examined in more
detail, however, to determine what is meant by each of them.
The study identified foul" phYsical needs i.e. hY9iene and
elimination, which were often linked together by the
patients, and ex~rcise and mobility which were difficult to
separate from one another.
With regard to hygiene needs. nursing texts refer to them
broadly. Catering for hygiene needs does not only mean
washing the patient's skin, but also carin~ for the hairt
nails and teeth. (Campbell 1978:1261) No mention was made of
the latter twa aspects in 1he study.
Roper (1982:67) adds the care of the mouth and feet to the
aspects of skin, teeth. hair and nails already mentioned and
emphasises the importance of catering for hygiene needs
saying )I For the majority of people, to feel clean, sweet-
smelling and well groomed are essential dimensions of well-
being. The many activities involved in achieving this
objective are carried out independently and in privacy with
pleasurable satisfaction; they are built into the daily
routine to give a sense of stability and safety. and they are
usually congruent with fami ly and societal exp ect at t nn s v "
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Roper links hygiene needs to safety needs and privacy needs-
There seems to be agreement between the patients an~athe
nurse author-s that hygiene needs are important, and yet this
task is often. in praciicef relegatyd to the most Junior
nurse, and sometimes ave n to domestic assistants, indicating
that practising nurses do not always see it as an im:;lortantaspect of their role. ..
With regard to elimination needs, nur-sins texts often
seperat. bladder and bowel elimination from one another and
deal yith problems of elimination rather than normal
elimination in a changed environment. (Campbel',1978;
Brunner,1982)
Roper, however. deals with both a~pects, explaining that
people have different attitudes to elimination <1982:212)
and the importance of catering for these indivi.dual needs,giving as an example some people's extreme embarrassment at
having to use a bedpan or commode where therb is little to"muff1 e the sounds! II She gives careful instruction regarding
positioning patients on commodes and bedpans and providing
opportunity to wash after use. (1982:212 ~ 223) The latter two
aspects were mentioned b)' the patients during the research
study. and referred to~the embarrassment they ex~erienced
~ith regard to using bedpans, as well as the importance ofuar-mi1\9 the bedpan. '.'
Mobility 2~d exercise is most often describe~ in nursing
texts in terms of preventing complications of bedrest or
hospir,~Hzation. (White 1972. Brunner 1982, Campbell 1978).
Robbins 1989) Robbins (1989:53) outlines the aims of care
with regard to problems associated with locomotion, as
follows:
- To organize a regular programme of changing pOSition
whether in bed or sitting in a chair
To ensure that all limbs are gently exercised and placed in
anatomically correct positions- To avoid over-tiring the patient in any therapeutic
endeavour
- To co-operate with the physiotherapist in his or hel"
efforts for the patient's comfort.
Although the patients mentioned being assisted to sit, most
who referred to exercise and mobility referred to assistance
with walking_ This aspect is addressed by Roper (1982:171)
who discusses lIearly ambulation" and says II The traff'i.c in
most wards is not conducive to the gentle, unhurried exercise
implied in the term "aar lv ambul at icn •••••• when a person
thinks of himself taking exercise, involving good pOsture and
movement, he thinks of himself as clothed in his daytime
attire." She indicates, therefore. that there are pl"oblems
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related to this. Patients interviewed referred to being
assisted to walk to the toilet and bathroom rather than
taking muscle building exercise.11 This is obviously an area
requiring attention.
4!..a.!.2.!.2.!. Sll~ial ~~~.d.s.
Nursas who base their practice on iha theories of Travelbee
(1966) do include the "soc ia l aspects" or "interpersonal
aspects" of care. An example of such an author is White
(1972: 9 - 11> who says "In some ways we are all alike.
Everyone has certain needs that must be met. Their phYsical
needs are for food, air, wate~. and shelter. In this respect
we are all like one another. Similarly, we have other needs,
that are common to all people, and it is the way these needs
are met that removes us from being carbon cttpies of one
another, and that helps us to become unique and singular."
She goes on to give a list of needs which include the need to
count on others for he 1p When needed, the need £.or
interpersonal intimacY9 the need to experience and use
rational control in relation to present and future
situations, the need to feel belonging, participation, as a
member of a grO~JP, and the need to maintain status and
position." It is these types of needs patients were eluding
t a inth est uqlY wh e nth eye ited inc ide nt s reg a rdin 9 be in9
r-e cn ani zed as,Yan individual and accepted by the nurses andother patients.
Judith TWitchell (Putt.1978:165) emphaSises the importance of
.recognising the pat ient as an individual, when she says
"Ind1viduality is vital9 as the patient is now a major
~ontributing factor in his own ca~6 instead of being placed
in the role of "r-ece iver ".
VilJaan and Uys( (1988;1) agree with the above point of view,
saying "A characteristic of high-quality nursing care is
individuation, i.e. nurses adapt to the individual rather
t han ma na9 ing pat ien t s as a stel"e0 t YPed g I" a 1..1 p •II
The other theme identified in the social needs sub-category
was acceptance. This concept is d~fined by Kreigh (1979t66)
as follows, 01 Acceptance is an attitude of positive
recognition and respect for a person. It is the last
component needed by the nurse to promote a therapeutiC
interpersonal relationship and iSt perhaps, the mostdifficult to achieve- An intellectual acknowledsement of
acceptance is not enough. It must be accompanied by the
emotional stat6 of acceptance as demonstrated through
attitudinal change. It is the reception of an individual's
pleasant and unplea~ant ideas, emotions and behaviour without
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censure or retaliation." This definition by Kreigh echoes
what the patients said in the Inc ident s collected f'orAhe
research study.
Finding references to the concept "comfort II in nursing texts
is surprisingly difficult. One has no difficulty in fjnding
references on pain relief~ but comfort needs had a broader
meaning in the research study.
The explanation given by White (1972:19 - 20) describes the
ccibcept as used in the research study well. She says,
"Comfort is many things to many people ••• Comfort (is) a
state of mental and physical well-being ••• it has many
facets: emotional, mental s physical, social. spiritual, and
economic •••• there is no Single way of creating comfort ••• ~ To
make <the patient) comfortable, the nurse needs to kno~
something about the patient's developmental needs and tasks,
his sacia;~t C U 1t u I"a 1~ and famil y backgraund pan d his nul"5 ing
needs bas~d on these factors."
Kolcaba and. Kn lcaba (1991) wrote an entire article on the
concept of comfort, also giving the concept a wide meaning.
They begin by defining the word ir'l"ordinary language". The
first definition they give is (p.1302) "a caus e of rslief
from discomfort and/or of the state of comfort .11 The second,
"t be state of ease and peaceful contentment, II and others,
"r elie f from discomfort, n II whatever makes 1ife easy or
pleasurab'lefll "strengthening~ encouragement, incitement,
aid, succour, support, countenance'," and "physical
refreshment Or sustenanc·e; refreshin9 or invigorating
influence."
They also quote Goodnow (1935) (Kolcaba 1991:1303) as saying
"A nurse is judged a luav s by her ability to make her patient
comfortable. Comfort is both physical and mental, and a
nurse's responsibility does not end with physical car-ei "
Kolcaba also points out that Goodnow devoted an entire
chapter of her book "The Technic of Nursing" to liThe
Patient's Comfort.11 Perhaps modern day authors could do well
to emulate her, to. the advantage of the patient.
As already stated. the literature abounds with articles and
references to the nurse's role in pain relief. Suggestions
are made rSgarding the assessment of patientst pain (Price
1991:25 - 2& and Halfens 1990: 43 - 49), reducing pain and
anxiety {May 1992: 25 -Z8) , Pain palliation (Straughan
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1989:31 - 33), nurses bel efs and pain management (Carr 1991:
54 - 55); non-pharmacolog cal approaches to pain relief
(McCaffery 1990:1 - 5) and pain relief fOr specific types of
patient (Bateup 1986: 36 - 39) to name a few.
The fact that other people's attitudes to the patient vary.
and therefore influence the measures that will be taken to"
relieve it. is well illustrated by two qUDtes. The first is
by Ivan .I11ich (1975) (who, fOl"tunat ely, is not a nurse) who
is quoted by Straughan (1989:31) as saying, "Modern
civilization tends to turn pain into a technical problem -
thereby depriving it of its inherently personal meaning.
People unlearn to accept suffering as an in~vitable part tf
their conscious coping with reality_ and come to interpret
every ache as an indicator for the intervention of.applied
science.1I
The second quote is from Robbins,(1989:75) who says, II (Pain)
is all embracing~ unremitting, and destructive. It clouds the
min dan d pre ven t 5 men tal can cent I"ati 0nan d it intel" fer e.s wit h
social interests and activities."
The patients interviewed emphasized the imporiance of
administering analgesia r-esu lar lv and promptly, which is
accepted, good nursing practice, but did not mention
alternative practices for reducing pain. This aspect is well
documented in the nursing literature. In discussing post-
operative pain~ Brunner (1982:127) emphasizes the importance
of positioning tha patient, massage, emptying the blA~der and
looseni~g tight dressings a9well as administering analgesia
prophylactically. Carr (1991:54 - 55) mentions other
alternative pain relief measures including heat, ice,
mas~~ge. aromatherapy, relaxation, diversiona1 therapy,
acupuncture, hypnotherapy, and homeopathic r-emedi es . All of
these are receiving attention ampngst the nursing fraternitYJ
but are presumably not used at tDe hospital where the
study was car-ri ed out, or were not s~en by the pati~nts as
pain relief measures o~ note. \
{~\
lJit h regard to general comfort ~ the sarne;t. ;s "as were
mentioned by the patients, i.e. r-uob ina t~'e\.I"'Qck, putting
ointment on dry lips, positioning the pati1den'\:t(Brunner
1982:53) are referred to in the nursing l~tefature, but with
reference to preventing problems ~f bedrest, and other healthrelated problems. ~
Older texts, written before today'; obsession with dividing
the patient into compartments labelled "needs", each to be
dealt with as a separate entity, add~es5ed the subject of
9~,neral comf'or'tua ll . Fuerst (1974:167 ~ 177) devotes an
Ii
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entire chapter in her book to liThe Patient's Immediate
Environment," and has a sub section on provisions for
comfort which include decor, lighting, temperatu~~f humidity,
ventilation, furnishings, personal care items. privacy and
quiet. All of these caul d be inc1 uded in the theme "general
comfort" although in modern husp it a ls , one of' the problems is
that the nurse had t i t t le or no control over aspects such as
temperature, humidity and ventilation.
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, Fuerst (1974:175)
mentions privacy and quiet under the hea~ing of Comfort.
The patient's incidents referring to these aspects we~e
classified under a theme "Psychological Comfort." FUerst
says, " Anyone who is being interviewed, examined, or cared
for ~eserves and appreciates the comfort of priva~y. It is
very easy for nurses and for others to feel that anything
routine to them is also accepted as routine by the patient.
Many patients are reluctant to protest the lack of privacy.
Persons caring for patients, whether in a clinic, an office,
a homQ, or a hospital ~ should try to provide as much privacy
as possible, They will also wish to be well aware of the
legal implications of invasion of privacy." These are wise
words which ap~lY Just as well nearly twenty years later, but
tend to be forgotten. This is very obviously the case in the
hospital where the research took place, as all the patients
in a particular cubicle appeared to be aware of everything
that was said and done to the patients in the same cubicle.
VilJoen and Uvs (1988:27) emphasize the importance of the
above discussion and support the patient views. They say,
liThe primary duty Of the nurse-in-charge is to protect the
patient's person, his name and his property and to nurse him
to the best of her ab i li tv-."
The other aspect mentioned by patients with regard to
psychological safety, was the attitude of the nurse. This
made a difference with regard to the way the patient felt
when faced with potentially embarrassing situations. If the
nurse had the "r isb t." attitude, he felt psychologically more
comfortable. A common example of this referred to the use of
bedpans and commodes in the ward. No reference to this aspect
per se was found in the literature, but a couple of quotes
from Robbins (1989:6 - 10) are useful in s~edding light on
the phenomenon as~ although her book specifically relates to
care of the dying~ her comments have a wider application.
"Sf nc s attitudes are related to behaviour. it is important
that the nurse who wi 11 eare for dying patients and their
families recognizes the affect of his Personal thoughts and
feelings about d€ath - his or her own and other people's •••
Acknowledging a common humanity, which includes at times,
1/
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f~eling$ of inadequacy and anxiety, and talkins over problemi
with colleagues. 15 a s i sn of ~~owth. not we'J1mess."
I""J
Paiients in the research study ~en1ione~ both aspects of
physical safety and .smot Lona l security. Campbell <1978:24)
supports this classification. when she describes the
following aspects under IISafety Needs". Protection from
physical harm, protection 'rom psychological threat, freedom
from pain. stability, dapendence, and Ptedictable~ o~derly
unr.l d.. Some of these aspects were, however, included in tH~
comfort category. , "
Nurses are aware of the problems relating to patient 9afety
and resultant medico legal hazards 5uch as the necessity of
pr:-eventing Fal l s , ~eav~ng sw<:bs in the abd.9men, "bq')r,ns from
dlathermy, nosoconual lnfectlonsJ;,and the l ike (Cdh\?hton
1975: 122 - 128). This seemed to be relatively un~mportant
to the patients as few mentioned it. It is hoped th'al f~:~y
trust nurse~ sufficiently to assume these aspects will be
taken care of or feel secure enough not even to cons h~er
them. What was significant for the patients. however, was
the emotional security aspect.
The need for Emotional se cur i tv is discussed by several
all(t,hors. Kron <1975:35) says, II The need for security
ihvolves Job, sroup and spiritijal security along with
p~F'sonel security or safety. Everyone must be able to depend
upon sdmething or someoneo to predict with reasonable
aCcuracy what will happen to him. to know how others feel
t(Jw~;hr'~ dm. In ot her unr ds I he must have, that comfortab le
f'ee~~-,f\~ of security if he is to function to his fuliest
caWa~)lt y. This fee 1 i n 9 0 f sec UI" it v i s the end res u l t o(f
m~~udIng and s atI sfy i ns t he need for r-eco sn it ion, for .J
btSltonging, for understanding, and for new experierl'ces."
~i··· \. '
Travelbee 0971:189) supports t ht s viewpo.ini, saying, " The
nee d f 0 I" sec uri It y iss ynon ym0u5 wit h sa f e t y • In. t his
situation the nee·d for security refers ttl the individual' 5
need to believe he will survive the surgical). experience and
that he will be given expert care and not aWandoned in his
time of cr Is i s s ' Travelbee continues to pn int out that
knowledge is one way of ens0ring emotional s e cur-I t y, although
it does not always dispel all 'ear and anxiety.
'\
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There seems to be a great dIal of support in the literaturefor the th3mes in~1uded in the literature1 although they are.not tJacassarily classified in the same way.
An interesting point is made. hnwever, by Farrell (1991:1062- 1070) who asks "Haw accur-at ely do nul"S.8S perce iva pat iant" sneeds?" If nurses are Mlt able to per'ceive patients' needs,
i~ does not help to have consensus in the literature. In hisfindings of a study done to compare general and psychiat~icnurses' ability to perceive patient needs, Farren states"that general nurses are much less aware of their patients'emotional and phYsical needs compared to psychiatric nurses.Al so, whi lethe "aver-ase" psychiatric nurse and the "average"psychiatric patient may show little disagreement it\perception of their needs, there is little evidenci thatindividual nurses, whether psychiatric or general, are able
to assess individual p.tient needs accurately. Thereappeared to be a tendency for nurses, particularly generalnurses. to overestimate their patient's needs.
In his discussion on implications for nursing practice,Far r-ell savs "A philt.Hiophy of individualized care now seemscentral ko nursing. However, the present findings indicatethat nurses do not know their patients very well.1f
In view nf the fact that all nursing these days revolvesaround the "scienU.fic r-r'ocess"which aims at assessingindividual patient needs, these findings are alarming. Itwoul d seem that desp ite all the tools which have beende~~loped for assessment purposes, nurses are still notcOr1\\nunicatingadequately with their patients. This aspectwas dealt with separately in the research study. and willreceive attention later in this discussion.
The prob1em appears to be that patients and nurse authors,both of case studies and other 1iterature a~ree on the factthat patients do have the above needs. and that thdy shouldbe catered for, but it is not necessarily happening inpractice. A reason for this could b~ that nursing has becomea theoretical discipline, rather than a practical one in anattempt to "1 I ne LIP" wHh the status of ot.her professions,What should happen now is to encourage nurses to "get back tothe bedside.1I
/',J
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4.3.3. DEMONSTRATING KNOWLEDGE
~~a~a~l~Ih~Qc~ii~al~QQ~l~dg.~
The patients in the study identified two aspee!s of
demonstrating theoretical knowledge. One was that the nurse
was ab1e to give the patient information and the nther that
she knew what action to take.
Giving patients information is a topic that is well
described. The community nursi,~g and midwifery texts gO into
considerable detail preparin~ n~rses fo~ this role. which
they see as a primary function of these nurse. (Jehson and
Bobak 1987, Miller and Brooten 1983, Stanhope and Lancaster
1984) and most general texts ~ive it att.ntion~ often
specifically for the various disease processes. Brunner
(1982:6 - 7) however~ gives information on the principles of
teaching and learning. variables that affect lear~inR
readiness. the learning atmosphere and teaching sfrafegies,
'as well as relating health education to the nur-s ina process
and 91v in9 5 Pecific i1'1forma tion fa I' pat ien t s with va riou shealth pr~blems. .
Campbell (1978~1299) sees part of the nurse's rdle to
encourage continuation of education in order to assist the
patient in the realization that continuing one's education
through the usual years of formal learning gives a perso~
increased knowledge with which to meet life's problems and
enhances his chances of obtaining and keeping desired and
well-paying E;mployrnent.1I This was not the patients view,
however. Al though Campbe 11 is undnub.t ad 1y correct in uhat she
says, patients in the study appreciated being given
information.
There is a ver~ important link between lhis &bility and
communication. Livingstone <1991:44) po in t s out that "words
can communicate both good and bad information." She gives
several example~:of how the same information given in
different ways had totally different effects on the patient
and cautions her readers to remember that "patients often ask
<tuestions as much for reassurance as for an answer.1I
Fuerst (1974:153) goes into considerable detail regarding the
importance of establishing good relationships, providing a
comfortable environmentJ using teaching aids.being free from
distractions and using various teaching methods to ensure
good patient education. but this all refers to formal health
teaching. It seems that the patients are more concerned with
informal education, and one can't help believing that jhe
root of' this is that they want. the nur se to spend more time
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with them and communicat.e well. If this was done/;ceverything
e15e would follow-
The closest one 9dtS in the literature to finding information
on this type of individualized, informal patient teaching is
in Benner' s "Cnach i ns Fun c t i nn " of the nurse. <1984:91) where
she refers to making culturally avoided aspects of an illness
approachable and understandable. She cites as an example a
relative who spontaneously a~ked the nurse far-reaching
questions, and how she dealt with them.
The facf remains that t~e patients in the study were not
asking for difficult, culturally avoided information. Fairly
Junior nurses could have dealt with t~e situations referred
to. This aspect appears to warrant It.,. '" attention by bothnurSe authors and nurse practitioners. .
Knowing the correct action to take is a difficult aspect to
deal with when searching for literature on the subject.
Many nursing text~ exist which give information on the
correct action to take for various problems, needs.
situations and people, but the only literature dealing with
the specific topic is that on evaluating competence. The
question is. what is 'Qttlci action, and how did the patients
know that it was correct?
this problem is partially dealt with by von Essen (1991:1363
-1374) in her· re$ ea I" ch rep 0 rton IIpat ien tan d sta f f
perceptions of car-Lns rrevt eu and replication." She showed
that patients and staff have different perceptions of the
most imporiant caring behaviours. She points o~t that
perceptions are influenced by expectations. This has a
direct bearing on the problem of measuring "correct action"
as patients ideas of what is correct may well be influenced
by previous experience. One can't help wondering whether some
patients would not believe any action was correct as 1~n9 as
the nurse was confident in carrying it out.
This debate does not, however~ detract from the
responsibility of professional nurses to ensure their
practice is up to standard and that they teach stUdents
correctly.
g~3~3~Z~ Skills
AJthough the patients in the siudy noted that observational
and psychomo.tor ski 11s were important, t he South African
Nur-s'i r;g Counei 1 (1985) does not de t a i 1 that t hese skill s
should be taught during the Four Year training programme.
Admittedly, the Council ~oes not say that they should not be
taught. but it is only implied for Gen~~al Nursing as the
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nNUrsing Practics guidelines are based on the Scientific
Process. It is inte~esting, however, that in the section on
Psychiatric Nursing practica, nursing colleges are informed
that they ShDUld teach communication skills. group skills,
Counselling skills, crisis intervention skills and skil1~ in
management of stress. The midwifery skills include assessing
antenatal patients, conducting internal ~xamination5,
delivering patients and giving local anaesthetic and cutting
an (@pisiotomy.
Th;\\urriculae of nursing coll ese s incl ude ski 115 training,
mostly in first year to teach nurses how to make beds, change
a dressing, administer medicines and many other skills, but
the choice of the skills that they teach is left entirely UPto the colleges. .
The method oJ conducting a particular skill also differs
between in.?:::fitutions,although principles are similar.
Observational skills receive a great deal of attention in the
1 i t ar-atur-e, under the heading "as ses sme nt" as this is the
first step in the scientific process. Pert 'of the as sessme .
step, is' history taking, but this is not what patients wer~
alluding to. The physical exami na t Lon is part of noticing
whether the patient is in need and VilJoen and Uys (1988:71 -
72 ) cover this aspect. At first glance one thinks that they
have referred to the assessment of the emotional ~tate of the
patient as these magic words are mentioned, but O~ closer
examination, it is only to facilitate the physicaF;
examination. An example is that one should ensure p~ivacy
before conducting the examination. It is possible to gauge
emotional wel1-bein~, at least to some extent by looking at
the patient and this would seem important but it is omitted.
Other texts do deal quite comprehensively with this matter.
Brunner (1982~835) mentions physiological. socio-economic and
psychological assessment. The biggest problem in practice is
that. even though the nursing process is us~d effectively for
the initial assessment in some units, nurses tend not to
continue the assessment process during the patient's stay. It
is this aspect the patients were referring to as they
appreciated it when a. nurse noticed they needed something.
What is needed he~e i~ tn teach nurses to BE observant rather
thaD to assess patients. ij
With regard to psychomoto~ skills, it has already been stated
that the various institutions teach different ~killsf
although there appears to be a core of skills that are taught
by all. Pati.~ts were appreciative when nurses did dressings
efficiently, ~ryd bedpans were given in an aCceptable manner.
and marv~lled at emergency procedures. but the overriding
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factor seemed to be that tna nur~e ~Juld conduct a procedure
without causing discomfort, or •.at' least, with as little
discomfort as possible, This aspect is not given attention
in the literatur~.
It would seem necessary to make nurses aware of the potential
for discomfort for each of the procedures they carry out, and
how to avoid such discomfort. This applies as much to
administering a warm bedpan as to inserting an intravenous
infusion with minimal pain.
4.3.4. INTERPERSONAL ABILITIES
As stated in chapter ~hree. Travelbee's concept of iha ward
"interpersonal" was used in originA.l1y forming the category.
Travelbee (1971:93) says, " ... communication is a pr-ocess
which can enabl e the nurse to es t ab lish a human+t o.-human
re 1a ti 0nship and the raby tu r f i1 the pur p0 se 0 f .nur5 in9 ~
namelYf to assist individuals and families to prevent and to
cope with the experi~nce of illness and suffering and, if
necessarY~ to a~sist them to find meaning in tWese
experiences.1I
Trave1bee cvi~ews communication as a vehicle <tor establishing
human - to --human relationships, So that the emphasis is on
th~ relationship, rather than the act of communication~
K~eigh (1979:24) refers to communicatidh as being the
process or relationshiPt rather than leading to it. She
says, H('ommunicatioh is the means we use to relate and share
our thoughts, feelings, attitudes, needs. desires. pains,
turmoils and crises to others. The process of communication
uses words and exp~essions which can be intlrpreted or heard
differently. Communication takas place between people and
can be either verbal or nunve r-Eal v"
Robbins (1989,:25) t ake s this one st@p further by d~scribin9
"cummun t cat ins security througb ava i lab i 1 i t v and auar-ene ss "
Thts could be described as a Pnr-m of nnnver'b a l communicati~oth
b!jtis he. indicat e5 !m0 I'e 'l ha 0 t0 uch , fa cia 1 expre ssion and bod y
language - she describes s~ending time at the bedsid~ as a
'lype of communi cat ion. The message nurses convey by -dtli Og
this Js that they care. If one acknowledges this point of
Robbins, the categories developed for the research study
overlap, as being thera. or spending time, was Classified
lnder nurturance.
j
/1
/I
'III
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For the purposes of the study, however~ only verbal and
nonverbal communication were identified. and only examples of
touch and facial expression were identified by the patients
in the nonverbal communication sub-category.
Explaining things to patients was one of the themes
identified in the study. This matter was given some
attention in the "Knnu ledae " category.
Livingstone (1991:44£ has written an interesting artiele on
this subject, saying that ~ in the process or explaining
thinss to patients, words can be used that communicate both
good and bad information. If explanations are too Short, the
patient is often left worrying m6re than before he asked the
question. She gives as an example. the patient asking why
his arm is swollen. The answer IIIPs fluid" is clearly
inadequate and worrying. "It's Jus t f lu id " is worse as it
leaves the patient feeling he is a nuisance and should not
have ~sked the question in the first place. A short
explanation with suggestions for remedial action are clearly
the best way of answering the question. She concludes by
sUggesting that nurses take heed of the Second World War
~!>slog an, IICar e 1e sst a 1k cos t 5 1 iv es • II
Another slant on this matter of e*plaining things to patients
is provided by Tanner (1989:54 - 56) who says that choosing
the right time to explain things i~ crucial in making sure
the messa se g'ids across. She says "Adu lts become ready to
learn when they experience a need to know how to cope in a
more satisfYing way (..)ithreal life tasks or problems." One
cue which may indicate a readiness to learn is when the
patient begins to ask questions. The patients would probably
support this theDry as they appear to want answers to their
guest~onSf rather than be given formal. health education. They
then ~ind out what they want to know and not what the nurse
thinks they ought to know.
Noble (1991:1185 - 1189) addresses this problem when she
quotes Elille (1981) "good as.sessme nt skills are the key to
effectiiJ\~ education since they can ensure individual It v by
finding uut what the patient wants (and ne eds ) to kncu-]' She
also qUl)tes the UKCC advisory document IlExer-cisirl9 '
Accountability" as suggesting that; IIIf it is accepted that
the F,atieni has the right to information about h~s condition,
it follows that the p~ofessiQnal practitioners involved in
his care have a duty to provide such i.n+or-mat ion ;" It ~;Qu]d
seem reas.onable to extend this to providing information; not
only abo~t the patient's conditiDn. but als~ about any aspect
of his ~are which he requires; or asks for.
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Patients also identified the importance of reassurance in
the nurse's verbal communication. No specific references
could be found on this issue, but McCrissican (1991:37)
points out that "the educative component of the nurse's role
••• cannot be confined to teaching medically orientated
facts~ It is also important to support the patient at this
stressful time by providing assistance to patients ••• "
This can be interpreted as reassurance, although the p.tients
were satisfied with simple acts of reassurance such as the
nurse saying "don't worry, you'll be O.K."
Patients also mentioned aspects such as greeting the patient.
talking to them and enquiring after them which would seem to
be simple) almost automatic, in every day communication that
it is surprising that patients commented on them.
Turnock (1991139), however, sU9gests that nurses cannot
communicate well unless they themselves are comfortable with
their environment. She also says (p 38) that nurses often
use strategies to avoid talking to patients. Noble
(1991:11,88) s},J9gests that nurses are not adequately prepared
for their role as communicators, and that educatinn
programmes for basic nurses are deficient. If this is the
c~se, remedial action is urgently required.
Roper (1982:16) says that "non-verbal communication is of
tremendous importance to a patient, portrayed by the way in
which he watches everything that goes on in the vicinity. It
is important that he does not receive contradictory
messages ••• By the development of th~ conveyance of accurate
non-verbal communication, it is possible to fulfil a
patienPs greatest need by being silently with him."
Thii point of view is echoed by Robbins, quoted above. and
yet patients in the study only mentioned touch and facial
expression, although the aspects mentioned by Roper may well
be included in another category. U
TRe theme of touch is covered ~uite comprehensively in
British nursing journals, particularly in relation to
holistic healing and complementary therapy. (Feltham 1991126
- 28, Oldfield 1992:21, Smith 1990:31 - 32)
Fel tham <1991:26) states that" the use and acceptance of
touch by individual people depends on numerous cultural rules
and personal characteristics," This is an important factor
in South Africa which is ,a multicu1tural soci~ty. and appears
best accepted and appreciated by Patients in extreme s t at es
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of anxiety. The acceptable practices mentioned by the
patient~ were holding hands, stroking and hugging, but almost
all happened as a result of the patient's distress. Feltham
continues to say, .1 Touching is an in t esr-al part of every
nurse' 5 'uor k , but few give thought to what they can
communicate through touch •••Touch can convey acceptance and
support beiter than words Bnd is often the last resori in
communication. I! This last comment could explain why the
incidents of touch occurred during periods of emotional
stress. The nurses could not convey their suppurt by means of
words.
During the L960· 5 the term "therapeutic touch" became ~bpular
in hol istic be a ling. The term was used to describe quite a
complicated procedure to dn with enargy fields- Thectype oftouch the patients appreciated did not involve this type of
t cuch, .but rather a simple method of conveying a message.
Equally the stroking referred to by the patients had little,
if anv t h Ins to do with the "massage" advocated by holistic
healerst although this undoubtedly had beneficial effects_
o
Oldfield (1992:21) explains that mas~age improves
c ir-culat t cn , ai~:; digestion and st imu lat es the 'lymphatic
system. She sayt that massage has a profound effect on the
nervous system, relieving nervous tension and lowering the
heart rate a~d blood pressure] as well a9 encouragdng the
pr-oduc t Iun of endo·rphins that reduce pain and create a
feel ina of well being. She is so convinced of its importance
that she encourages nurses to at t errd a ccur-se offered toteach massage techniques. - :
Pas san t (1990:26· .....28) used massage in .the care of ·patients
in her geriairic ward and repnrted gre~t succeS~. One cannot
help thinking t ha'I such procedures, howeV.er the'irapeutit, can
an1y 0 ccur one e bas ic nursin s c'.s.re is 0f f' ere d r-cutin ely, and
thus are unlikelY to be practicea in the hospital where tbe
research stUdt took place. I
Ii
Smi 1 ing, .as a form of facial eXpr'8ssion, was mentioned by
many patients •.but not by any authors. It..is an outward sign
of personal aitrib~tes which Will be discussed in the next
section. Suffice it t~ say t~~t it is valued by patients and
it woul~ jeam worthwhile to entourage t~is sim~le p~actlcft."
't\
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4.3.5. PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES
The realm of "p.ersonal attributes" traditionally belongs to
the psychologists. Discussion on personal attributes of the
nurse is largely absent from the nursing literature. This
should be 0' concern to nurses as this aspect affects the
selection process of student nurses. The question arises,
if the patients' belief that certain personal attributes ar~
important is valid, can students learn to be pleasant,
patient, dependable and gentle, or are these unalterable
character traits?
Morgan, King and Rub.inson , (1981:516) bel ieve that, although
people do tend to displgy consistency in some areis, they ~re
able. to adapt their ba vav iour- to situations. Thus, if a
s t ucen t does not POSS1.'SS a "Fr-Lend lyll trait. she cnu ld st i11
behave in a friendlY manner, thus satisfying the patients.
Another problem with this aspect is that there exist 170
trait words (Morgan at a l 1981:512) and selecting uh.i.ch ones
are important in nurses would take a much more extensive one
than the one carried out for this research study.
Another perspective on this matter was given by Jung;"~as
d Ircus se d in Li ndz sv and Hall <1970:78 - 116). June bel ieve d
thal the personality is formed from a storehouse of
unconscious archetypes (liprimol'dial images") which one
acquires automatically ~s part of one·s genetic heritage,
(the collective uncbnscious) and a personal unconscious.
This latter ~art of the personality is developed from one's
own experiences but have been repressed. If June is ~orrect.
it would seem unlikely that students could change their
~er50nality traits, and that therefore this should be
considered when designing selection procedures.
Nurs es have given this matter attention. In 1991, nurse
cuun se ll or s in South Africa held a symposium, "Nothing
Ventured, Nothing Gainedll, when they were addre$.sed by Dr van
Rooyent who, amongst other topics, addressed the matter of
individual behaviour preferences. She said (1991) "Each
individual is unique in so far as he or sha is the product of
heredity and environmental inf.luenc8s. However, although
each individual may be different from another, it is
necessary far us to be able to find certain common tre.nds
am 0 ngst pe0 p 1e w h ~,ch co u 1d g 1..1 i d$ U'$", inun de rs tan din g t h~
people with whlJm ~Je have to work ••• W~ must accept that not
f;:11people'$ minds'worJ< on t he v-s ame principles as our- own •
••• Because of such differences some people prefer to become
auditors, others ai rp lan e pi lots or racing car drivers,
IJhi1st others becorne nurses."
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The challenge to nurses. then, is to identify the common
behaviour trends that assist people to be "good" nurses, to
use them as a guide in the selection process, and also
discovlr how we can encourage positive behaviours in nurses.
4.3.6. NURTURANCE
As exp la ierad in the previous chap t ar , it was difficult to
find a suttable word to name the last category. A category
which inCludes aspects such as availability, attentiveness
and advocacy suggests compassion, personal interest and
concern tor the patient. The word "caring" is too broad for
the purpose as this includes many dther aspects. Greenb~rg-
Edelstein's model af Nurturance (as quoted by Geissler 1990)
save several levels, the last Jwo of which seemed to haveapplication to the last category. Level 4 of the model
describes interactions as therapeutic with personal exchange~
at a level wh&te emotional content, views, attitudes being
exchanged. Level 5 describes the interaction being deep and
solid, transcending the self and exposing the very core of
each mamb er-v " The emphasis in this cat.es or-v then is
interaction, but on a deeper level than communication4 In
this categorY, the nurses showed cpneern for the patients as
individual souls rather t.han only as patient.s or people$ as
in the categorY of Interpersonal Abilities.
As t he word "Nur t ur anc e" has been "manuFa ct ur-ed" to explain a
level of caring, it is difficult to find literature
describing the term. In time the word may well b. absorbed
into general usage among the nursing profession~ ~ut this is
not yet the case. As a result. a searcn was made in the
literature for related concepts to those in the study ev.n if
called by different names or words.
8enner and Wrubel <1989:367) present an interesting. view on
the debate of this level of daring_ They start the"debate by
quoting Reverby (1987) who maintains that particular
circumstances. ide o Los ies and power relations create the
circumstances under which caring can occur~ the forms it will
take and the consequences it will have for those who do i~.
"8ecause nurses have been given the duty to care, they are
caught in a secondary dilemma; forced to act as if altruism
<assumed to be the basis of caring) and autonomy (assumed to
be the basis for rights) are separate ways of being." (p.5)
Benner and Wrubel maintain that Ilinstead of altruism being
the basis of caring, ••• caring is the basis for altrui5~.
Altrutsm. implies concern for the good of otheri, its roots
lie in an oppositional view of the self •••• Concern for
others must always be at the expense of the self, and
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therefore altruistic.'1 (1989:367) The problem for Benner and
Wrubel is t hat , from a phenomenological point of view, one's
view of the per~nn is defined in terms of the relationships
he has with others. They therefore do not see altruism and
self concern as being mutually exclusive.
Whether a ltr-ui.an gives rise to car i.ns or vice-versa,' the
above argument indicates that altruism is an essential
component in caring and this is one of the elements that
appears in the category labelled "Nurturance" in the study.
Gadow (1985) proposes that lithe moral qual ity of caring in
nursing emerges from the idea of commitment to a particular
end ••• .the protection and enhancement of human dignityll
(quoted by Condon 1992:16) Although the moral aspects
referred to by Gadow were not in ~\'idellce to any great degree
in the study, the protection and enhancement. of human dignity
were paramount.
Another aspect that emerges in the themes within the
Nurturance category is what Lyne (1999J36) refers to as
"hi aher- 1 ire sat i sFac t ion." Had thfl '"iJrsa! not made
themselves available. been attentive ~~ practised advocacy,
in the ways describe~ in the study. nona of them would have
died or been ill for longer as a result, but they would not
have felt "car-ed" fOI' and would not have felt valued as
individuals and satisfied with their care. Lyne alGa states
(p.37) that " •••• what counts is the change in the individual
patient in relation to what can be achieved by and for· that
patient •••• the information will be obtained after
collaboration with the acknowledged expert - the patient-"
Lyne is arguing for the use of indiVidualised patient goals.
but the reason for her plea is that the patient is an
individual - not purely a member of the human species, and
should be valued and treated as such, which is fundamental
to this category of "nur t ur ance ", This concept is .echoed by
von Essen and Sjoclen (1991~1374) who issue a caution,
1I •••• (do) not assume that intended caring is always perceived
as such by the patient.'1
Sharp (1990:54) would seem to disagree with the above
concepts of altruism and companionship as sh~ states that
"Nurses enjoy caring for patients who are SUbmissive,
vulnerable and dePendent." and quotes Bond and Bond (1986)
to support her theory by saying. that nurses' relationships
and preferences are "intimately tied to the nur s rs ' sense of
professional identity, which in turn is associated with their
per-cept inns of' authority and professional compet.ence." When
one examines these statements further, however, they could
well be supporting Benner and WrUbel's idea that caring gives
r'ise to altruism, and that the nurses are not able to be
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altruistic because they have not, and ari no~cared for
themselves. When translated into the South Af~ican context,
it could well explain why so many nurses seem unab!,le to
nul"tu I'eat her s • Wit h a his tor Y 0 f s epa rat e de vel a pin e 1'1tan d
all the indig n it iest hat uer e 5 u f fer ed a 5 a I" es u It. Sou t h
Africa can hardly be seen as a caring or nurturant place in
uhic to grow up and mature.
Another J1eld of literature that seems to support the
IINurturance" concept is that regardlng "Holistic Healing". If
one considers that all the hblistit therapies necessitate the
presence of the therapist, it would se~~~ltlgical to suppose
that the rising popularity of these riherapies may indeed be
because they are meeting the f'undaman t a l (.eed of people for
the presence of others, and that convehtional the~apies are
not meeting these needs. Most IIhigh t ech s " t he rap ies involve
the USe of mach.i ne s , but hal is t ic therapies require a "hands
- on" approach.
SaYre-Adams <1992:52) says, II Touch has (~ong been recognised
by nurses as making an impor~\!aj')tcontrib\~tion to the
t her-apeu t'i c benefits of cari~\g. IntuitiW~JY. nurses havebeen using t.h.er-ap eut i c touch 'in their practice every time
they have touched ~ fevered brow or an arm with compasiion
and the desire to h e lp v " Le av ins aside the deba t s as to
whether it is s t i l! intuitive for nurses to use therapeutic
touch, this author seems to distinguish between this type of
t nuch and non-verbal ccmmunf cat Lorr , This type of touching,
which may well fall into t.he cat es or-v of nur t ur ance , is
touching with compassion and the desire to help.
Stevensen <1992:52) further helps to elucidate the concept of
nur t ur anc e by referring to this abstract ability saying, 1I0ur
patients and clients rely on nurses to make a jifference to
their lives."
Yu - Mei Chao (1992: 181 - 184) defines nur-s.Ins care as "one
type of human caring (which) should be tailored to meet
individual needs. If the person in need of nursing care is
distressed, the purpose of action is to prevent or deal with
this distress. ". In Chinese, nursing care is called Hoo-
Lee. H 0 a mea n;~ prChi ecti 0 nor sur v eill an Ce ; Lee, log iC O.I~
r:t "'-nagement." 'rhis aut her- unu ld presumabl V, then, agree that
tll'econcept of Nurturance is an imp or t an t part Of nursing, if
not the ve I'Y cor e of nursin 9 • '>
It is quite possible that the British nurses' emphasis on
"Primary Nur-singll is also to individualise care and ensure
availability, accessibility and advocacy. However, becalse
one makes one nurse responsible for the total care of a
patient does not necessarily maar that the patient will be
II.,
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nu r t u r ~d • It de pen ds en t i re 1yon t I~e 1e v ~1 0 f' r e 1at ion s hip
the nur\::.e had with the pat i ent . Helan Passant 0990':27)
sup port s t his ide a u hen she say s , II Be i rig apr irnar y nu r s e wa5
in many uav s very fulfilling, yet I/t'e{ffained dissatisfded.
My patients were bathed and washed. dr e s s e d neatly. fed.and
hydrated, given ms o icat ion )J.o ease C\~hes and pains; th~y
plaY7d bingo and receivedi&\~sitors~. \ ~t. did -not se em 1 ik~
nur-s i ns to me.1I She 90~.!s//on to exp l af.n how she l aar-ne d , and
s t ar t e d to pl"8ctice; therapeutic massage uh i cb II •••• opened
doors to a c~oser relationship with uS ~11owiog pati8nt~to
speak of t he i r dreams arid hopes; of t he Lr fears apd .
pleasures." The important CJuestion is whether it was the
actual act of massagirlg or the time spent uf t b ,(the patient
that was important in enabling them to share on this level.
(l
Senner' (1989) coined the ...'lord "pr-e s enc ina " which is relevant
t.o'the theme of ava i l ab i l f t v . She ie f i ne s it as follows," To
be with someone in a way that acknowledges or participates in
the person's experience, To presence oneseLf means that the
person is available and accessible-to another so that the
othel" feels that he or she is understood and supported."
It can be seen that Benner separates the tarms availability
and ace e s sib 11 it v , t hu sin fer '"ing t hat the y have d iff e'r en t
meanings. 8enner~s "presencing" indicates an in-depth
relationship with the patient, whereas the term
"availability" used in the study simple means that the
nurse·; pl"esence was appreciated. The aspect of
"At t.en t Ivene s s " in the study was closer to Benner"'s
"presencing".
\\
Campbell <1984 as quoted by Vaughan 1990:23) has~"likened
nursing to skilled companion~hip which can be interpreted as
helping someone through a difficult journey with as little
diseise as possible.11 rhis coricept of skilled companionship
is illustrated in the "ava i l ab i l Lt v" theme. within the
nur-t ur anc e cat e sur-v . Vaughan goes on to 5aY, "c onf i dence and
trust are fundamental to the development oT a therapeutic
r~lationship as well as a deep sense ~f empathy whirh will
he 1p nu r- s e s r e C0 9n i sea n d res po,r)/;I t 0 i n d i v i dua 1 c 1i en t nee d5
bas e don the i r per son a 1 cop i ng \& t rat e 9 i e san J pas t
expel"ience," She con t inue s , II The importance of "being
with" or "pr e s enc in s " is gradually being recognised as a
crucial skill for nurses to learn. Yet it is not easy to
help people develop in this way since there is a need to
understand sel f befor~ u.rd e.r s.t.andf ns can be offered to
others."
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Actual references ttr this terminology were difficult to find
in the01iterature. During discussions on the concept of
caring~ however, the aspect of showing concern for the
patient did emerge. Benner and Wrubel 0989:1) say, "car-I ns
set~ up the condition tl~\ samenne or something outsid~ the
person matters and create~ personal con~erns.'l Their premise
is that, wJthout caring, nurses could not cnp e , indiC,f,s.ting
that carin~ has a reciprocal, beneficial effect fo~ the nurse
and the patieht. Attentiveness is an iotegral part of
caring, and a manifestation of the same.
f{reigh ~ Perko (1979:28) make a statement which lends weight
to the validity of' the inc lus inn of the "at t ent Ivene ss " theme
in the classification - " Accest;)ibi1ity and availability do
h!~.t fulfil the requirements of "being there". lfBeing there"
irllP\lie$interest, expectancy, r-aad ine'ss and at t ent tvenas s ;"
The y C\Pntin IIe toe xp 1a in t hat th i.sea n bed em 0 ns t rat ed by a
nurse1.~ behaviour, for example, II ignoring and/or eliminating
distrabtions. looking dIrectly at the patient. as opp~sed tu
gazing about the room. remaining quietly composed 85 opposed
to fid~Jeting in the cha ir , sitting erect and slightly
forward, as opposed to leaning b ack and away from the
patient, and giving verbal encouragement for the pati.nt to
begin the interaction." As these authors were writing for
psychiatric nurses, their examples ot atte~tivenes5 are
confined to interper~onal relations rather than doing thinGs
for patients as in the study.
One has to cnnc luda , l1owever, that if a,n\tr'se is "Lnt er-es.ted ,
ready and expectant" she wi1l perform extra d:uties as shown
in the study.
Peplau (1969t342- 360 in Bayntun-Lees 1992:37) also makes
reference to these concepts, by advocating "tihat t nt er-act t uns
must focus on the interests, cancerA! and nQeds- of th~ .
patient." This is the very core of' attentiveness.
'\
No~~roblem was experienced in finding references to this
concept in the nursing literature. It appears to be well
accepled as part of the nurse's role, although it may not be
practiced as frequently as it should.
Gadow (1979:81 - 91) e~plains that there is a fine line
~etwee~ being a decision maker on behalf of another and bein~
one who informs the client of available options and
subsequently supports tho cli~'\n~'s decision." The units in
the study fell into the former category, the latter being
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described under communication. Gaclow cnnt inue s , II (Advocacy)
is done with an appreciation of the individual as a unique
humaK being who is particularly vulnerable because of the
stress associated with injury or t llne ss i " This statement
appears to support the inclusion of "advo cacv " within the
nurturance category.
Donahue (1978) and Spradley (1981) ( as quoted by Stanhope
and Lancaster 1984:751) believG that understandin9t
accountabilitv_ risk taking, communication and
resourcefulness are all characteristics of an advocate.
Lindsey Dye~ (1991~47) casts a different light on the above,
saying "that nurses ar-e not and cannot be true advocates
because they lack 'ike fundamental requirement of an advocate
which she sees a~ being independence. She says that most
nurses have "e st ab l ishe.d limits on their willingness to rock
the boat~, explaiXi~g that if a nurse acts as a true advocate
she may risk losing her Job, salary and career. This seems
like an extreme view, but she does say that "true advocacy is
also about spe~ding time with patiehfs, getting to kriow and
r-e sp ect an individl',r,alas? person.1I This l~tter s t at emen.t
a1 so supports the ;'(iel"lthat advocacy is part of nur-t ur-anca.
\'14~3.7. SUMMARV OF THE CHAPTER
The purpose of the literature review in thi~ chapter was to
validate the findings of the study by comparing them with
existing literature. The chapter was divided into three
sections, the first bei~9 a comparison of other
classiFication oystems. the second being a comparison with
nursing care stUdies, and the third with nursing 1iterature
which described the v4rious themes and categoriesdeveloped.
The only two areas which were not well described in the
literatu~e, were personal attributes of the nU~$et and
nurturance. Each of the other aspects was wsl1 describedalthough sometimes varyina in terminology and approach.
Personal attributes of the nursa are considered by those
i nvn lve d in se lect.Lun of I,Jrs~s, l i t t le work of uh ich has
been described in current literatijre. This group of people
considers it an important aspect~ and it would seem important
to conduct further research into this aspect~ particularly
from the patients' point of view.
As a 1ready exp 1ai ned, the term "nur t urance II has been co ined
relatively recently, which explains the difficulty in
validating this aspect, but the themes identified within the
category are validated by the literature~
oCHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION
~Models of nursing, evaluation i.nstr.umentsfor evaluating' the
competence of nurses and protocols £01' the delivery of
nursing Care have traditionally been developed by nurses.
While thi$ \'louldseem sensible in the light of the fact that
the nurse'is the expert on'nursing care, a concern exists
that tbe person central to these activities - the patient -
is ae Ldom , if ev~r, consul.t'ed . The fact that the patip.nt
pay,s, directly or indirectly for nUrsing care means that the
nurse is accountable directly to the patient. Patients,
however, seldom exe):cise their right to question their care,
participate in their care, and demand an acceptable leve100£care. Other professionsl notably teachers and the police,are currently being subjected to rigorous public scrutiny and
censure. NUrses have largely escaped this process, probably
because illness makes people ~ulnerable, frightened and
passi ve , Tnis being the case lit is all.the more btportant
that nurses encourage patients to make a contributi~n
regarding their care.
c- ,
One of the areas where patient carer~an make an important
contribution is the area of evaluatl'oi1..- fOr the patie.nts to
say ow'hatcriter.i.are important in assessing whether a nurse
is compe tent;or no t,
It was therefore d~cided to undertake a study at a large
teaching hospital in Johannesburg to determine whether tne
patient's perception of the criteria used to determine
nursing competence differed significantly froxrt~)those
suggested by nurse autrhor-e , educators and the South African
NUl"sing Council.
5.1. THE RESEARCH PROBLEM
No. valid, reliable evaluation ir...strument exists which is
based on the criteria that patients use in evaluating whethera nur se is competent. The .]outhAfrican Nursing Council
(S.A.N.C,) provides guidelines as to ·",hat he pJ:o.fession
considers are minimum standards, in the form 0,£ behavioural'
objectives t and not \'~aluation criteria.
5.2. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
- Ca~ d set of criteria. be developed from the perceptions
that patients have of what constitutes nursing compet~nce?
- Do patients and the S.A.N.C. use common criteria when
evaluating nursing competence?
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5.3. THE AIMS OF THE STUDY
- To determine the criteria used by patients in judging
whether a nurse is competen,t or not.
- To improve student nurse te~ching and evaluation.
5.4. OBJECTIVES FOR THE STUDY
- to collect the criteria patients consider characteristic of
a competent nUt'~e n.
- to categorize the criteria used by the patients
- to compare these criteria to those described in the
guidelines and philosophy of the SANC for bq,sic'nurse
training in ordar to develop a composite li\~t of behaviours
and attributes with which to ev~~uate student nurses.
5.5. DEFINITIONS
5".5.:l..iJCate9:.Q.tY.'l'hehighest class under Whioh themes and
units are systematically arranged.
5.5.2. COmJ2.€ltenceThe quality or state of having sufficient
knowledge, judgement, skill Or strength (Schneider 1984:1)
15.• !5.3. CoritentAnalysis A way of c·ategori2;ingvlFlrbalani
behavioural data based on the researcb.er1s analytical
thinking and creativity.
5.5.4. Crit;i.calIl1Q.;i.ci~~i \U observable and integral episode
of human behaviour, w:l;',ichhas a dj.l3cern,abl'eimpact. on some
outcome.
5.5.:..~Ratient A'rI. in-patient at the hospital whe(.e theresearch was carried out. ' . . ~
~§~ Qualita.tive Research A style of research which is
'llsedto interpret the :meanings; intentions and qualities of
:).uxnanbehaviout .
.g.. 5.7. The..mSiA collection of ideas that possess a common
characteristic.
~5.8. Utlit The smallest entity or item identified within a
theme or category.
(i.
I)
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5.5.9. Behaviour Anything the nurse does that can be
observed and reported upon.
5.6. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research took the form of a descriptive study, using
qualitative methodology. A cr.itical incident techn~que was
used to gather the data and a content r:thalysisto a.~alyse the ('
data.
Patients interviewed were in-patients in a large teaching
hospital in Johannesburg who were able to commundcatie in
English, 'C and whose .illness would not be exaccerbated by their
participation in the study. Patients in the paediatric wards
were excluded from the study. 92 interviews were. conducted
and transcribed, of which 9 were excluded. Reasons ror
exclusion included poor reporting, insufficient or vague
data, and negative incidents. Of the remain'.ng 83 incidents?
8 wer.e from obstetric and gynaecological patients, 9 from
surgical patient~. 27 from medical patients, 3 from
orthopaedic patients and 6 f.:roInpsychiatric patients.
Incidents were collected until no new categories were being
formed, i.e. the cat~gories were saturated.
5.6.2. The Instrument
A focusetl interview was conducted with each patient after
posing the same question to each~ Patients were askrd to
l'ecall a specific incident that they had observed or \"::..'e
part Of, that, in their opinion, illustrated competent and
caring behaviour by the nurse concerned.
5.6.3. Data Collection
Permission was sought from the va't'iousauthorities
rE.!spCJnsihlefor patient care in the institution whete the
research was conducted, and was granted.
The permission and assistance of the Sister-in-Charge of each
of the wards where patients w~re ~nterviewed was el~cited.
They were able to direct the researcher to Engli~h Jpeaking,
relatively well, patients.
An informed, written consent was obtained from each of the
patients interviewed. Time was spent prLor to commencing the
actual interview in creating a conducive atmosphere for the
il.lterview, by engaging in informal conve rae.tLon , totally
unrelated to the research. Reluctant patients were not
coerced to participate. The interviews were audio taped.
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Information regarding the type 0 f ward, ,)thesex, age ~ home
language and type~of illness of each patient Was recorded forstatistical purposes.
Batches of approximately 10 interviews were conducted at a
time, and each interview was transcribed verbatim once each
batch of interviews was completed.
5.6.4. Organizing the Data
The data Was stored on computer with the USe of a
word-processing programme. This was found more\\useful than a
data base as the information was later aorted aeqording to
words and phra.ses, rather than statistical information.
;,::-.
Each interview was all.ocated a numbe r to facilitate the later
location of information.
5.6.D. Coding and Analysing the Data
Incidents were examined and like behaviours occurring within
the incidents were identified and grouped together. The
motive or raBult of each behavj,oul'waS e}camined and this was
also takeA into consideration. Groups of J~ke behaviours were
labelled. The smallest units identified were the actual
phrases used by patients in their description of the
incident. These were referred to as "units". Like units
were then grouped into tl1.emes,and larger categories. As more
incidents were added, ne~'units Were identified and
categories and theme~ redefined.
Once this process was complete I a content analy'sis was dorie
of relevant S.A ..N.C.documentation. Th,Jrsi:p.cluded,t:he
programme objectives for the Four Year Course 1.eading to
registration a$ a NUrse (General, Community and Psych;i..atry)
and :Midwife, the Guidelines and l?hilosoph~7pf the S.A.N.C.
and the Scope of iractice for Registered Nurses.
h6.6 .:.. :ya.l.idatingthe Research
The sample wae initially divided into two, cate90rized
separately, and then com~ared for similarities •. Once the
sample was combi+"l~I_g.and the final set of categories ag.reed
upon, an expert '8onunitteewas used to validate thecategorization. \
The aommittee of experts consi$ted of four experienced.registered nurses who represented each of the disciplines
included in the sample, .i.e. General. nursing, p~ychiatric
nursing and midwiferY.
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The expert commi,t t ee .,examirfed each of the incidents and
decided whethel." or not they had been COrreCt21.ycla.ssified.
D(3cisions were made by cons~XJ:sus. The majority Ot the
classi.fi.cations made by the researcher were left unchanged,
bu t some were cl:'.tan{;.edby the commd t tee. '
.~-i' -',;'
T;he.final process ,q~ V'alidati.on was to develop a r a tl.Ql:~~la
for the categorie.ls t' and to define the categories. (WiliitJU
1989:476) This process was done by exam:ning the literature
for similarities. Th~ee types of literature were used for
this process.
Firstl~r , previous studies wer( ~xamined to compare the
classi~;ication sYs'tems used by other authors. FoX"this(i
purposEl, the follo~dn9 stud; es were consul ted : Nightingale F
in Fitz:patrick J J:, and Wh., .\L, 1989 ; Abdella.h F G,
Beland I L and Mari.~in AI 1';. ~., ; Gorham W A, 1962 ;
Rotze W J, 1979 ; ~ay in Leiniger M H, 1988 ;
Cottrell B Sf Cox ecH, and Kelsey S J, 1986 ; SANCScope of
Practice, 1987 ; a4d Benner P, 1~B4r
Secondly, sixteen ciass stUdies Were reviewed to search for
ca tegar ies of care iincluded in the study. (for details of
these studies, see ~nnexure 6.)
Thirdly, the cur r errt nurs.:i 1.tera tur e was examined to
search for other authors' ~ anations and definitions of
each of the themes and cat~yuries developed in the study.
5.7. RESULTS
(\
When review,;ing the research findings, it is importa):'lt. to bear
in mind that the categories were formed from i:o.cJ,dents thi3.t
the patients considered indicative of competence in a nurse.
The findi.ngl;i by no means .:zonstitute a complete ca.tegorizatl.on
of ,al.l skills, qualit:;I,es and Imowb=dg~ needed' by'the
professior.al nur-se to render satis£ac~ory car e , The study
will have to be e~tended cqusiderably and be designed to
Lnc l.ude other .ins\~itutions,' many more patients 13.X1dnur se s
themselveq if it is to be used as a complete profile ..
!~,
Five categories were uI tim'atelY formed,
Assi~tinQ with patient need~
Demonstrating knowledge
Interpersonal abilities
Personal Attributes
Nurturance
viz:
{~
\
.::,
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~.7~~ Assisting with Patient Needs
Xl;!. this category I the aspect important" to the patient was
that the nurse could meet, rather than identify, a need~ The
need wa4 either pointed out to the nurse by the patient, or
it was very obvious, even to a lay person. The care referred
to in this category was usu~lly functional in nature.
One gtoup of needs identified were phYsical needs, and
included' hygiene and eliminati6n, exercise and mobility
rie.eds, The term "physical" need was taken to mean those
needs pertaining to bodily functions rather than social or
mental functions.
Another group 'identified was socJ.alneeds where the word
"social" was taken to mean "pertaining to life in an "
organized community." (Davidson 1985:946) Included in
social Deeds weret the need to be rscognized as ?inindividualand the need for acceptance.
Comfort needs were also identified by the patients. Here,
the term "com£ortll was referred to in its broadest sense,
that £5, that it not only includes the absence of pain, butr'
also, " a subject of satisfaction ..freedom from armoyance;
whatever gives ease." (Davidson 1985:192) Within this
subcategory, the ability of'the nurse t? eliminate pain, to
'provide general comfort and psychological comfort, were 'all
consid.ered important. Arl e~ample of providing psychological .jlcomfort was saVing the patient from embarrassment. 1
The final group of need.s identified \-veresafety needs. Here
again, the term "safety" was viewed in its broaq.:~stSense and
taken to meat:lr IIfreedom frpm danger; security, cet·tainty."
(Davidson, 1985:8.74) Both a need for physical Dafet~'iand for
emotional security were identi'i:fied.Actions making ~~'),e.'
patient feel emotionallSt aecure lnchlded (.lo:mingto chflckon
the patie~t, giving explanations, and carr~ing out pr~ced.ures
efficiently. .
None of the exam~les oited.by pat~ents to eXplait'lwa;r'sin
wh en nurses cared for the1r phys1cal needs was complicated
or unusually time conaumf.nq, atl,dyet they were obviously
important. Hany of the incidents involved very basic care
that could have been provided by a caring, untrained, or
.semi-trained person.
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5.7.2. Demonstrating Knowledge
The category named "Demonstrating Knowledge"uwas formed from
incidents which indicated that the nurse in question
possessed some knowledge not p06Qessed ot' utilized by all
people. She was thus able to use th"s knowledge to the
benefit of the patient.
There were two different types of knowledge ment Lcned , viz.
theoretica.l knowledge and skills. With regard to the former,
patients appreciated nurses b~ing able to give them correct
information and also that the nurses knew the correct action
to take.
The skills that ver e considered important were observational
skills and psychomotor skills .. The term "skill" was used to
indicate some tYPe of action or reaction to a situation .
rathe~ than the exposition of abetract principles emphasized
in the t~~oretical knowledge subcategorY.
't7 0
bZ.3. J.1'.t.erpersonalAbilities
Within this category, exampl:'$ of both verbal and non:"'verbal
communication were giVen by patients.
With regard to verbal co~nunication, it seems significant
that all the incidents cited referred to the sending of
messages on the part of the nurse and none referred to
listening. There ar. two possible explaoations for this,
viz. either that the patients did not observe any listening
behaviours, or that they did not consider them important.
The latter possibility would seem to be unlikelY1 but the
matter warrants further research.
Non-verbal communication included touch and facial
expression. Even though this was identified as a
subcategory, few incidents were recorded, possibly due to the
cultural diversity of the patients and staff. It would
certa;i.X?-lyseem that holding a patient's handt although valuedby pci.':~\ents, is a rare phemoxnenon.
\ \ ,
By contrast, smiling was i~ommon1Y identified as an important
behaviour, and was the on1y aspect of facial expression
identified.
5.7.4. Perso~a~ Attributes
This category concentrated on what the nurse is rather than
what she does. Inherent characteristics of the nurse and
personality traits were included in this category. Within
this category, five themes wer~ identified, viz. pleasant
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disposition, patience, dependability, gentleness and
kindness, consideration lind understanding. These aspects
were identified due to the patient using these, or .similar
words to oxplain why they thought a particular nurse W€r!:!
a "good" nurse. The only outward, or physical manifestation
of these characteristics was smiling, which has alrt::i:??::-tbeen
identified in the communi.cation category, but was taken to be
an outward indication of a pleasant disposition.
5.7.5. Nurturance
The final category ta be developed was that of "Nur turance v ,
This word' S use~ by Leiniger (1970) to mean Ita feeling of
campa,ssion, intere~\tI and concern. for people. Greenberg ...
Edelstein (Geissleir'1990) developed the concept further to
include aiding, comforting, confiding, nurSing, exchanging,
fondling, establishing solidarity and promoting development
and growth. This latter definition ~s closer to the one
devel,C1ped to describe this category for the pu npo aea o f thi.s
study, where it is defined as .showing concern for patients as
individuals. The incidents in this category all included
personalized care, based on individual needs, and involved
doing l~hings for patien,ts that would not normally be expected
of the av~rage nurse.
5.8. COMPARISON OF F.INDINGS WITH THE LITERATURE
'l'b.ecomparison of the f inding.s with the Iitera tur e was done
'il~three ways. Firstly I the :JlassificatLona systems used by
4·.)~fherselected authors were reviewed. Secondly, a content
~lr.\.alysiswas d5ne on selected case studies I and lastly, the
tli,em9Sand cate\\9'oriesdeveloped for this study were compared
Wi:,'ithselected ni\\lrsingliterature, including t~e Scope of
l?ri,~cticefor Re\:'j'isteredNurses developed by the South African
NU,tsing Council \:
Th~ classification systems reviewed revealed that most
aul~hors Ln cLude "meeting neE~dsu as part of the nurse's role,
bui did not often refer to social needs directly.
De~~on.strating knowledge, Lnc Luding the skills component, were
usqally demonstrated in one way or another. There ,,,ereI
ho*ever, virtually no refarences to personal attributes of
the nurse. This could be because most of the information was
collected from nursing models which would not have included
this aspect, not being part of care in itself. The term
Itnurturance' was difficult to find in the literature, dUe to
the fact that it has only recently been coined. Aspects
included in this category, viz. availability, attentiveness"
and advocacy were, however, mentioned.
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It was interesting to note that nursing care studies are
almost entirely .~ British phenomenon. Very few wete found in
South African and American literature, although the modern
American literature often refers to mini studies, or
incidents which have become known as "vignettes."
There were many similarities between the incidents related by
patients which were used in the research study, and the
aspects of care referred to in the care studies reviewed.
Physical needs received a great deal of attention in the care
studies, and, so, to a lesser extent, did social needs and
comfort needs. :Psychological needs were not mentioned, but
the need for emotional security was identified. In the
knowledge category, theoretical knowledge and observational
skills received attention, but little mention was made of
psycho-mbtor skills. Interpersonal aspects were very
important, mentioning far more aspects within this category
than the patients in the study had done. Personal attributes
were not often mentioned, but, as the care studies were
:mostly written by the care givers themselves, this was not
surprising. Although the word "nurturance" did not appear in
the studies, the' themes identified under this category were
" mentioned.
No single author reviewe:d 5.).1. the final section of the
comParison described all t~se categories identified in the
research study, but all the categories were described by at
least one author. The Needs category, the Knowledge category
and the Interpersonal Skills category were all well
supported. Although the themes dvailability, attentiveness
and advocacy were well supported in the literatijr~, few
referred to the actual category name of Nur t.uranoe , Personal
Attributes were seldom mentioned, probably due tb the type of
literature reviewed.
5.9. RECOMMENDATiONS
In order for the study to be used for its original purpose,
the study needs to be extendeu. It should be extended to
include patients in the comm"'tnity,as well as patients in
other hospitals, and patients of all cultural groups. In
order to develop a profile of a IIgood" or "competent" nurse,
it would he of assistance to ask patients to give many
incidents rather than accepting only one from most of the
patients. Another method of solving the problem would be to
give them the list of categories and ask for examples of
incidents they may have observed in each of the categories as
well as allowing them to cite lncidents which do not fall
within the existing set of categories. This latter method may
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serve as a memory tool, without biasing the research.
J?atients should also be given the opportunity to mention
aspects of care that they believe should occur, rather than
restricting them to incidents witnessed. This would solve
the problem of importan.t aspects of care which are :not
occurrin.g in the hospital from bein.g omitted from the final
c~assification and profile. It may also be important to
interview nurses to complete the profile.
'the original study was cC\~ducte.di11: such a way that inc~d:~ntE~
were collected until the categories were saturated~ iIt is
important, however', to extend the study so that incid1"!ntsare
collected until no new themes and units are 1;e1ng formed as
it is the themen and units that would form the basis of an
evaluation instrument to test the competence ....f nur aes.,
'rhe patients were often reluctant, during interview, to speak'
freely due to the fact that interviews were held within ear~
shot of others. There was, unfortunately, no alternative
venue available. Some wer-e al '30 reluctant to participate for
fear of victimization iu the wards. For these reasons, it
would seem better, although difficult to arrange, to
interview patients once they are discharged, in the;privBcy
of tt.;;eirown homes I or in a neutral venue.
In order to prevent patients putting their own
interpretations on incidents that happened to other patients
in their wards, it would be important in a fut\~re study to
restrict in~idents to those occurring direct]y to the patient
relating th~\ incident. Longer interviews would also assist
to establish the benefit of each of the incidents to the
patient. This would assist in the categorization process.
A problem exi.acs for all rese\~.::,chersattempting to 11se a
content analysis technique in that there is no
standardization of terminolog:\l'used in this methodoloOY. What
re.ear~hers refer to as "categories" does not always mean the
sam.e thing. some mean it to refer to the::largest grouping of
infprmation, whilst others use the wot'd to describe s~nall
gro\upings. It is therefore im.perative that these terms are
defii.nedin each study making use of content analysis.
Further research should be done on the personal attributes of
the "good Ii nurse. It is import~nt to establish whether a
person can learn all the attributes required of a "good"
nurse, or Whether they need to possess them on entering the
training programme. This information is of crucial
importance to the profession of nursing as the information
should be mbide available to those selecting prospective
nurses for training.
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The whole realm of "nu r tu r.ance II needs to be developed r and
further research directed 'specifically at this aspect is
warranted. An aspect that was not included in the
categorization system was the spiritual needs of patients.
This aspect also warrants furt);ler r~search to determine ,.why
this aspect was not identified often enough to be inq'\uded in
the categorization system. '
() . 'J
It should be born in :mind that the research
insti tution only. It Ls therefore Poss~~.)ble
following recom:mend.;;.tion$may·apply only to
institution.
took pla~e in one
that the \\
thi.s particulJar
1
5.9.2. Recommendations fo~. Nursing Practice
CommundcatIon '~i'ii·thinthe institution is a problem which needs
to be addressed. Although .Eng·(lishis the oi:ficial' language
of the hospi tal, many diff\ereft.). languages are. spoken. Even
the most ba.sic communication is" :mj,ssing f r om sc.,{ne' of the
wards such as an earl,,y morning greeting. Patients feel
ignored as a r~~ult a\'o.dcannot; approach the nUrsing stat f to
discuss their i-.:."oble:ms.It' is ther~\fore importari't to
Itei nforcs tnt!?policy that .English, ~~ spoken. For this
'purpose; it may be necessary to wriHj it into the service
conditions and working contract of each new exn~,l.oyse.
Another posilFi1)lle~"f)e may be to offer English GC'. ur aes as it
is poss:j,b}!'ei<t14at.it).tenurses are not sufficiently au' fal t with
English t6\US1~it comfortably. I'I: is unfortunate, but
apparent, wpatJ:this Ls.ct.e r problem i,s .not the only r eason for
poor commutlication, but rather, that it is a. matter of
cultural arrogance. Patients are forced into a position' of
servility if they cannot communicate adequately with their
care-;rivers.
Another aspect o£.\\ the problem of poor. communication, is th,at
the patients, as a rUle, do not stay long enough for the
nurses to build up a :meaningful relationship with them. As a
result, nurses seem to have lost this art an~ eVen in the
cases where patients do stay for a significa.:b:t time; no
attempt is made to get to know them as indiViduals.
It woul~ seem that this type of cont.ct was lost when nurses
stopped doing what was known.a!'; the "beds and backs" rounc.".
An essential el.emerrt of thig t:fro.ctice was that the nur.~e .
spent time at the patient's bedside, even if c 1y to ~
straighten the Locke.r ot;-tidy the sheets. During this time
superficial conversatfbIl 'Occurred ..which ,Ott~.(l. .Led to more
meaningful exchanges in tr..~ longer term. Several patients
commented that they did not £:eel secure because nurses did
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not check on their welfare often enough, if at all, so that
they did. not know whether. tbey were l.::8ceivingadequate
treatment or not. The bedbath, which used to be the time':";
honoured way of getting to know one's patient has al.so
disappeared as the "art form" it was. When the patients are
given a bed bath;Uit is often superficial, and more often
than not carried out in a hurry by one of the most junior
members of staff.
Insu'£ficient time is spent liflteni.ngto patients I probably
due to /:),1esame problems outlini;3dabove.
There would also appear to be a deficit in basic care being
given at the hospital. More time needs to be spent on
providing for the basic needs of the patie.nt, and
particularly the comfort needs of the patient, Which seem to
be forgotten. in a 'fhigh tech. II hospital. 'l'hisis an
i:mporta;ltaspect for charge"·sisters to address, but it alao
has implications fot' training Which will be diSCUssed in the
following section. With specific regard to the comfort needs
of the patients, it would seem e!?sential t;hat every time a
:medication round is maCie, the patient sho\;·ld'at least be
asked if he is in need of analgesia. Patients are not
assessed regularly, which Jeads to this neglect. For this
reason, although it may sound beretical in nursing circles
today# it may be better to 'reintroduce functional care so
that one nurse has the responsibility for the patients'
~edication and it would be less likely to be overlooked.
Perhaps the most worrying aspect of all is that patients
expressed tear of victimization should they speak to the
researcher about the care they were receiving. It leads olie
to wonder what incidents had led to this fear, and should be
thorou9bly investigated by the hospital authorities.
In orde r to solve the above, problems wi th regard ,to nursing
practice, \'1orkshopsneed tJ;:i; be held at the hospital to enable
stAf£ to look at the fiuman'a;,i.(1eo,fnursing whic11:appears to
have all but disappeared. Part; of these workshoN~ should
allow for the development ofa strategy whereby the nurses
themselves can be cared for, and feel that they are valued
when they do give quality care. The reason for this
sugt;:;estionis that it would appear that many of the. nurses
have had insufficient care or nurturing themselves during
their lives t and the refore find it impo)<:lsipleto give to,
others. It also leads to the question"lf the human sid~ of
nursing has disappeared, with what have we replaced it ?
(i
('!
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5.9. :3'. ReconunendatiL.'1sfor tJursing Education
Much mor¢ attention needs to be given to teaching student
nUrses the fundamentals of nursing. This would ensure they
become mor~ aware of the l:'~eedfor basic nursing care.
Aspects th~t have previousl~ been taken for granted. such as
the importance of greeting a perqpn .when meeting. them for \~the
first time that day, need to be taug~'lt. Although the South
African Nursing Council curriculum for the Four Yea~ course
states that a course should be offered on the fundam~,ntals of
nursing, this aspect is often integrated into Nursing
Science. Thi.s has possibly led to the fundamentals being
side-lined and students do not see them as being as import~nt
as they Should be. -~
I~
Another way of 9plving- the poor provision of hasic care in
hos'pitals would be to educate the patient as to what he can
rightly expect, and, if the problem of intimidation can beo
resolVed, to demand his rights. This matter will have to be,
addressed through the media and other means r~ public
education. ,'~'
I)
Students need to be assiated to understand thems,F.llves,the
factors that inflUence their behaviour and their motivations
and personal characteristics, so that they can begin to
understand and help others.
Students also need to be taught at least basic communication
in the dominant "black" 1a1.19uage0.£ the area, and be given
the oP90rtunity to improve their spoken English dUr,ing their
training course. More emphasis on non-verbal skill~ needs to
be given during the basic and post basic training courses.
,A mor-e streamlined; effective system' of nursing car-e plans
needs to be developed to emphasise the importance of bCisic
car~ and ensure th~t such care is given. The present system
prescribed in training hospitals is cumbersome and therefore
ignored. .
Far more emphasis needs to be given to the teaching and
evaluation of affective skills in a multi-cultural:society,
as it would seem that patients value these more th~n .
cognitive or psychomotor skills.
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5.10. CONCLUSION
With regard to answering the rgsearch questions~ this study
has achieved a measure of success, but has generated even
further questions that need to be addressed before the
problem can be solved, i.e. to draw qp an evaluation
instrument to measure the nurse IS cOf,lpetence.
,':~
It would see:rnclear that a set of (friteria can be developed
from the perceptions that patients have of what constitutes
nursing competence, but further research still needs to be
done before such a set of criteria would be sufficiently
comprehensive.
Wi th regard to the second research question, lido patients and
the 'SANC use common c1.'iteria when evaluating nursing
competence", it was di,;f.ficulto answer this directly. This
was due to the fact that the S.A.N.C. documentatio:n is very
difficult to analyse as few behaviours, as such, are
mentioned. D
The programme objectiVes of the'S.A.N.e. could not be
analysed by means of the type of content analysis done on the
patie.nt interviews. The Scope of, Practice did, however I
offer some direction,' Ie wou l.d\\ppear that Abde Ll.ah.' s model
(1960) forms the basis for the Scope of Practice, and as
such, patient needs are of paramount importance. This
aspect, therefore coincided largely with the first category
identified in the research $,ttldy,a1though large
discrepancies occurred between the study and the Scope of
Practice with regard to the other categbries.
~The research study was limited, and, as explained in the
reccmmenda tions, Deeds to be enlarged before being used" for
its original purpose. A major difficulty is that ncompetenc~lI
and "caring" ~re abstract concepts. The qualitative
methodology employed does, however, greatly assist in
overcoming the problem of researching abstract concepts.
))
/i
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ANNEXURE 1
ABBREVIATIO~S
S.\NC
Objective Structured Clinical Evaluation
South A.frican Nursing Council
OSCE
CIT Critical Incident Technique
J','_/
BEHAVIOUR
CATEGORY
COMPETE.NCE
CONTENT
ANALYSIS
CRITICAL
INCIDENT
:PATIENT
QUALITATIVE
RESEARCH
RECORDING
UNIT
THEME
Annexm::-e 2,
DEFINlTIQNS
Anything the nurse does that dan be obser~ed and
reported upon
The highest class under which"themes and units
are systematically arranged
The quality or stat~i. of having sufficient
knowledg~" judgemeQ,t skill or strength
A way of categorizing verbal and behavioural:
data based On the re!!ll~archer; a analytical
thinking and cr e.ati.v:,~;/t:y <:::,,." (', ..... '"
An observable and i)j;e~gral epieode of human
behaviour, which has ~',Idi.6cernable im.pact on
some out come, /I .,
An in-patient at the h9,\spital where th~ study
was carried out
A style of research, whi,lOhis used to interpret
the meanings, interJ.ti.o~:':1 and qualities of human
behaviour ,. ,
The smallest entity or item identified within
the theme or category
A collection of ideas that possess a common
characteristic
\\
o .{/
ANNEXURE 3
INFORMATION SHEET - RESEARCH. ON
IIPERCEPTIONS OF NURSING COMP.t._ "CEII
/), '. • . .. .' .. '. ". /y. .•.. . . . .,~'~'I am currently conduct~ng research to determ~ne how you, the
patient, evaluate who is a "good" and "competent" nurse.
In order to do this, you will be askedl by the researcher, to
recall a specific incident that you observed or were part of,
;:hat, in your opinion, illustrated a competent and caring
behaviour by the nurse concerned.
Participation in this research is voluntary - yOU are under
'0.0 obligation to assist in thE')ri,~search. Your treatment in
the hospital will not be influenced in any way by your
decision whether to cooperate or :not. You may, at any stage
dUl-ing the interview I terminate the iritervie\'lif you so wish.
The interview is expected t6 take 3 - 5 minutes and will be
aUdio taped.
Please sign below if you agree to participate in this
research, subject to th~ above conditions.
Patient's signature ... f/ ., e,. iii •.• ." •••• , •••••••• '••
Thank yoU
~iss S J Armstrong
\~I,
II Annexure 4
SUMMARY OF COMPARISON OF SCOPE OF PRACTICE OF PERSONS
WHO ARE REGISTERED OR ENROLLED UNDER THE,NURSING; ACT, 197.8
(R1469) AND THE CLASSIFICATION SYSTE1-l DEVELOPED FOR THE
RESEARCH STUDY
BEHAVIOUR SOURCE c CATEGORY THEME~------------------------~----------------------------------
Observation
Administration
of medicine
Monitoring
vital signs
Honitoring
reaction to
disease etc
i\!' . (Tea'Ch3.ng
Counselling
Maintenance
of hygiene
Physical
comfort
R~assurance
Promotion 6£
exer.cise
Promotion of
rest
Promotion of
sleep
Oxygen supply
Fluid balance
Protection of
skin/healing
Nutrition
a Knowledge
c Knowledge
c Not inclUded
c Knowledge
d Knowledge
Ii
d Not included
e Meeting ~'leeds
{~)
e Heeting needs
.,;._...-'
e Meeting needs
::::.<
:Ii Meeting needs
f Not inq,luded
;" ,
£ Not included
h Not included
i ,~ Not inclUded
j Meeting needs
1 Not included
Psychomotor
Observation
Theoretical
Hygiene
Psychological
"':Mopi,'lli1::Y '&
e~etcise
(ii'
Comfort
Hygiene
Mobility
BEHAVIOUR--~--~--~------------------------~--~~--~-~-~---~------~--~-SOURCE CAtEGORY THEME
"Elimina.tion
Communica.tion
Therapeutic
acts
Coordination
regimes
Advocacy
Care ofdying'
m
\.:Meeting needs Elixrlination
& hygiene
Verbal &
non-verbal
n Interpersonal
skills
q Knowledge ..Psychomotor
r .Not included
s Nurturance Advocacy
t Not included
iJ
CLASSIFICATiON O~.CATEGORIES
1. ASSISTING WITH NEEDS
1.1 Physical Needs
1.1.1
1.1.2
Hygiene and elimination
Exercise and m9bility
1.2 Safety Needs
1..2 .1
1.2.2
Physical
Emotional security
1.3 Comfort Needs
1.3.1
1. 3.2
1.3.3
Elimination of pain
Gel.'\eral
]/sychological
1.4 Social Needs
1.4:.1
1.4.2
Acceptance
Recognition as an individual
2 . DEMONSTRATnJ~ KNOW~EDGE
2.1 Theoret~~al knowledge
2.2 ,Skills
2.2.1
2.2.2
Psychomotor
Observation
3. INTERPERSONAL ABILITI~!S
3.1 Verbal Communication
3.2 Non Verbal Communication
3.2.1
3.2.2
Faaial Expression
Touch
4. PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES
4.1 Patient
4.2 Pleasant Disposition
4.3 Dependability
4.4 Kind, considerate and understanding
4.5 Gentleness
ANNEXURE 5
5 • Nt1RTURANCE
5.1 Availability
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.2 Advocacy
Solicited
Unsolicitsd
5.3 Attentiveness
- .2 -
i
\\
1\
.~.
ANNEXURE 6
.~
CLASSIF!CATION OF THEMES
ASSISTING WITH NEEDS
SUBCATEGORY THEMES 0 o ,-; INCIDENT
, NUMBERS '~)/
____ .... ._ __ IOo.; ...... \L . ....~ __ ,_ ......_--.;_--------..-r:~.--
Physical needs H~lped patient wash 3 t 11, 83, 88
{Hygiene, &
elimination) Combed patient's hair 20
Washed patient after
elimination
22,23,45,49
Gave tablets to stop
diarrhoea
75
Washed patient's hair
Physical needs
(Exercise &
mobility)
Helped patient walk
Helped/persuaded
patient to sit up
Ii
79,
11,81
46, 69
Safety neeQs
(physicalJ '
Stayed with patient 3
Safety needs
(emotional
security)
Explanation mad~
patient fe~l sepure
Contact with patient made
bim feel secure
1, 65, 78, 84
c
7, 10, 16., 26,
67, 80, 82
Capable actions made patient 14, 44
feel secure
Comfort needs
(Elimination of
pail'l.)
Assisted patient to take
analgesia
51
Asked patient if needed .2
analgesia
Conducted procedure causing 6,27,43, 50tminimal: pa.in 90
Gave analgesia promptly when 13, 77
asked
Asked doctor to prescribe 17, 1~
analgesia
Assessed reason for pain and 36,37,39,86
took appropriate action to
eliminate it.
II SUBCATEGORY THEMES INCIDEijT
NUMBERS
Comfort needs
(General) -;
Comfort needs
(Psychological)
Social Needs
(Acc.eptaXJce )
(1
Social Needs
(Recognition as
an individual)
\\Gave hot drink
O
Warmed bedpan
Tuned radio perfectly
" f! 1
Washed h\/i.rto preven~
intitcltion
Rubbed patient's back
Put ointment on dry lips
Arranged pillows
9
25
66
79
3g', 87
~8
36
Wash,ed patient the "Ilayshe
preferred
AttitUde !luring unpleasant 23 I 49 t 70, 72
Procedure saved embarrassment
I)
Made patient feel part of
ward group
Accepted patient despite
being different/unpleasant
Recognized individual
'need
Made patient feel special
<)
Acknowledged patient's
,('.!input ..
11
15,28, 38, 69
70
20, 32, 33,
40, 49, 80
41., 78, 79 I 80
74
it
SUBCATEGORY
DEMONSTRATING KNOWLEDGE
THEMES
________________ - •• _~ A • _
I,WC:!DENT
NUMBERS
Theoretical
Knowledge
Knew c.orrect action co "take
Able to give p~tient
information
Skills
(Psycho:mo'c;'br)
Dress;j..ngdone efficiently
Painful procedure done with
mit,dmal pain
Bedpan given efficientli
'"I
Difficult task done well
Dispiays general dexterity
Assisted pa~ient to take
analgesia
/,-Skills
{opservationc}
Notices if patient in ,ne'ed
Assesses the situat:i,pn
II
2,,16,,'37,64,
75,' 76 I 89
32,42,84
4, ~S, 68, 90
4, 1-2, 27 I 4 3 r
so
30; 71, 7~, 81/
86
31
6,2L 38, 39,
46
40 t 4'4
o
INTERPERSONAL ABILITIES
SUBCATEGORY THEMES INCIDENT
NTJMB~RS___ . ' ........_ ..........._ ........._ ........-_ ....;,-----_-0.._----_._-_.,. __ ._ .........._ .....__ ...........- - ......_-_._,.::..._- _
Verbal
Coxnfuunication1!
Explained to patient 1, &4
Mao,aged despite commund ca tLcn 5, 3.2
problem 0
Reassured patient
Gr:eeted patient a. 15, 7J.
Talked to patient 10, 18, 69
Enquired after pa.tient t s
health 29, 33, 80
Non Verbal
Coltlln\.lnication
Smiled 4 p 8,., 24, 49 I
62, 72,. 87
(Facial
expreesion)
Pleasant expression 34
Non° Verbal
Communication
(Tou.ch)
Stroked/patted patient
H~ld patient's hand
,";",
Hugsed patient
6, 10
7, 78
16 r 69, 80
':1
SUBCATEGORY
E$RSONAL ATTRIBUTES
TImMES INCIDENT
NtJMBERS_____________ - ----------- w _
Patient
Pleasant
disposi~ion
.-::.
D.epengability
Kind, Considerate
and understanding
Gentleness
Did not rush - took time
Deal t wi t1'J.~difficul t
patient/situation ,·lith
patience .
_()
Nurse was patient
Enjoys what she is doing
Seemed happy to see patient
Friendly
Displays sense of humour
Alweys in a good mood
,h.: : . _" (,..-,::)'
Consistent
1t 25 I 31
5 , 40 , 86 v
~~)
10, 23
4, 23
8
24
28, 44
34, 70
35, 82
Comd to work despite being
ill 62
Does work others "shitk
Kind & considerate
Concerned & helpful
Understanding
Gentle
73
37,67,84,89
66
83
50,68,90
NURTt1RANCE
SUBCATEGORY THEMES INCIDENT
NUMBERS-----------------------------------------------------------------
Availability
(Solicited)
Come straight aRay
when cc.f~led
Made time to do what
patient a,sked
Availability
(Unsolicited)
Stayed with the patient
Accompanied patient
Come to check on patient
'~"""~\,
Advodac,y
Come to help patient
Ir~erpreted doctors
eX'planatio)l C;)
Asked doctor for treatment
for patient,
\
Called do ciEt..,..:i when patient
needed him ;
"Showed special concern
Went out of her way for
patient
Spent time with patient
I';f
.I
II
13, 18, 46, 52
72, 73
70
1, 3, 7, 16,
19, 261 61, 78,
84
11
33, 67
45
1
17, 89
74, 76
II
1., 2 I 3, Ib,
20 t 77, 82, 84,
88
9 ,1 1 7, 29, 37 ,
41, 47, 61,75,
85
11
INCIDENTS
ANNEXURE 1
NUMBER ~ 1 WARD: OES SEX F AGE 28 LANG A
ILLNESS: Addisons Disease. Pregnant \1
INCIDENT: The pat:i.:elltin that bE.d has something wrong with her
baby. The doctor came to explain. that the baby waa not normal
and that she would have to have a caesar to get it out. The
nurse stayed with her after the doctor had gone and explained
OVer and over again what was wrong with the baby and that the
caesar would not save the baby's life but that it was necessary
to get it out. She carried on" explaining and explaining until
she was s'::Lisfied that the patient: unde ratocd , She gave
attention to that patient. I could see when she f.:i.l'lishedtht\t the
Patient wasn't so upset anymore.
~ ..f:;.,~
ACTIONt*BEHAVIOuRS !Gave information-c
.- \'SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT: Took a lot of time
~nd effort to explain.
1. Explanation made patient feel safe
2. Explained to patient
3~?Did not rush - took time
4.' Stayed with the patient
5. Went out of her way
6. Interpreted doctor's explanation
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting with needs
2. Interperson~l abilities
3. Personal attributes
4. Nurturance
5. Nurturance
6. Nurturance
SUBCAT .;1. Safety needs (~Xllot;tona;
2. Vt1rb;:il co:mt.tuuica.tion
3. Patient
4~ Availability (unsolicited)
5. Showed special qonce.rn
6. Advocacy
o
NUMBER : 2 WARD: das SEX: F AGE 28 LANG: A
'''::;
ILLNESS: Confinement. Prem baby
INCIDENT : I am always careful not to be "9, demanding patient I but
:c appreciated it when On the third day a'ftermy ca,~sarr the nurse
came into my room > she kllOWSthat the r.third day is bad with the
winds and pa;j.nand ~verythin9 - and she asked lIate ::;''::'lu
comfortable, do you neec!"something (],orpain'?10 I know you should
ask if you need something, but when someone asks me ....that mean5
a lot to me.
,-,
ACTIONS/BtmAVIOURS : Came into room. Asked after patient.
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT : ~atient hates to
ask fat' anything so didn I t have to when nurse anticipated
problem.
THEME 1. Asked patient if needed analgesia
2. Know correct action to take
3. Showed special CODcern
CA'rEGORY: 1. Assisting with need.s
2. Demonstrating knowledge
3. Nurturance
SUB CAT 1. Comfort needs
2. Theoretical knowledge
3. Attentiveness
NUMBER : 3 WARD : GYNAE SEX F AG~ 18 LANG! A
ILLNgSS :" Septic Abortion
))
n
INCIDgNT : I decided to go for a shower and I was very weak. 'rhe
nurse walked me all the way to the shower and she sat in the
shower cubicle with.me to see that I was OK. She helped :meto
wash and everything'.
ACTIONS/l3EB..l\VIOURS : Accompar,liedpatient to the showax-.
Stayed with her. Helped her wash.
SALIEN'! ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEW~OINT : NUrse made
that patient was safe.
sUre
() 1. Help6d patient wash
2. StaYed with patient
3, Stayed with b~tient
4. Showed special ~oncern
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting with needs
2. Assisting with needs
3. Nurtura.nce
o 4. Nurturance
/..~' .SUB CAT 1. Physical needs (hygiene)
2. Safety needs (physical)
3. Availability (unsolicited)
4. Attentiveness
NUMBER : 4 WARD: GY1~A~ SEX F AGE 37 LANG E
ILLNESS: Hysterectomy
INCIDENT: This nul' SEI, she had to do my dressing. She was so
efficient and professional. She came and set out everything so
nicely and precisely, ••• she took out ••• wha,t do you call t-;hose
things •••. sterile bowls. and the cotton wool ••. she seemed to
really enjoy what she was doing ••. alway,s smiling and everyth:Lng.
She did thy dressing in such a methodical 'l1ay. I just know that
pha like,s being a nurse •.. She likes everything she doea ... She
is like that every day. She has such a pleasant manner ,deb.
everyone.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS: Did dressings methodically. Smiled
SAI"IENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT: The nurse is happywith her joh. . 0
THEME : 1. Dressing done efficiently
(' 2\ Smiled
3!,,~ :Enjoys, what "she is doing
\'-1
CATEGORY:1. Demonstrating knowledge
2. Intet'p,~rsonal abilities
3. Personal atttibutes
SUBCAT '~1. 51(.i118 O?sychomotor)
2. Non verbal communication
3. Pleasant disposition
(J
. ['I
[I
.NUMBER :. 5 WARD : StTRG SEX MAGE 28 LANG E
ILLNES~: Obstructed bowel
\,~,-
INCIDENT : That old man in the corner .•. he is I,talian ••• he
was a bit()m.ixed 'UP" .yesterdCiY and the nurses had to restrain him
••• but the way they talked to him ••• they soothed him •.• you
ktloW.,. they kept saying "sorry, we have to ~o this." They were
v~r;y nice to him and talked to him although ;tlies" coul.dn ' t: speak
his language.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS : talked to the patien;
SALIEN'l'ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT ..: Patieo.t made to
feel calm a~ result of nursesf actions.
THEME.,: 1~ Managed despite comxnunication prcblem
2. D~plt with a difficult patient with Patience
.;i
~,>'~ r ~~.~~::~,)
\/ '~,?
o
CATEGORY:1. Interpersona!. abilities
.2. Persona)l at \";tl.butes
SUBCAX 1. Verbal ccmm:.. 'O.ication
2. Patient
NUMBER : 6 WARD: SURG SEX F AGE: 50 LANG PEDI
ILLNESS: Thyroidectomy
INCIDENT : When the nurse came to do my dressing .•. you know it
is sore and I am nervous '" she says "don't worrYt I won't hurt
you and she touches me smootfll:vand gently. She watches my face
and she can see when there is a change in my face that it is sore
••• and she feels guilty ••. and she says sorry and starts to pat
you ..• like this •.. and then \,lhenshe sees she haa cooled you
down, she says "is it sore here?" and then she s.a,ys"don't worry,
I have to press here ., there is a certa-in thing that I) have to
take out, hut there, it is finished now •.• now you can coeL down
••• it's allover. II She doe.an"t just say III am doing my :i')b, .••
I have to do this otherwise I am leaving you '0' you can just go
rotten." This oue, she talks to you nicely .•. ahe does thingsgently, gently like a baby.
ACTIONS1BE1t\VIOURS : Talked to..patient. Took out drain.
SALIENT ASPECTS FRO},!INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT : NUrse was gentle
and tried not to cause 1'ai£1'•
THEME .! 1. Conducted procedUre causing minimal pain
2. Painful procedul9 done with little pain
3. Notieas if patient in need
4. Reassured patient
5. Stroked (patted) patient
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting needs
2. Demonatrating knowledge
3. Demonstrating knowledge
4. Intetpersonal abilities
5. Interpersonal abilities
1. Comfort needs (elimination pain)
2. Psychomotor skills
3. Observation skills
4. Verbal communication
5. Non verbal (touch)
NUMBER : 7 WARD: SURG SEX F AGE: 22 LANG E
ILLNESS : (:;~bdominalmass. chrcne 's disease.
INCIDENT : I went down to radiology and they stuck a long need!e
in .• th~ were trying to" drain.an abscess t' and this nurse .,
it wasn't very sore '0 but I was being a real coward about the
whole thing .. and I was lying there with my head turned the
other wa.y •. and this nUrse caniearo'l..lndthe back of my head andsaid Udon't worry, you're doing OK" That to me i,a super. Just
to take a bit of time to she people you care. She took my hand
and said "don't worry you're doing fine". She was a good nurse.
You know they are &11 pretty WE.l1 trained, they can do dreSSings
and p~t up drips and give injections .and the whole lot, but if
they take ti~a .,.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS: Held patient's hand. Spoke to her.
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT,:
NUrse cared enough to spend time with her.
THEME 1. Contact with patient made him feel safe
2. Reassured patient
3. Held patient1s hand
4. Stayed with patient
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting needs
2. Interpersonal abilities
3. Interpersonal abilities
4. Nurturance
SUBCAT 1. Safety needs (emotional)
2. Verbal communication
3. Non verbal (toUch)
4. Availability (unsolicited)
NUUSER : a .WARD : SURG SEX
~,.~
ILLNESS: Surgery on liver
INCIDENT : This nurse has a smiling face. She COmes in the
morning and greets you and seems happy to see you. It is not
what she says, it is because she smiles.
F AGE ,67 1~ANG GERMAN
ACTIONSlBEHAVIOURS : Smiled. Greeted the patient.
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPO!NT : Smiling indicatesthat she values the p~tient. ..
THEME 1. Greeted patient
2. Smiled
3. Seems happy to see patient
CATEGORY: 1. Interpersonal abilities
2. Interpersonal abilities3. Personal attributes
BUB CAT 1. Verbal eommunication
2. Non verbal (facial expression)
3. Pl~~sant disposition
WJMBER : 9 WARD: SURG SEX: F AGE 76 LANG E
ILLNESS: Stricture oesophagus
INCIDENT: I went to have one of those pipes put down my throat.
When I came back, I asked the nurse to give me a hot cup <0£ tea.
She went straight away and made me a cup of tea. It wasn't tea
tii'he•.• she did it specially. I helped me.
AC1'IONS/BERAVIOURS : Made patient a cup of tea. o
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWE,ES VIEWPOINT ~ Patient telt valued
as nurSe did it specially.
TBEME -:1. Gave hot drink after unpleasant procedure
2. Went out of her way for patient.
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting with ;p.eeds
2. Nurturance
SUBCAT 1. Comfort (general)
2. Attentiveness
i'
I~\
NUMBER : 10 WARD: GYNAE SEX F AGE 32 LANG A
ILLNESS: Caesar. Prem baby
INCIDENT: When my baby was first admitted to the prem unit it
was c;1 traumati.c experience as you think that it is just for pr em
babies and babies that are going \':0 die ...tha t 's wha t you see on
TV. When I first went into the unit the Sister who WaS 10t:Jking
after my bt3.by,was' standing at her incubator just stroking her .
head - you know ..it was unriece$sary~ but is was such a. loving
gesture. !thought "wonderful, at least someone is going to be
loving towards her. ShE:!is not going to miss me so much." It's
a small thing but is meant sO much. She has nicknames for the
baby like "pumpkin" and ttsausagen• She is so patient - she is
wonderful with my baby •.. honestly •..
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS: Stroked baby's head. Called it nicknames.
Stood at incubator.
SALIENT A~.PECTS FROM INTERVIE¥.'EES VIEWPOINT: Nurse would love
baby in .mother's absence.
THEME 1. Contact with patient made him feel safe
2. Talked to patient
3. Stroked patient
4. NUrse was patient
5. Shm'led special concern
OJ
CATEGORY: 1. AesistitlSt' with ne~ds
2. Interpersonal abilities
3. Interpe~sona10abilities
4. Personal attributes
5. Nurturance
SUBCAT 1. Safety needs (exnotional security)
2. Verbal communication
3. Non verbal communication (toQch)
4. l?atience
5. Attentive
ii
.!J
I:'
NUMBER. : 11 WARD SURG SEX: F AGE!, 42 LANG :jf
Jl
/1ILLNESS : H~··..",\a 1/
),
INCIDENT : I hate being washed"'! really need a bath. gihe
took .me into the ::::'athroontand stood with me while I s#oQd 'in
the bath and she washed me there. I find it very impo1;,·tant•..
it was very caring •••she took the time. _
AcrrONS1BEHAVIOURS : Washed the patient.
SALIEN'!'ASPECTS FROM' INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT
to cater fer ~ndividual need.
Went out of way
THEME 1. Helped patient wash
2. Helped patient to walk
3. Washed patient in the way she prefE'!rred
4. Accompanied the patient
5. Spent time wi,tllthe patient
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting needs
2. Assisting needs
3. Assisting needs
4. Nurturance
5. Nur.,tut'anCe
SUBCA'l' 1. Hygiene and elimination
2. EXercise and mobility
3. Comfort (psychological) '"
4. Availability (unsolicited)
5. Attentiveness
NUMBER : 12 WARD : SURG SEX F AGE 43 LANG ,URDU
ILLNESS: Diabetic. Gallstones
INCIDENT : This nurse - she treated me well, and when she~_-icked lIly finger for m:y~ sugar diabetes. she was kind - she
didn't hurt lIle. She didn't do jumping and make you frightened.
She has to the art of doing it - when she does it doesn't hurt
so much.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS : Did dextrostix
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT : Did it withouthurting.
THEME 1. Conducted procedure causing minimal pain
2. Painful procedure done with little pain
CATEGORY: 1. iXssistingneeds
2. Demonstrating knowledge
SUBCAT 1. Comfort (elimination of pain)
2. Skills (psychomotor)
I)
NUMBER : 13 WARD: SURG SEX F AGE 49 LANG
ILLNESS : Abdominal f;urgery
INCIDENT: When I tell (this sister that I am in pain, she comes
straj.ght away and gi'l;es me an injection. I ask her and then she
brings it t. she doesn't wait.
AC'l'IONS/BEHAVIOURS : Brought analgesia
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT
patient waiting for analgesia
Doesn't keep
THEME 1. Ga.Veanalgesia promptly ,,,hen asked.
2. Came straight away when called.
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting needs
2. Nu::-turance
SU'BCAT L Comfort (elimination pain)
2. Availability {solicited}
NUMBER : 14 WARD : MED SEX F AGE 54 LANG E
ILLNESS : Emphyse~a
!NCIDENT : 'I'his nurse dealt wi tr. an emergency situation without
panicking. She knew what she was doing-l have cOD:€:L.ience in that
nurse.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOUR.S:Deal t with emergency si r'ua tioD.
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM :(,NTER.VIEWEESVIEWPOINT : Patient felt
comfor.ted that nurse could deal with a frightening situation
THEME 1. Capable actions made patien,t feel secure
2. Knew correct action to take
CATEGORY':1. Assisting :needs
2. Demonstrating knowledge
/? ';!~~,
StiBCAT : 1. Safety needs (emotional" secure)
2. Theoretir,al \):<nowledge
II
!!
c:
NUMBER : 15 WARn: MED, SEX: F A\GE 22 l.ANG E
ILLNESS : Pneumonia
INCIDENT: My best nurse sa.y·st "good morning, how are you? ;;'lwhen
! wake in the morning. It makes me feel like a person. (
AC'l'IONS/BEHA'!IOURS : (keeted patient
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM UIXERV.!EWEES VlEWPOINT
as patient as a person
Nurse interested
,)
THEME : 1. Greets the patient
2. Made patient feel part of group
CAT.EGORY: 1. Interp€lrsonal abil:i.t:ies
2. Assisting needs
SUB CAT 1. Verbal c.ommunication
2. Social n.ed, (acceptanc.)
\)
NUMBER : 16 WARD: MED SEX F AGE: 71 LANG E
·:,ILLNESS : Cardiac
INCIDENT :I waf?upset one ....d y- I was crying and this nurse came
and put her arm ar-ound me - it was so helpful. 'I was d6wn'in thedumps and it made me feel much better. C< ';',1
t'>
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOuRs: Put arm around patient.
SALIENT ASPEC'l'SFROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT: Nurse cared eno1.4gh
to cheer her up.
TBEME : 1. Contact \'iithpatient made him feel secure
2. Bugged p~tient3~ Stayed with patient
CATEGORY 1. Assisting needa
2. Interpersonal abil~ties
3. Nurturance
SUBCAT : 1. Safety needs (emotional security)
2. Non verbal (touch)
3. Availability (unsolicited)
li
NtThfBER:17 WARD: MED SEX MAGE: 21 LANG: A
ILLNESS ~.T. B. Collapsed lUllg
-:;;/!
INCIDENT: Itl1 tell you about one incident. I aske~~this nurse
for a pain pill arid she just said "the doctor hasn't prescribed
one for you" but this other one I the good one, she saio. it wasn't
prescribed but she woUld go and ask the doctor - and sha did.
She came ,.backwith the pill. She mustn't just turn and walk away
Ot" sey "oh well, same old story. II
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS : Asked doctor for analgesia for patient
SAL.lENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT : Nut se prepared to
go out of per way for patient.
,~
1. Ask~d doctor to prescribe al",lalgesiaand gave it
2. Went out of way for patien~
3. Asked doctor for treatment ~ patient
CATEGOHY: 1. Assisting needs
2. Nurtutance
3. Nurtutance
')
.:1. Comfort (elimination of pain)
2. Attentiveness
3. Advoca'cy
NUMBER: 18 WARD: NED SEX : MAGE
ILLNESS: Renal Failure
23 LANG A
INCIDENT: This nurse, you don't 'have to shout and scream for
her to give you something. You just say "nurse" and she comes
inunedia tely wi th it. She helps YOu. Every now and again she asks
you "how are you'? II UDoyou need something? It That's wha.t I like
about her.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS: Came when called. Aslts patient if needs
cuxything. Asks alter patient. J
I
SALIE\~TASPECTSFROM INTERVIEWEESVIEWPOINT: Most nurses have/If ~
to be~called. This one cares enough to come quickly or without If
being called.
THEME 1. Talked to the patient
2. Came to patient wh.en called
CATEGORY:1."fonter-personal abilities
2<r ,Ntlrturance
SUBCAT 1. Verbal communication
2. Availability (solicit~d)
NUMBER : 19 WARD MED SEX: MAGE:
ILLNESS: D.V.T
53 LANG: E
INCIDENT : These two good little nur~eE(l- they are a.lways there
to do the heavy work. The others run'~~ay but these cinesaren'tshirkers - they stay and do the work ~ even the unpleasant tasks.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS : Carried OUt unpleasant tasks
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERV!EWEES VIEWPOINT : Most other nurses
shirk unpleasant duties.
THE:t-{E 1. Stayed "rith patient
CATEGORY ~ 1. Nur'turance
SUB CAT 1. Avail,ability (unsolicited)
(\
.Nt.TMBER : 20 WARD': MED SEX F AGE: 57 LANG A
ILLNESS : Lung problem
INCIDENT : ~eople seldom take notice of me. I think of myself
"'as.a poor white. Then all of a sudden, a black nurse came to me
and sa,q that I am.not So good dressed and she rubbed my back and
combed my hair. I think that is very good of her. It made me
feel good.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS : Rubbed back. Combed hair.
SAL.IENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT : Black nurse cared
enough to make a poor white feel good.
1. C<;llnbedpatients hair
2. RecogniseGl individual need
3. Accepted patient despite being different
4. Rubbed patient's back
5. Showed special concern
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting with needs
2. Aa~isting with needS
3. Assisting with needs
4. Assisting with needs
5. Nurturance
I'
I1. PhYsical needs (hygiene Ii elimination)
2. Social needs (recognition as individual)
3. Social ~eeds (acceptance)
4. Comfort (general)
6. Attentiveness
\)
NUMBER: 21 WARD: MED SEX: MAGE 87 LANG E
ILLNESS: Electrolyte imbalance
INCIDENT: This good nurse - if she can study the patient tathe
extent that she can give the patient service - that .is a good
nurse. She doesn't jus.t walk pa.st and take no notice. She
notices everything that is happening to the patient and assists
where necessary, She sees things that need dOing and does them.
The patient doesn't have to ask her - she sees it and does it.
A~T!ONS/BEHAVIOURS : Observes patient. Takes appropriate action.
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT
patient in need. Doesn't first have to ask.
Notices when
THEME 1. NotiC&s if patient in need
CATEGORY 1. lJemonstra.tingknowledge
SUBCAT 1. Skills (observational) "
o
NUMBER: 22 WARD
ILLNESS: T.B.
MED SEX MAGE 52 LANG A
INCIDENT ~ The old man is very hairy and he's got long ohair
everywhere - you know whci'tI mean - no amount of toilet pa.per
helps but she (the nurse) realised this and brought;wa.terto wash
him - tha.t'sthe only way to get properly clean.
ACTIONS/BEHAV!OURS : Washed patient after using bedpan.
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT : Nurse assessed
situation and used initiative.
THEME 1. Washed patient after elimination
2. Recognized individualized need
CATEGORY: L Assisting with needs
2. Assisting with needs
SUBCAl' 1. Physical needs (hygiene and elimination)
2. Social needs
:1
o
NUMBER: 23 WARD: ORTHO SEX F AGE 83 LANG: E~
ILLNESS: Hip replacement
INCIDENT : When she has to come and clean you up and , that sort
of thing I she doesn't do it with a grudge. Sh:" '.noes it
willingly. She isn't bad tempered. She says things that buck
me up like "don't worry, you'll be gett:i.ngcbetter, take your
time." She is patient.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS : Talks to patient
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM HITERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT
good grace.
Does tasks idth
THEME 1. Washed patient after elimination
2. Attitude during unpleasant task saved
embarrassment "
3. Enjoys Whl she is doing
4. She is par ,..en.t
patient
CATEGORY: 1. A~sisting with needs
2. Assistirig with needs
3. Personal attribut~s
4 ... Personal a.ttributes
SU~CA.T 1. Physical needs (hygiene & elill".ination)."
2. Comfort":o.eeds (psYchological)
3. Pleasant disposition
4. Patience
i)
NUMBER ~,: 24 WARD: MED SEX F AGE
ILLNESS: M.S
47 LANG a
INCIDENT: There's one - she's such a nice little girl. She is
always pleasant. She ia friendly. She smiles all the tbuSl -
when she is wa.shing yOU or giving you :f;ood. It makes me fe.el
less sic~.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS : Smiles while she works
SALIENT ASlJECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT : Friendly aur se
makes her f~el less sick.
THEME 1. Smiled
2. Friendly
CATEGORY: 1. !:p,terpersona.labilities
2. Perso~al attributes
S'(]13CAT 1. Non verbal (facial expressio)4.)
2. PleaSant disposition
NUMBER! 25 WARD: ORTRO SEX f AGE! 76 L~~G E
ILLNESS: Rip replacement,
,I.NCIDENT.: When she gave me the bedpan she did it nicely. She
made it warm and cne lifted me - didn't jUst shove it in. She
didn't rush me. She waited until I had finished.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS : Warmed bedpan. Lifted patient onto it.Waited for her. 9
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT : Nurse took time to
complete task well and preserve patient's comfort.
'rBEME 1. Warmed bedpan
2. Bedpan given efficiently
3. Did not rush patient
CATEGORY: 1. Assisted with needs
2. Demonstrating knowledge
3. Personal attributes
SUBCAT 1. Comfort (general)
2. Skills (ps~2homotor)
3. Patience
NUMBER: 26 WARD: ) ~'\D SEX: MAGE
ILLNESS: ,Lung problem
c
42 LANG ;':E (\
('.
c'INCIDENT :1 had a.verY pad a t tiaok-iandthis bne ~:.ta££ nur-se ... she
was constantly with me .•• I was comatose and she nefer. left .my
bedside. She was incredible. She actually prayed fl:tt l\~e.['..she
was always there.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS :Stayed with patient. Prayed fpr him.
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWF,:ESVIE\qPOINT :Nurse was there when
he needed her
....
"
THEME \1. Contact with patient made him feel sa~~
2. Stayed with p~tient
3. Prayed for patient
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting with needs
2. Nurturance '. (
~. Assisting with ne~d9
\\>
SUBCAT 1. Safety needs (emotional)
2. A~ailability (unsolicited)
3. Advocacy
NUMBE~: 21 WARD: MED SEX
ILLNESS: Arthritis
F AGE
'0
INCIDENT'j\: WQ,enI was a.dmi tted, I was \'p.n a rbt. of pai~ ••• ! hav!iff
arthritis .,you know ••• and thi,s one nur"se L~fted me ..onJ:Q th-.l hed
so gently ••• she didn't hurt me,at all ~,'jUE;'\t "sa:bi "thank YO'l:.1,
I 'i /.ft· . .i'thank yoU, I . . ii, "
.1'
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOUR? : Lifted I~{atient i~~i~ bed "
SALIENT ASPECTS ~~OM INTER~~ES VIEt~l?OINT : NUrse Wa.s gentle
so patient wasn't hurt.
u
: 1. Conducted proc~<iure causing minimal pain
2. Painful procedure done with little pain
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting with needs'
~. Demonstrating knowledge o
SUl3CAT 1. Comfort (elimination of pain)
2., Skills (psychomotor)
N\h:S,ER: 28 WARD: MEl) SEX MAGE 67 LANG /;i
ILLNESS: Pa~alysis
INCIDENT : When she comes in the morning a.nd YO\.1 feel depressed,
she ca.llsyou by yOur name and says "how are you thi.smor'lling'("
and makes a little joke which gets you up for the day.
/'
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS :·Gre€cs patient. Makes a joke.
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT
cheering.
.• ~ttitude is
THEME 1. Patient made to feel part of group
2. Displ~ys a seuse of humour
SUBCAT 1. sociai''h~eds (~cceptaXlce)
2. FIe.sant dispo'ition
c
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting vd th needs
2. PersoDal attributes
.')
II
1\
II
})
,1
.NUMBER 29 WARD
ILLNESS: Caesar"
INCIDENT: In my present situ~tiont it is closely linked with the
baby. She is not in this ward anymore I but the nurse popped into
niY room and asked "how is the baby? II That is importan.t to me"
If someone is .l:llterestedin my baby, it makes me feel good and
I think I ~ill get better sooner if I feel good.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS : Enquired after baby.
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINTinterested enough to ask after baby. (j Nurse was
THEME 1. Enquired aft.r patient's health
2. Went out of ~ay for patient Ii
CATEGORY: 1. Interpersonal skills
2. Nurturance
(~
:,;1. Verbal communicat:i.on
2. Attentiveness
.c
'/
'III /; o
NUMBER: 30 WARD ~ MED SEX MAGE 41 LANG E
ILLNESS: Myocardial Infarct
INCIDENT: She does things tp,at seem to me to be in hetwe~ll being
a nur se and a doctor. She fills that; gap. This is a very
complicated drip that goes all the way up my arr,; {i!'rOlll.tin1.e to
'~:c' time she comes and ,}:akes it apart and puts it back together
again. She knows exactly what to do .•. she is familiar with the
whole thing.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS: Connectech lines of the drip
SALIENTASPECTSFROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT : Nurse has adVanced
knowledge and can deal with equipment. Makes patient feel aware.
THEME 1. Difficult task done well
CATEGORY:1. Demonstrating knowledge \\
SUBCAT 1. Skills (psychomotor)
NED SEX MAGE: 30 LANG E
ILLNESS: Cardiac
IN" :DENT : There is a very willing nur-se here who does things
straight away and she isn't a butter fingers.' She does thing'l:J
without hurrying and does them well.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS : Responds cimmediately
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM I.N'rERV!EWEES V!EWl?OI.t..."'T Nurse able to
perform well wi thou t hurrying and ma.king people t?~rvous.
'::-::,
THEME 1. Displays general dexterity
2. Does not rush
CATEGO~Y: 1. Demonstrating knowledge
2. Personal attributes
SUBCAT 1. Skills (.psychomotor)
2. Patience
:'1
{.J
NUMBER: 32 WARD: MED SEX: F AGE: 72. LANG: GERMAN
ILLNESS: Cardiac. Internal haemorrhage
c,
INCIDENT : ~l}heXlyou ask her a question she gives "yoU the right
answer. She tells you what you wan4 to know. I don't want to
be in the dark. tvhen I was admitted here last weekI I was in a
terrible state. For two daYD ...excuse my expression - :r was a
bitch. My attitude was too terrible. After two days I
apologised and she accepted it. She said "I know you were very
sick." It is ixnportant that she speaks YOUr own language anddoeS).l'tuse hers as I can I t understand hers.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS : Tal1tedto patient
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT
as an individual
: Accepted patienb
,c
(,
1. Accepted patient despite being unpleasant
2. Able to give correct information
3. Managed despite patients communication p~('obh",m
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting with needs
2. Demonstrating knowledge
3. Interpersonal abilities
SUBCAT 1. Social needs (acceptance)
2. Theoretical3. Verbal communication
(f
'\
NUMBER! 33 WARD: SURG SEX
ILLNESS: Septic Hand
38 LANG TSWANA
INCIDEi'JT: The old lady next to "us is forgetful, but ah,ays the
nurse is coming"to her. Sometimes she becomes ~heeky. :auttheyunderstand her condition. and her problems. Even. with me, when
I was admitted, I was very sick with this hand and I didn't wantto say anything ••• not; because I am cross ••• J::)'ut she comes to
me and says "hulLo , how are you?" Her interpersor...alrelations are
900~ ••• that is what I antsaying ... you know I too am a nurse.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS : Talked to patient
SALIENT ASPEC'rs FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINTpatient·s behaviour
THEME
! Nurse tolerantlp£
-~~,~,
: 1..Accepted patient despite being unpleasant
2. Enquired after patient's health
3. Came to check on patiento
CATEGORY: 1 .•" Assisting .with needs
2. Interpersonal abilities
3. Nurturance
SUB CAT 1. 50'0ial need
2. Verbal communication
3. AVailab.ility (unsolicited)
(\
NUMBER: 34 WARD SURG SEX F AGE: 54 LANG: E
ILLNESS! Hip replacement
INCIDENT : There is one of the..Sisters, whether she is brifi:ging
a bedpan or dearing ~dth an emergency r or cfombing someone' e hair t
she is always pleasant •. You aaD See by ber facial ~xpreasion,
her words, her attitude in generUl.
r-.
}\\
\/ACTIONS/BEHAVIQURS : Brings bedp,p.:ct.
emergency. Combs hair. Deals with
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES V/IEWPOI.NT : Nurse pleasant no
matter what task she is performing.
THEME 1. Pleasant facial expression
4,' Always in a good mood
CATEGORY: 1. Interpersonal abilities
2. Personal attributes
SUBCAT 1. Non verbal communication (facial expression)
2. Pleaaant disposition
(1
o
':::,
.NUMBER: 35 WARP oaTHa SEX F AGE 69 LANG E
ILLNESS: Hip Replacement
INCIDENT : This big stout one that walks around here •.. she
doesn't sa.ymuch but ~he is good. She doesn't take any nonsense.
She doesn't play around. She does her job and gets on with it.
If you need something she never pulls a f:iGe.
" ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS~: Does her job consistently
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT : Does not make
patients feel bad when they need something from her. o
"THEME ~ 1. Consistent in her worlt
CATEGORY: 1. Personal attributes
SUBCAT 1. Dependability
"
J;:
.NUMBER: 36 WARD: bRTaO SEX! F AGE 62 .t.ANG : E
ILLNESS: Dislocated knee
.J
INCIDENT : She makes me feel so comfortable .-makes me feel I am
not in the way. She makes my pillows all nice and rubs my back -makes me comfortable so that I am not in pain. I had been
having trouble with my bandage - it throbbed all night - I dido.'t
want eo make a fuss and I couldn't reach my bell. I didn't want
to yell my head off and wake everyone, but in the morning she
took off the bandage and rubbed it .•. I had it off for 24 hours
and it was mUch, much better.
'ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS :Rubbed back. Removed tight bandage. Arrangedpillows. ..
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT : Nurs('.lwilling to
help and knew what to do.
1. Assessed reason for pain and took appropriate stepsto eliminare
2. Rearranged pillows, rubbed back
~ATEGORY: 1. Assisting with needs
2. Assisting with needs
SO'BCAT 1. Comfort needs (elimination pain)
2. Comfort needs (general comfort)
NUMBER: ,37 WARD: MED SEX F AGE 61 LANG E
ILLNESS: Rh. Arthritis
INCIDENT: I had this terrible pain in my bladder, but there is
a sister here - ahe was so kind - she spent the whole day saying
"drink lucozade, drink water, and have the pan." She was going
up and down. It h~lped me' to get rid of thA pain in my bladder.
All that time •.• and she is. a sister.
':;:.
I
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS : Gave pa~)Lent .,liquids to drink and brought
bedpan. '
"SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT : Spent 'rtimegiving
basic care despite b~iD~. si~ter. h
, .:' '~ :
THEME 1. Assessed re~,d~n £or'~\R-inand took appropriate action
2. Know correct actio~ to. take
3. Nurse was kind
4. Went out of her way for patient
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting \dth needs
2. DemOnstrating knowledge
3. Personal attributes
4. Nurturance
SUBCAT ! 1. Comfort ns'eds (elimination pain) c
2. Theoretical
3. Kind, conSiderable and understanding
4. Attentiveness
NUMBER.: 38 WARD: GYNAE SEX F AGE 61 LANG E
ILLNESS: Carcinoma
()
INCIDENT: When I first dame in here, I was unhappy in the ward
where I was, but I wasn't going to say anything. The Sister came
to me and she said UNo, I am going to move you." S'b.ecould see
Lmmed i.ate1y that I was unhappy. ! didn't say anything. She
understands people.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS : Moved the patient into another ward
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT: Patient didn't have
to tell sister - she was able to see what was wrong.
THEME 1. Made patient feel part of ward group
2. Notices if patient in need
CATEGORY: 1~ Assisting with needs
2. Demonstrating knowledge
SUBCAT 1. Social needs
2. Skills (observation)
o ,'jl
GYNAE SEX F AGE 23 LANG E
"
ILLNESS: Gynae. problem
INCIDENT: I had a drip that wa~ hurting. All the other nurses
came and pressed the area and made it hurt more. They fiddled
around with. it hut it was in the tissues. The Sister came and
looked at it and sa~doflNor it's in the tissues, I will have to
remove it II and she (lid. It'5 been driving me mad since yeSterday
and I have been:\having a lot of pain but the sist'etwa.sable to
see it was swollen and removed it. I feel much. better now.
ACTIONS/BESAVIOURS : Realized drip was :tii tissues and removed it.
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWeES VIEWPOINT : Sister recognised
problem.
THEME : L Assessed reason for pain and took appropriate act ...on
~) 2. Notices,if patient in need
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting with needs
2. Demonstrating knowledge
SUBCAT 1. Comfort (elimination of pain)
2. Skilt$ (;.'.:>hservation l)
(
(
oNUMBER: 40, AIm: OBSTET SEX E28 LANG
ILLNESS: Confinement
INCIDENT : I had a really terrible labour, and Sistei.~ H was
incredibly patient with me. She il1st:Lnctively knew/that I didn 't
want to h&ve dr'Qgs or anything. I wanted to manage on my own.
'She gas unbelievably good .- she lmew that I Wd.snft focusing on
her and. tha,t she l'1ouJ.d have to relay through my husband.
E\>'eryone has been goodJ hut she was great.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS~ Communicated \U1;,h pa"'tiel1.t t.;hrough husband.
SALIENT ASPEC!l'SFROM INTERVJ:EWEESVIEWPOINT : Sist~!r understood
patient/ s unspoken needs
THEME : 1. Acc.;pted patient despite being different
2. Assesses situation ~~
3. Dealt with di£i,4:cu1 t p'atient patiently
(\
II-'
'\
CATEGORY:1. Assisting with fieed9
2. Dexnonst~;\ating knowledge
3. l?ersona~t attributes ~
SUBCAT [/1. ~p(::i.al needs (acceptance)
2. Skills (observational)
3. Patience
(i
NUMBER: 41 WARD QBSTET SEX: F AGE
".,.""
28 LANG! E'~
ILLNESS: Confinement
'INCIDENT : One of the midwives down in clinic is very caring.
Even though she didn't deliver the child, she came up to see me
after th~ baby was born. I( She was interested in me ...def:b.1.ite~y.~ ~
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS : Sister went up to patient's ward to see her.
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT : Midwife camealthough no longer had any obligation to patient,
THEME 10 Made patient feel special
2. Went out of way for patient
CATEGORY:' 1. Assisting with needs
2. Nurturance
SUBCAT 1. Social needs (recognition)
2. Attentiveness
fJ
.NUMBER: 42 WARP": O:aSTET SEX F AGE
ILl..NESS: Confinement
INalDENT : She told me
what I wanted to know.
20 LANG XHOSA
c;c;.; ~."-""''v
all about family> planning.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS : Gave information
SALIENT ASPEC'rS FR.OM INTERV!EWEES VIEWPOINT
information.
THEME 1. RecogniZed individual need
2. Ableoto give patient information
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting with needs
2. Dl?ttlonstratingknowledge
1. Social. needs (recognition)
2. Theoretical knowledge
c:_\
She told me
o
NUMBER
}J
/I
43 WARD! OSST!T SEX: :f'r, AG~;: 24 LANG
I
PORT
UTI Pregnant
INCIDENT : 'rhi,s one sister P1,' t:. up my drip and she was very
'gentle" She didn't hurt me aF al L, "
ACTIONS)BEHAVIOURS : Sited. IVI
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT : Did not hur t
patient during procedure.
THEME : 1. Conducted procedure causing minimal pain
2. Painful procedure done with little pain
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting with needs
2. t'le;;:nonstratin9 knowledge
1. Comfort (e~imination of pai:n)
2. Skills (psychomotor)
J)
c'
NUMBER: 44 WARD :" OBSTET SEX F l\GE
i·_'
ILLNESS: Pregnant
c:
~,5 LANG: E
INCIDENT : A woman went into labour and wae pushing. Me and
ant:>ther" lady was telling her not to push, but this sister comes
in, spe. quickly .close~' t.he curtain and she says "Oh no, the
head," But she knew what to do inunediately. She didn't panic
or anything. She was laughing. She took the whole bed out in
a hurry. 0
ACTIONS/BEHAV!OURS: Managed second st{~ing pc;tient.
SAJ...IENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINX
~ituation and knew what to do.
THEME
Sister assessed
1. Capablt act.ion made patient trust nurse a.nd feel
secure r
2. Assessed situation J
~I Displayed sense of humour
,.
CATEGORY: L Assisting with needs
2. Demonstrating knm'11edge
3. Pe~sonal attributes'
SUBCAT 1. Safety (emotj.onal security)
2. Skills (observational)
3. pleasa~t disposition
()
" u
NUMBER J 45 WARD
\\
KED SEX F AGE 30 LA.NG E
ILLNESS; Cardiac
!I
JP
INCIDENT : I am on v~ry strict bedrest t .aud I cannot get out of
the bed. Whenever I\need to use th€> bedpan she' is always ready
to do it for me. She brings me the bedpan, helps me get onto it
and even helps me clean'~myself.
\j
ACTIONS/BEHA,VIOURS : Assisted patient with bedpan
SALIENT ASPECTS 'I1ROMINTERVIEWEESVIEWPOINT :Patie:'::lt ce7.:s:dess
without nurse's assistance.
: 1. Washed patien'i:: after using bedpan
2. Came to help(~patient
"
CATEGORY:1. Assisting with: ,needs
2. Nurturance
SUBCAT iJ1. Physical needs (hygien( Ii el.imination)
2. Availabil.ity (unsolic:ifbd)
(i
NUMBER 46 WARD F AGE: 53SEX LANG
ILLNESS: Cardiac
1,/ o ~,(i'
INCIDENT : There is this one who is wonderful.
are struggling to sit up,in bed, S1:z~1 is helpfuL
for something, she brings it straight away.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS : Brings patient what she needs.
$~~uation. 0
If she sees you
I £ you ask heIt:)
Assess
nSALIENt ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VlEWPOINT : Relps ~hen help £
needed.
THEME 1~ Help~d patient sit up
2. Notices if patient in need
3. Came straight away when called
CATEGORY: 1. ,Assisting with nt?eds
Ii 2. Demonstrating knowledge
3. Nurturance
S'Ui,3CAT l~Pn~~ical (exerci~e and mobility)
2. i!lrkl..ds, (obs.e.rvatl.cni3.1)3. fvailability (solicited)
I ,I
()
{(
CI
'IOO3ER :\b~ SEX o38 lAblGi, '-,:I
ILLNESS: Septic "hand
:1 :;';
INCIDEl\\T : ,I can't stand beingwitll.o'll,tlce water. It 'is,v'$r:i
" difficult to get'ice in this hospital, but she bring's it to me.
She makes ,sure";J.: am n,i'3ver withOUt c'iery cold wa.ter: - there ......you
see it "there. " \'\o
;"),. . ' . ,-,
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS : Brings ice water regtllafly c,
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM IN.TERViEWEES VIEWPOINT: Want Q,ut of he~ way
t6 bring what patient wanted. "
1.. Recognized individua.lized-'~eed
2. ~Went OUt of way for patient
o
l,'
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting with needs
2. Nurt'Urance
o
SUBCAT 1. Social needs (reccgnition)
2. Attentiveness
::::::..-"::
IJ
/J
NUMBER: 48 WA,RD: SUR:G SEX F AGE: 38 LANG! TSWANA
ILLNESS: Septic Band
INCID.ENT : This ct11'1~etent nurse ..,.she does l'i'l.Ydressings very
;l'1e11. She comes i;i..i3 ..1 ta.kes off the old One and makes it nice.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS : Changed dressings
SALIENT tsi~CTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWl?OniT Does the task well.
THEME : 1. Dressings done efficiently
CATEGORY: 1. Demonstrati.ng knowledge
~)
SUBCA'l'
\\
..1. Skil is (psychomotor)
if
\1
i\
" i)
NUMBER: 49 WARD J!dED SF;X MAGE = 47 LANG
ILLNESS: M. r ,
INCIDENT : I have se,en her do things for the old man over there
wbo can I t get out of bed ••• really unpleasant things ... you
nknow, he can't go to the toilet himself " but she does it
s;miJ..ingly. You don' t see. i'aUY displeasure on her :Eace. '\If she
walked. around with a long flac.e after doing som,ethi~'lg like n that r
it would ltI.E1'ke~{oU feel a bi t f.unny.
ACTIONSlBEHAVIOURS : SrnileSi 'While she does unp Lea ean t tasks.
SALIENT ASPECTS ,f'ROM IN':t'ERVh::WEES VIEWPOlNT .: Nurse's behaviour
made p~tient less embarrassed .•
THEME 0: 1. Washed patie"nt after using bedpan
2. Accepted patient despite being unpleasGlnt
3. Atti.dide while doil'lg unpleasar,\t duties s~\\Tedpatient
embarrassment .
4. Smiled
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting with needoa
2. Assisting with needs
3. Assisting with needs
4. Interpersona.l abilities
1. l?hjt'iI;'oal n •• <is (hygi.cne s euJin ..t;.onl
2. SOI#a.l needs (a\cceptance)
3. Co~£ort (psychological)
4. No;)lverbal (facial exp~~ssiol::\)
"II
\}
i
I
:'1
"T
o
/I
I)
NUMBER: ,50 WARD: MED 23 LANG A
ILLNESS: Renal Failure
INCIDENT: There - you saw that - she just pulled off tBe plaster
- it hurt. The other one 1- she pulls it off little by little
she is gentle ••• it do~!sn(t hurt when she doe'$ it.
I~;
AC'l'IONS/BEIIAVrOURS: Took plaster off arm
'" c
(1 SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVlEWEES VIEWPO:J,:NT Diii[n.'t hurt patient
/1 c,
THEME 1., Conducted procedure causing min.:b:nalpain
2. Painful procedure done with little Dain
3. Gentle ~,~
CATEGORY: L Assisting with needs
2. Demonstrating knowledge
3. Personal attributes CJ
SUBCAT : 1. Cemfort (elimination of pain)
2. Skills (p~§cholnoto:r)
3. Gentleness
\\
NUMBER: 51 WARD oeSTET SEX: F AGE A36 LANG
ILJ ..NESS: Caesar
INCIDE~T : I did ask for a pain"killer. Obviously I was in pain. fN
I was lying on my back on the bed and a nurse came in with it. \
r couldn't have reached it w.ithout killing myself so she put her \
hand under my head and helped me to quickly swallow the pain
killer. c ~
}Lif'ted patient's head to enabJ,e herACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS:
swallow 'tablet.\/1
'f ,~" '., ,J~
c SAJ..IENT,.,\(ASPECTS FROM
Ptobl~nf ~I!i'dassisted
to
I,NTERVIEWEES \'.I:gWl?OINT: NUrse realized.,
Ii
THEME 1. k~t::;tI~ted patient to take analgesia
:2. Ase.~Jl;~d P9tient to take analgesia-...."'-__ c-:'--
CATEGORY: 1. Assis:ting with needs
:2. Dexnonstrating know~~edg:e
//
L Comfort C,elimination of pain)
2. Skills (psychomotor)
NUMBER: \\5.2WARD: l<!ED SEX: 11 AGE 22 LANG E
ILLNESS: Pneumonia
INCIDENT !. The.good nur ae responds j,nuned.iiatelywhen r caLL her.
I don'~hav. to wait. ~
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS : Comes when called
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT: Doesnrt have to
wait for';'help.
THEME ~_::__;ame ~,.trai91;ltaway when called
,--,=~-.,-- ..-.-
CATEGORY: 1. Nurturance
1. Availability {solicited}
c;-,
\\
NUMBER : 53 WARD: MED SEX: F AGE '.(12,., LANG : E
ILLNESS: Pneumonia
INC.IDENT: I was upset by an'incident concerning a social worker
who wasn't very nice to me. I went to see the Sister who talked
to the .social worker for roe. She reprimande.a the social worker
and the social worker came and apologised to me. This made me
feel like an individual again.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS: Sister spok.El to social worker.
SALJ;,!€NT ASPECTS FROM J;~to~:ERVIEWEES VIEWPOIN',J: : Sister thought
pat:ii.ent important enough 1;:0 intervene.
THEME : 1. Made patiel.'l.~:! feel special
2. Spoke to SO{i::1i,al ~orker on behalf of patient
c
CATEGORY: 1.,) Assisting wi tl;,1 nE;;eds
2. Nurturance n '
SUBCAT
Ji '\\
1. Social trecogn~tio)))
2. Advoc.acy .
\\
<7
NUMBER! 61 WARD: PSYCH SEK: F AGE 57 LANG: E
ILLUESS: Bi-polar disorder
INCIDENT ! On SundaY morning one 94.;the nurses was kind enough
to take 3 of IlS down to the chape}'in a very caring manner. She
is obviousi!.Y a religious girl. She cared f',mr the other patients
ill . ... -. /.1
who were t;,here besldes us from the ward. She helped us all back
to the ward. She asked us whethej.~ we would like to go to tl:\e
chapel - she asked everybody whether they would like ,to gc.
Usually they can't care if you go to the chapel or not~
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS: Asked patients if wanted to go to chapel.
Took them there. Attendad to them and other patients While
there.
SALIENTASPECTSFROM INTERVIEWEESVIEWPOINT: Other nur ae s do not
care for the spiritual needs of the patients.
THEME 1. Stayed with the l)@,tient
2. Went out of her way
CATEGORY:1. Nurturance
2. Nurturance
SUB CAT 1. Availability (~naoricited)
2. Attenti9~ness
II
62 WARD : MED SEX MAGE 87 LANG
ILLNESS: Lung Problem
INCIDENT : A :nurse by the name of E comes in with a smile and
says "how are you today - feeling any better?' This is very
cheering. At least one feels welcome. She has a shocking cold
but continu~s to work. I think this is quite wonderful.
/\
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS ; Smiled and greeted patient. Asked after
health. Continues to work despite "being sick herself.
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT = Action made him
feel welcome and like an individual. Patients health mor e
important to the nurse than her own health.
THEME 1. Smiled
2. Came to work despite being ill
CATEGORY: 1. Interpersonal abilities
2. Personal attributes
SUB CAT : 1. Non. verba.l (facial expression)
2. Dependability
NUMBER: 64 WARD: PSYCH SEX MAGE 41 LA,NG:.E
ILLNESS: Psychiatric disorder
INCIDENT: I slipped and fell in the shower. I reported it to
the sister. Despite the ~act that she was busy at the tinte, she
took ,a sta,tement, inspectecf'tQe shower" did an exam~~ation, asked
if I wanted to see the doctor,himmediat.ely, and repor\jed it to the
day sister. Onmy return from &, day but the doctor was ,\,;aiting
t,O see me. A£ter,wards:r eIig:uired why she took this so seriously t
she re.plied t prov·~.ngthat she is competent and, has knowledge of
policy and adm;.:Lstration, that the hospital. could be held
liable, and, tnt patient cOU~,denter into litigation. It was
obvious that her empathy skills I training yet firm discipline was
a fundamental part of her professional makeup,
ACTIONS/BEItAVIOURS : SistESr deal t with ward accident efficiently.
SALIENT ASPECTS Fl{OMINTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT:The Sister had the
knowledge to d~al with l\a; situation.
'.;
THEME 1. Knowcorrect actiori to take
'\
1. Demonstrating knowledgeCATEGORY
St1BCAT .. 1. Theoretj.cal
,If
()
~BE:R: 65 WAR.D: PSYCH SEX.: 1>1 AGE: 41 LANG E
ILLNESS: Psych:la.td,c Disorder
INCIDENT : I was very anxious the dc.y ! came into hospi tal. I
admitted xnys(3lf. My a.n:x:iety was caused by 'my lack of sleep."
DUring the afternoon a sist~ ... t.old me medication would be given
to "meonly if necessar~? Tliis got me a little more anxious .,.
I expected to be told that I would dllfinitely get somethh'lg to
sleep that night. Lo and behold, at 20:00 the sister on duty
came to my bedside and told. me I shouldn't be anxious, I would
be getting something. They .just cannot give me thin.gs straight
away. They first have 'to ascertain if I need the medication •
.She put me a;: ease. '
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS ~ E:&plainea medication policy to patient.
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INtERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT: Sister put patient
at ease by reassuring would get med~,cation.
1. ~xplain~d things making patient feel secure
i. Reassured patient
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting with :needs
2. Interpersonal abilities
("")
SUBCAT '!' 1. Safety needs (emotional security)
2. Verbal communication:
(,
\:.:;;,
Ie
NUMBER: 66 \lIARD! SURG SEX MAGE 59 LANG: A
ILLNESS: Ca Pharynx
INCIDENT: A little Indian nurse, very yoting, so concerned and
helpful, :ma.keextra sure about my comfort. She e't)'entuned my
radio perfectly to tbe station.
,)
ACT.IONS/BEHAVIOURS : Made pati~nt comfortable. Tuned radio for
him.
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT : Tooitextra ~..ffort.. \\to make patlent comfortable and tune radio.
THEME 1. Tuned radio perfectly
2. NUrse was concerned and helpful
-::)
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting with needs
2. Personal attributes \\
SUBCAT 1. Comfort needs (general)
2. Kind, considerate and understanding
Ii
11
\~
',I
l(
NUMBER: 67 WARD: ENT ,SEX MAGE 14 LANG XHOSA
ILLNESS: EN1' problem
INCIDENT : l? is go?d and kind. She comes to check on" me every
now and then. This makes >~me feel great and 1111akesme fE{el safe.
o ~
ACTIONSIBERAVIOURS : Comes, to cJlt::ck on patient now ~nd then.
i' ,', 0 ~
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT : Nurse(!'s presence
makea' hint feel safe.
o ((
THEME 1. ContRct with patient made him feal safe
2. Nurse was kind
3. Came to check on patient
CATEGORY: L Assisting with needs
2. Personal attributes
3. Nurtllrance
ji " ".'.~,
)\ SUBCATt" ),1" Safe'by (emotional s~,cu,ri ty)
! ~_~ 2 Kind. considerate
3" Availability (unsolicited) .
,II
o
NUMBER: 68 WARD: SURG SEX MAGE
'\:,ILLNESS: Fractured Tib and Fib \1
lNCIDENT : A youllg llurse Wa!2i doing the bandages thismornin§,.
She to:Lllme the ban.deges callstay on till Christmas. She is a
wonderful parson. S1)esays things in such a gentle way •..She isvery gentle. r ) ..
{ )
ACTIONS/~EIlAVIOURS : Challged dressing. Gave information.
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINTacted gently.
1. Dressings done efficiently
2. Geh'tle
CATEGORY:,:L Demonstrating knowledge
2. Personal attributes
SUBCA'1' 1. Skills (psychomotor)
2. Gentleness
i-:;7
Nurse spoke and
(I
Ii
"
NUMBER:. 69 WARD: 314 SEX F AGE: 36 LANG: PORT
ILLNESS: Fractured neck
INCIDENT: L M is a honey. She was born to be a nurse. I see
the way she cares for the elder~y" people .... She. is a s"tar. She
kisses and hugs them and- tal{.es time to t.iilk bo them to convince
them that the.y shoul\).i ha"V'ea loatli and eat and sit up ... ' The. old ,
peopl.e love her. Some of them are cold at first but they warm'
t.O her. "She. gets t1;le dId ladies eat~ng and sitting.
ACTI()NSIBEHAV~OURS : Htlgs and kisses patients. Talks to them".
SALIENT ASl?EC['S FROM INTERVIEWEES V:t~OIb1T): Behaviours result
in patients co~operating.
THEME 1. Persuaded~patieDt to sit up ~
2. Made patient feel part of group
3. TalkS to patient
4. Hugs patient
CATEGORY: 1.
2.
3.
Ar;sisting with needs
Assisting with needs
Inte,rpersonal abilities
4. Interpel.~sonal abilit:i.es
StJBCAT 1. Physical (exercise & )nobility)
2. Social (a.cce:ptance),
3. Verbal communication
4. Non verbal (touch)
i)
NUMBER: 70 WARD: SURG SEX: F AGE: 25" LANG : g
ILLNESS: Fractured ankle
INCX'DENT : Nothing irritates her. She's always in a good moccl.
Even though you are. incapacitated, and yo\,: feel irritated that
you can't do anything, she doe sn" t make you );eel that you are
irrj~ating heroo -
ACTiONS/BEHAVIOURS : Tolerant;) of patien.t
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT
Behaviour consistent.
THEME 1. Patient made to feel pa~t of ward group
2. Attitude saved patient embarrassment
3. Always in a good mood "
CATEGORY: 1. ASSisting with needs
2. Assisting with needs
3. Personal attributes
SU13CAT 1. So~ial (acceptance)
2" Com.fort (Psychological)
~. Pleasant ~isposition
NUMBER: 71 '-'WARD PSYCH (,?EX MAGE ') 51 LANG" E
ILLNESS: nepression
INCIDEN'r : There I 5 this nur se that deals so beautifully with the
patients. One patient is very far gone r a:o.d she is like his
mother~. She calms him so he doestl.' t jerk around. She can feed
him when others can't keep him stilL She makes a patient's day
with her bright "good morning"
"
ACTIONS/BEaAVIOURS: Calms the patien,t. Feeds hi)'n. Greets the
patient. ,)
SALIENT ASPECTSFROMINT~Rtt!EWE~!!CiVj;EWP.O:tNT :
Ma.na9'e~ task that other nuJ;ises c\:mtlot. Makes pa.tients feel morecheerf~l. #
" THEME : 1. Difficult tasks done. well
2. Greeped patient
CATEGORY:1. De:m.onstra1.:ing knowledge
2. Interpersonal abilities
St1BCAT Skills (psychomotor)
VEo.'ba.t ,pommunicatiou
\\
NUMBER: 72 WARD: SURG SEX: MAGE: 39 LANG E
ILLNESS: :Paralysis. Constriction urethra
INCIDENT :1 asked fOr certain aEisist:ance and the nurse in
question came without anyn problems at all and did it with a
great big smile on h.er face. No prob l.ema at all and it was over
and done with in a jiffy. She was happy ar.i~,l was happy.
ACTIOllS/BEHAVIOURS: Came when"called.
efficiently,
Carried out procedure
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT :
NUrse happy to help patient, Put him at ease.
THEME 1. Attitude saved patient embartasment
2. Smiled
3. Came straight away when called
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting with needs
c. 2. (\.~nterperson. a1 Abilities
3. ',)lurtura;nce
SUBCAT 1. Comfort (psyqhological)
2. Non verbal communf.catLon (facial expression)
3. Availabi~.,:.;;:y (solicited)
:~BER: 73 WARD: SURG SEX MAGE
, ,1
68 LANG E
'tLLNESS: 'Prostatectomy
INCIDENT: There's one nurse who does all the work at·night while
the rest of the staff sleep. She keep s very busy and even though
she is so busy, she does it very pleasantly. E'ven when s~e. is
running UP and down and we callan her for something, sh.e will
jump up and come right away.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS: Comes when called
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT
Comes even thcrugh bUsy. Works much harder than other nurses.
THEME 1. Does work that others shirk
2. Came straight away when called
CATEGORY:1. Personal attributes
2 .• Nurturance
SUBCAT 1. Dependability
2. Availability (solicited)
()
ILLNESS: Bone Graft
53 LANG: A
II
NUMBER 74 WARD: ORTHO SEX: F AGE
INCIDENT They came to ,take the drip out that was in the drain 0
in my leg. I asked them 'whether they were sure as I was certain \,
that it was stuck and that the Doctor should take it out. I said
"go and call that Sister". She came and took the one out and
said she :must ca.ll the doctor to take the other one OUt because
it \'i'as stuck. She called the doctor and he removed it himself.
She ,was clever and, she believed me that- it was stuck.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS: Observed that drain was stuck.
medical aid.
Called
SALIF.N'1'ASPECTSFROMINTERV;tEW,EESVIEWPOINT :
Sister listened to the pationt: and believed him.
expe r tLae to evaluate situation. "
Used her
THEME 1. Acknowledged patient input
2. Difficult task done w~ll
3. Called ~octor when patient needed him
CATEGORY:1. Assisting with needs
2 J Demonstrating know~t.edS'e
3. Nurturance
,j
q
II
SUBCAT 1. Social needs (recognition)
2. Skills (psychomotor)
3. Advocacy
/ ,\
(t.'
o
I)
,';:
NUMBER 75 WARD: ORTHO SEX F AGE 52 LANG: E
ILLNESS: Frozen Shoulder
~; ,
INCIDENT ! My tU1IUIlY started t"unlling terribly - 3 times. I went
to the Sister and told her my .tummy Wad running and could ~he
£;v~i~dSsoo~et~~~di:!af~;n;C;,~un~~~;t~~i~~d:~~l:::eW![~hr~Y~~a'
gave it to me whi,ch was really helpful to .~e.
ACTYONS/BEHAVIOURS : Went to several other wards to fino'medical.
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT
Went out of her way to assist.
THEME 1. Gave tablets to stop diarrhoea
2. Knew correct action to take
3. Went out of way for patient
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting with needs
2. Demonstrating knowledge
3. N'Urtttrance
SUBCAT 1. Physical needs (hygiene & elimination)
2. Theoretical3. AttentiVeness
)1
NUMBER: 76 WARD: ORTaO SEX ,; Ii' AGE 33 LANG E
ILLNE$S: Osteoporosis
INCIDENT : One nurse we call Diana Ross - .she looks like her -is always very caring when she Sees us. I was crying with pain
and she brought the doctor to see me , She told him 'thee he
should give 'me strong pain killers,. I found when I was crying
that the way she comforted me - I was so grateful what she had
done.
ACT!ONS/BEHAVIOURS : Called the doctor when patient was in pain.
Told the doctor what treatment to prescribe.
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM IN1l$RVIEWRES VIEWPOINT :
Nurse noticed patient in need of analgesia. Comforted patient.
1. Asked doctor for analgesia and gave it
2. Knew <"!!;)rrect:,.ctionto take
3. Called "'Ioctorwhen patient needed him
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting with needs
2. Demol;l,stratingknowledge
3. Nurturance
SUBCA'l' :. 1. Comiort needs (elimination of pain)
2. Theoretical knowledge
3. Advocacy
NUMBER: 77 WAnD oaTHO SEX F AGE 33 LANG SOTHO
ILLNESS: Fractured Knee
INCIDENT : Nurse C - she wa.s helping me. She asked ho\9' I. was
:feeling and gave me pills for the pain ;when I first came in. She
was worried about me.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS: Asked how patient was. Gave her pain pills.
SAl.I.ENTASPECTS FROM !NtERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT :
Nurse,lcared enough to. ask. abt::-,utpatient and give her analgesia.
THEME 1. Gave a~a1gesiawhen ask.ed
2. Showed special concern
CATEGORY: 1. AssiJsting with needs
2. Nu..' nur ence
SUBCAT 1. Comfort (elimination of pain)
2. AtteD~iveness
()
aNUMBER: 78 WARD: ORTHO SEX F AGE 25 LANG! R
(~LLNESS: Rheumatoid Arthritis
'~\
INCIDENT: 1\ was ~upposed to go in for my operation and mydoctor
saitd"I'll'l not baving the operation because my neck is not stable
enough, I WuS crying and crying, The Sister ca.meand sat on my
bed and held my hand and talked (.Itom~",c She told me that if I
needed anything, I must ring the bel1~and she'd come. If I need
1.':.0 talk, I must say so. Tha.t was so nice for me. Sh.e could have
said "don't worry, don't cry, it'll be, alrighttt, but she didn',t.
She sat. down there and treated me like a real person ~ like a
wanted person, She wanted to help ~e. ~rhat meant; a lot to me.
(.1
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS: Sat on patient' a bed .•
Talked >to her.
ReId her han(l.
SALIENTASPECTS FROMINTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT :
Sister Gould have made inane rem~,rks but treated her as
individual '. ",/~,-:.. _J ~'~':~.'{:.~
,,/ \j ~[(
THEME : 1. Made patient feel SPl#l'l' ~
2, ~xplained things maldt . !i'b.;. ':<L~ei s~cure
3. Reassured patient ;:~ /// .....)"(\ \~
4. Held ~atient'~ han~ -~-
5, Staye~ with pati~nt
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting with :leeds
2. Assisting w.ith needs
3. Interpersonal ,abilities
4. Interpersonal abilities
5. Nurtura.:nce
SUBCAT : 1. Socia'! needs (reco9ni tion)
2. Safety needs {emotional security)
3. Verbal communication
4. Non verbal (touch)
5. Availability (unsolicited)
-: ,Ij
NUMBER : .. 79 WARD: ORTHO SEX MAGE: LANG E
ILLNESS: Fractured Spine
\J
INCIDENT : I was invol:~ved in a. plane crash on 11 June. I have
lain here for 5 weeks i{ ••• it is difficult to move ar ound , When
we crashed, there was & lot 0.£ dirty sand. The thing that really
got me was that my hair was so dirty. I could feel it. driving
me insatl8 and I mentioned it to Sister W. She is in charge and
very busy, and the t.t8)Ctnlinute sh§1 said, "dont wo,rry, I'll make
time." She came and washed my -hair. I k:.1.owi'; is a small
incident but it is ama.zing how well I fel t afterwa\rds. I know
nursing is basically medicine I but there are other. parts of it
too.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS: Washed the patient's hair.
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT :
Not part of normal, dutie's. Did it deapi te being very busy.
THEME 1. WaShed .l;\etienta hair
2. Made p~~ient feel special
3. Washed hair to prevent irritation
4. Made time to do what Patient asked
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting wj.th' needs
2. Assisting with needs
3. Assisting with needs
" 4. Nurturance
SUBCAT 1. PhYsical (hygiene & elimination)
2. Social (reCOgnition)
3. Comfort (general)
4. Availa.bility (solicited)
NUMBER: SO WARD PsYC SEX F AGE 41 LANG E
ILLNESS: Bi~polar disorder
IN~IDENT : I was feeling very new in the ward. Previously when
I had been here not only as a bipolar disorder but also treated
for alcohol abuse, I caused a lot;of trouble in the ward. Since
then! have sobered up in A.A. Wher..Sister E came on duty, she
recognized me and put her arms around me and gave me a big hug,
and said how much better I looked. That evening I felt so much
happier and it was nicer to be in the ward. She didn't hold
anything against me.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS: Hugged patient. Talked to him.
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT :
Accepted patient despite previous behaviour.
1. Made patient feel special
2. Ac~epted patient despite being difficult
3. Contact with patient; made him feel safe
4. Enquired after patient's health
5. Hugged patient
CATEGORY: 1. Assistillg with needs
2. Assisting w~th needs
3. Assisting with needs
4. Interpersonal abilities
5. Interpersonal abilities
suaCAT 1. Social needs (recognition)
2. Social nees (acceptance)
3. Safety needs (emotional security)
4. Verbal Cottllnuniction
5. Non Verbal (touch)
\\
NUMBER: 81 WARD: PSYCH SEX: F AGE 44 LANG ZULU
ILLNESS: Psychiatric illness
INCIDENT: That patient is tied to the chair. ,Nure N helps him
very well. She feeds him and walks him now and then. She is not
afraid of him lrke the others are.
ACTIONS/BEllAVIOURS ; Feeds patient and takes him for a walk.
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT :Other nurses are afraid of patient and avoid him. This one cares
for him despite his condition.
1. Helped patient to walk
2. Diffioult tasks done well
CATEGORY: 1..Assisting with needs
2. Demonstrating knowledge
SUBCAT 1. Physical needs (exercise & mobility)
2. Skills (psychomotor)
NUMBER: a2 WA,l.{]):GYNAE SEX: "F AGE 32 LANG TSWANA
ILLNESS : Pelvic In·flammatory Disease
INCIDENT: On Monday, I was very ill. I had a temperature. I
couldn't sleep and Nurse T came about every hour to see if ! was
alright. She. geve me Water to drink and stood with :me. She is
always good to m~.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS : Checked on patient regulary. Spent time
with patient. Gave her drinks of water.
SAI~lENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT ;
Patient was ill, alone and afraid and appreciated the concern and
compa.n:y."
THEM~ 1. Contact ~dth po-tient made her feel safe
2. Consistent in hei' work
3. Showed speoial concern
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting with needs
2. Personal attributes
3. Nurturance
STJBCAT 1. Safety needs (e~otional securitf)
2. Drpenda.bility
3. Attentiveness
NUMBER: 83 WARD GYNAE SEX F AGE: 50 LANG; SOTHO
ILLNESS! Fibroid
INCIDENT : The tall nurse, she is very ndce, She is Very
understanding. When you can't wash Y01.lselfpr'operly, she takes
you and go and wash you in the bath. This is ~hen you are not
well enough. She hold my arm and put Sa~lon as wel~.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS : Accompanied patient to the bathroom. Helped
her wash.
SALIENT AS'PECTSFROM INTERVIEWEES VI£lI1POINT
Patient could not meet needs on her own.
THEME 1. Helped patient to wash
2. Nurse was understanding
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting with needs
2. Personal attributes
SUBCAT 1. Physical {hygiene Ii elimination}
2. Kind, considetate and understanding
D ()
NUMBER: 84 WARD GYNAE S;EX F AGE: 36 LANG E
ILLNEt I ~., TOp: fot Downs
"INCIDENT : I flew back from En.glaXld:::::c~;rhenI got the results. I
came in. and was afraid and sad. The nurse was fabulous. She
caIne in and sat down and explained what would happen, and what
to expect. For me tha.t is easiet. If someone says "it '"sgoing
to hurt like hellu, its fine as lon9 as you know. She was really
wonderful. I find her good at making physical contact when she
sa.w how upset :c was. She Just held m.y hand and to :me that was
hell of a nice, it really was. She was incredibly kind.c.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS : Expla.ined procedures.
SALIENT ASPECTS·· FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT :
Patient upset and scared. NUrse comforted her.
THEME 1. Explained tbings to patient making her feel secure
2. Able to give pati.ent information··
3. Explained to patient
4. Nurse was kind
5. Stayed with patient
6. Showed speCial concern
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting with heeds
2. Demonstrating knowledge
3. Interpersonal abilities
4. Personal attributes
5. Nurtura.nce
6. Nurturance
suaCAT L Safety needs (emotional security)
2. Theoretical knowledge
3- Verbal communiction
4. Kind, ccnai.derace and understnding
5. Availability (unsolicited)
6. Attentiveness
NUMBER! 8S WARD GYNAE SEX: F AGE 31 LANG (;: Z:UCO
ILLNESS: Cancer
INCIDENT : Yesterday she waS helping another lady who was in
trouble. She had to go hom.e and they couldn't find her huahand.
She was in trouhle as she couldn't even dress herself. I thought
sbe was fantastic. The patient was confused and the nurse was "
super.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS
things.
Assisted patient to dress and pack her
SALIEN'r ASPECTS FROM INTERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT
Patient was confused and helpless.
THEME 1. Went out of her way for patient
CATEGORY: 1. Nurturance
SUJ3CAT 1. AtteDtiveness
\\
NUUBER,.; 86 WARD: MED SEX F AGE: 23 LANG E
::!
ILLNESS, : 1)ia]')etic
INCIDENT : I <iin i-mpossible to drip and had 1;0 be on, IV for a o
week. The doo,tors asked the nurses to look after the drip. IT
kept on blocking. Instead of just yanking it out and calling the
doctors 3.S has been my previous experience, the nurse sat
patiently for about half an hour unravellill\'! all the plaster,
disconnected everything and tried and tried. She eventually
unblocked it and re-strapped it and everything, without having
to pull the drip out. She saved me a lot of pain and the doctors
a lot of agony. ..
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS: .,Unblocked drip
SALIENT ASPECTS FROM INTERVI~~ES VIEWPOINT
Other nurses would not have taken the trouble. Saved the patient
unnecessary pain.""'~
":$ " . "THE'ME : 1. Assessed reason for pain and took steps to eliminate
2. Difficult task done wall "
3. Dealt with difficult situation patiently
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting with needs
2. Demonstrating knowledge
3. '<Personal attributes
"
SUBCAT 1. Comfort (elimination of pain)
2. Skills (psychomotor)
3. Patient
NUMgER: 97 WARD: MED SEX F AGE 59 t.AJ~G E
ILLNESS: Pneumonia
lNCIDENT :The "nur.se, she was~lvery kind. t h.dd such a pain in my"
chest and back and she canl-e and rubbed my back. She always')
~'
smiles a very nice smile. That goes a 10n9 way.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS: Rubbed patient t s back. SxnilE:d
SALIENT ASPECTS ViWM INTERV!EWEES VIEWPOINT
Helped reduce pain.
1. Rubbed patients back
2. Smiled
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting with needs
2. Interpersonal abilities
SUBCAT : 1. Comfort (Genera"l,)
2. Non verbal commu~icatioll {faci~l e't:pression)
o (1
)\I
NUMBER: 88;, WARP MED SEX: F AGE: 5 0 t~ANG ZULU
ILLNESS: Cancer
INCIDENT : I got cancer very bad. I'm weak and \tired ¥l:"ldthe
nurse helped me in the bath and put ointment OlJV:my tl~outh.She say
I must be happy in this room and she come all the time and talk
to :me because there is no other patiellt here wi th me and XllY
daughter only comes for a short time to visit.
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS : Assisted patient to bath. Put oitttmeXlton
mouth. Came in regularly. Tallted to patient.
SAI.,IEN'r ASPECTS F'RON INTERVIE.'WEES VIEWPOINT :
Patient was lonely and nurSe's presence helped her.
1. Helped patient ~ash
2. Put ointment on dry lips
3. Showed special concern
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting with needs
2. Assa,sting with needs
3. ~ureurance
SUBCAT 1. Physical (hygiene & elimination)
2. Comfort (general)
3. Attentiveness
NUMBER : 89 WARD: MED SEX,:. F AGE 61
ILLNESS: Jal.l'"',.ice
INCIDENT: The nurse has a general attitud€o of 'kindness. My drip
ha.d to come out and I ''i'asgetting antib,iotics ,~n it. I wanted
to go home for the weekend and X wouldn't be able to if they had
to put up a new drip. The nurse said "don't worry, I'll sweet
talk the ooctor". She said "can't We give her antibiotics by
mouth - she wants to go home for the weekend?" The Doctor said
"tes';. I was so pleased and grateful. .
ACTIONS/BEHAVIOURS : Persuaded doctvr to give oral medication.
SALIENT AS-PECTS FROM IJ.!TE:R.VIEWEES VIEWPOINT :
Action enabled patient to gO home for the weekend
: 1~ Knew corrmct action to. take
2. Nuree ~as kind
3. Asked doctor for cree tmenf for patient
CATEGORY: 1. Demonstrating knowl"idge
2. Personal attributes
3. Nurture-:O.ce
SUBCAT 1. Theoretical
2. Kind, considerate and understanding
3. Advocacy
II'
\J
NUMBER; 90" WARD SURG SEX MAGE 65 LANG E
ILLNESS: Spinal operation
INCIDENT: She was very good. She dressed my back wo~nd and was
very good with the operations on my back. ··1 never felt a thing -
not a thing. She was a very junior nurse. Others don't
actually hurt but she was very good and gentle.
ACTIONS/BEflAVIOURS :
SALIENT ASPECTS FRbM IN'l'ERVIEWEES VIEWPOINT :
Did not cause pain. Was gentle.. . ,
THEME 1.~Conducted procedure causing minimal pain
2, Dressings don~/efficiently
3. Gentle
CATEGORY: 1. Assisting with ne$ds
2. Demonstrating knowledge
~ 3. Personal attrib~t~a
SUBCATo : 1. Comfort needs (elimination of pain)
2. Skills (psychomotor)
3. Gentleness
\1
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Anne~ure 8
CASE STUDIES USED IN CHAPTER FOUR FOR COMl?ARISO'N WITH STUDY
Allen S. Show Some Emotion, Nursing Times, July 1, Vol 88,
No 27, 1992, 39
Baines M : Life on Hold, Nursing Times, August 19.~ Vol 88,No 34 t 1092, 26 - 28 "
Boylan A : Sound Judgements, Nursing Times, Jan 8, Vol 88, No
2, 1992, 44 =: 46
Brown J: "Them and Us", Nursin~ Times, Feb 5, Vol 8a,No 6,
1992 , 41
Can.is P Attending the Spirit; Nursing Times, August 5,
Vol 88, No 32, 1992, 50
R : All I Could Do,
1992, 46
Nursing Times, May 6, Vol 88,
Gillan J: Sixth Sense, Nursin~ .,Times,May 6' , Vol 88,No 19, 1992, 45
:Solden T : Seeing Joa.nThrough, AXllcricaXlJournal of .mr$in~,
December 1992 ,26 - 30
"Keacbie J :. Gentle Persuasion, Nursing Times', Fe}? 5, Vol 88,'No 6,1992,40 " '
Kiely T t Laura's
34, 1989, 35 - ~9
Lloyd S : Finding
1992, 48
,',Story, Nursing Times, AU(k_?3, Vol 85 f No
.'.F~".,._ \\
the Key i Nursing Times, Vol 88~t No 32:
, «
MacSweeney J : ill. Belpful ASSessment, Nursing Times, July 15,
yol 88, No 29, 1992, 32 - 33
Reaburn P : A Friend in Need, Nursing Times, March 4, Vol
88, No 10, 1992, 36
Sheperdson J : Being There, Nursing" Tim€)s Ma,rch 4 Vol 8aNo 10 1992 35
(\" "
Sinclair IrM A: Special R~lation.spipI Nut'sing Times,August 5, Vol Sa, NO,,32, 1992, 49 \I
()
Summers S : A LOXlg Nigbtt Nursing Times May 6 Vol 88 No
19 1992 47
Tanner G : A Need to Know, Nursing Tilnes, Aug 2, Vol 85/
No 31, 1989, 54 ....56
White C: Dances with iigsr Nursing Times, Feb 5, Vol 88t
No 6, :1.992, 39
u
Williams C : Ewingfa Sarcoma of the Pelvis, Nursing Times,
July 5, Vol 85, No 27, 1989, 29 - 32 .
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